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Abstract

The development of electronic systems imposes challenges such as tight time-to-
market constraints, correctness requirements on the final product, and ever increas-
ing complexities of hardware and software. To cope with these challenges, electronic
system level (ESL) design approaches emerged and evolved. Two fields of research
are most relevant to this thesis:

1. Platform-based design typically starts with a formal application model, and a
target platform description. A typical embedded system platform consists of
processors, hardware accelerators, and memories, interconnected by busses. A
basic goal of platform-based design is a high degree of automation in refinement
steps from the initial model towards the implementation to obtain correct-by-
construction products.

2. SystemC-based design approaches often involve transaction level modeling
(TLM) early in the design flow. These SystemC/TLM programs then may
be manually refined, or automated approaches such as high-level synthesis
tools may be deployed; a mixture is typical. As SystemC is a C++-library,
tools and techniques already established in C-based design may be reused, and
legacy code may be integrated. Manual tuning and refinement of the SystemC
program is supported as well.

While SystemC-based approaches gain more and more acceptance in industry for
a broad range of products, highly automated design methodologies seem to be
competitive mostly for special cases.
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To bridge the gap between platform-based design and TLM at high abstraction
levels, this thesis advocates the combination of the formal model-based system-level
design methodology SystemCoDesigner with implementation-oriented transaction
level modeling. The combination of both is achieved by automatic SystemC/TLM
program generation. As a result, advantages from both design approaches can be
exploited in the combined design flow:

• Formal methods may be applied to the initial formal application model.

• Established and well-known design processes may then refine a generated
SystemC/TLM program to the final product.

Application models considered here are given by dynamic dataflow models. Such
dataflow models are well suited for modeling streaming applications in the multi-
media or networking domain. In this thesis, formal methods for the two following
areas in electronic system design are presented:

1. The verification of important system requirements such as safety properties
and absence of deadlocks. This verification is performed early in the design
flow to support generation of functionally correct SystemC/TLM programs.

2. The generation of optimized target software schedulers. In general, the execu-
tion of considered application models is data-dependent. Consequently, static
scheduling is prohibitive, and dynamic scheduling that performs scheduling de-
cisions before each execution step is a common solution. To minimize schedul-
ing overhead, a quasi-static scheduling method is proposed that combines fast
and predictable execution of static schedules with inevitable data-dependent
decision during runtime.

However, the real beauty of the combined design flow, as suggested above, is the
opportunity to exploit the formal application model beyond the generation of a
SystemC/TLM program. Dictated by stringent time-to-market constraints, fast de-
velopment is desired. As simulation speed is crucial for fast development, it is shown
that a considerable acceleration of the simulation may be achieved: An approach is
presented to find traces through the state transition system of an application model
that represent recurring behavior. A link between the generated SystemC/TLM
program and the initial application model is given. Therewith, predefined traces are
then used during the execution of the generated SystemC/TLM program to avoid
time consuming context switches.
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1
Introduction

Daily routine is hardly imaginable without omnipresent electronic systems that
influence our way of living: they entertain (portable multimedia players), they
support secure and comfortable traveling (avionics, on-board electronics), they
improve our living standard (health-care, automation), et cetera. All these electronic
systems need to be developed, starting from the mere idea and resulting in the final
product, ready for shipment. Designing electronic systems implies many challenges,
from which two may be identified as dominating:

1. Fast deployment of products.

2. Building trustworthy, correct products.

The reason for fast deployment is the time-to-market pressure—the challenge to
deliver new, innovative products ahead of competitors, and before trends vanish.
Trustworthy products are needed most, where people rely on their function, and
failure may result in disaster, either financial or harming human; hence, correctness
of a product regarding given specifications and requirements must be assured.

Electronic system-level (ESL) design [BMP07] tackles challenges as the above, and
additionally has to cope with the ever growing complexity of hardware and appli-
cations, cost reduction, and so on. As technology and expectations are constantly
evolving, ESL design also has to forge ahead. This thesis investigates the combination
and synergies of two research areas addressing ESL design challenges with different
paradigms:
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1. Introduction

1. Since more than twenty years, top-down electronic system-level design method-
ologies with the aim of a high degree of automation are postulated, emerged,
and evolved; the Y-chart introduced by Gajski & Kuhn [GK83]may be seen
as one of the origins; a more recent visualization of an idealized ESL design
flow that also considers separate hardware and software design is the double
roof model introduced by Teich [Tei00, Tei12]. A common paradigm in auto-
mated design flows is the platform-based design principle, that is, "starting at
the highest level of abstraction, hiding unnecessary details of an implementation,
summarizing the important parameters of the implementation in an abstract
model, [...] and carrying out the design as a sequence of ’refinement’ steps that go
from the initial specification towards the final implementation using platforms
at various level of abstraction." [SV07]. Platforms for electronic systems may
consist of processors, hardware accelerators, busses, and memories. Several
design flows deploy formal model-based application representations at the high-
est level of abstraction (see below). These formal application models are then
refined to implementations. Ideally, a design flow obeying the platform-based
design concept may generate a trustworthy product fast.

2. In the last decade, SystemC [GLMS02] and especially transaction level mod-
eling [CG03] became popular. A transaction is defined as an abstraction of
communication [Ayn08]; instead of modeling communications, for instance,
in terms of signal changes, a communication may be implemented by calling a
function on an interface. Main goals of this high abstraction level are hiding
unnecessary details, and achieving high simulation speed. The transaction
level modeling (TLM) library 2.0 for SystemC provided by OSCI [Ope]
brought interoperability into this area, and conquered to be the de-facto stan-
dard for implementing transaction level models as SystemC/TLM programs.
In contrast to formal application representations, SystemC/TLM programs
are already implementation-oriented. Today, a large ecosystem based on the
TLM-2.0 standard exists:

• Tools from major EDA companies support TLM. For instance, Virtu-
alizer from Synopsys, Virtual System Platform from Cadence, or Vista
from Mentor Graphics.

• Hardware vendors support customers creating SystemC/TLM programs.
For instance, ARM provides tools that export TLM-2.0 compliant sub-
systems (FastModels).

Based on these observations, the central statement of this dissertation may be
summarized as follows:
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Combining a formal model-based system-level design methodology with
implementation-oriented transaction level modeling by automatic SystemC/TLM
program generation may bridge the gap between platform-based design and TLM
at high abstraction levels, and thus may support faster development of trustworthy
products.

Especially the opportunity to exploit model-based knowledge further within
generated SystemC/TLM programs is emphasized in this thesis, as this benefit from
formal application models adds additional value to the combined design flow; simu-
lation acceleration is one example detailed later. Before further detailing individual
contributions, ESL design has to be discussed more thorough to motivate the usage
of the chosen system-level design methodology.

What is understood as electronic system-level design is the task to obtain an
implementation from an initial specification [GV95]. Edwards et al. stated that
a design flow should start with a formal model describing the behavior at a high
level of abstraction, and that the final implementation should be as much as possible
synthesized automatically to ensure "correct by construction" products [ELLSV97].
Keutzer et al. added the orthogonalization of concerns, most important, separation
of communication from computation, and separation of behavior from architec-
ture [KNRSV00]. Greatest benefit from following these guidelines should be high
productivity; very fast development may be possible due to abstraction and au-
tomation, and reuse of models in future designs is eased. To achieve the demanded
productivity, a high abstraction level for entry models that separate function from
structure is considered mandatory [GG02]. To support analysis, optimizations, and
automatic processing, application descriptions based on a formal model of computa-
tion are beneficial. Models of computation provide well defined high-level concepts
in terms of execution, and communication and synchronization semantics [JS05].

Consequently, a recent study of six academic electronic system-level synthesis
methodologies from Gerstlauer et al. [GHP+09] revealed that all investigated ap-
proaches implement the above concepts, summarized as follows:

• Application models are based on a formal model of computation.

• Architecture details are represented by a platform model.

• In an automated synthesis phase, the final implementation is generated.

The SystemCoDesigner methodology [KSS+09*] was one of the investigated
approaches; this thesis bases on the methodology of SystemCoDesigner. The model
of computation for application models used in SystemCoDesigner is best described
by dynamic dataflow: a network of concurrently executed actors communicate
among each other via directed channels with first-in, first-out buffer semantics.

3



1. Introduction

Dataflow graph based modeling is a great choice for streaming applications [TKA02].
Typical streaming applications can be found in the networking or multimedia do-
main [BEJ+11], where a workload of streaming data needs to be processed; examples
are a compressed data decoder, or a network packet filter. Application models may
be expressed in the programming language C++, what allows for executable speci-
fications [GVN94]. A framework called SysteMoC-library [FHT06] provides the
execution environment. Data transported over channels is user-defined, the same is
true for functions manipulating data. Target platforms considered in this thesis are
multi-processor memory-mapped bus systems, well representable by SystemC/TLM
programs. It should be noted that the application models and SystemC/TLM pro-
grams considered in this thesis are at the abstraction level known as system-level, that
is, they consider the system as a whole by representing hardware and software; in
particular, tools and techniques appropriate for models and designs at the register-
transfer level may be inapplicable for models considered here due to the significantly
different abstraction level. Hence, different techniques and solutions may be needed
for functional verification of system properties there.

A major advantage of formal application models is the applicability of formal
analysis, such as the determination of minimal buffer sizes [GBS05], optimal sched-
ules for software implementations [BML99], and so on. Analysis results then may
be respected during (automatic) model refinement. Hence, automated electronic
system-level design approaches may already result in competitive implementations
for specific platforms or restricted application domains. Though, such specializa-
tion in one or another direction might also be a downside, as specialized solutions
may lack flexibility and applicability. Consequently, even though industrial design
practice today starts with more abstract models than several years ago, daily routine
seems far from highly automated methodologies starting with formal application
models.

SystemC, on the other hand, gets more quickly adopted in industry, by hardware
vendors and tool suppliers alike. A major reason may be the implementation-
oriented nature of SystemC; as a SystemC program is a C++-based software pro-
gram, smooth blending into well established development processes is possible, and
reusing legacy code written in a C-based programing language is eased. On the
other hand, adoption of a completely new design flow may require a tremendous
effort, including enormous risks. Hence, typical design flows today often lead from
a (textual) initial specification to a SystemC program. To achieve high simulation
speed, communication in early SystemC programs often is implemented abstract
in terms of transactions [Ghe06]. A SystemC/TLM program may then be further
refined by experts and dedicated tools [DPSV06] to the final implementation. To
conclude this discussion: As long as automated design flows and industrial practice
still need time to coalesce, interoperability should be improved.

What may bridge the gap between formal model-based approaches and design
flows based on implementation-oriented SystemC programs, is automatically generat-
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ing a SystemC program—and not, as is the case in system-level synthesis approaches,
the final implementation. Hence, in this thesis, a design flow starting from a formal
application model and resulting in a SystemC/TLM program is advocated: formal
model-based generation of transaction level models. The abstraction level of generated
SystemC/TLM programs may be described as system architecture level [PGR+08]:
Functionality in the program is an abstract view of the application behavior, and
grouped into tasks mapped to platform components; communication between tasks
is implemented by abstract transactions. Details are given in Chapter 4. Many
formal model-based design methodologies already use intermediate models at trans-
action level, for instance, to estimate performance. So, the following split design
flow can be imagined, combining automated, formal model-based approaches with
SystemC-based approaches:

1. An initial formal application model is created. This model is used for formal
verification of functional properties, for instance, proving absence of critical
model states such as deadlocks, or guaranteeing buffer constraints. Afterwards,
a SystemC program at transaction level is automatically synthesized.

2. The synthesized transaction level model serves as a basis for further model
refinements, according to well known and established design processes. Ex-
amples for refinement steps are substituting the model of the software func-
tionality by an instruction set simulator and target software, or exchanging a
hardware model for an IP block.

Such a design flow may support tackling the two dominating challenges in ESL
design, identified at the head of this section: features of platform-based design are
preserved, leading to a SystemC program automatically; the formal application model
supports validation and verification, resulting in a trustworthy SystemC program as
basis for further refinement.

Note that SystemC programs basically are software programs. Thus, in general,
inherited qualities from the formal application model may be concealed in the
source code—even so a formal application model is the origin. While there is
work in analyzing the behavior of SystemC programs at abstraction levels below
TLM [GD06], in general, revealing the formal model of an arbitrary SystemC/TLM
program is an unsolved challenge. Consequently, a SystemC/TLM program per se
may be inaccessible to formal methods.

However, when deploying a design flow that combines an initial formal applica-
tion model with automatic synthesis as suggested above, model-specific knowledge
may still be applicable to the generated SystemC/TLM program; a link between the
formal application model and the SystemC/TLM program is the requirement. In
this thesis, linking an application model with a resulting SystemC/TLM program is
obtained by defining an abstract, formal state transition system for the application
model, and then identifying states in this state transition system during SystemC

5



1. Introduction

simulation. Hence, the real beauty of the approach proposed in this thesis lies
in maintaining and exploiting model-knowledge within SystemC/TLM programs:
With a preserved link between the formal model and the SystemC program, syner-
gies became possible. As an example, two key areas in SystemC/TLM-based design
are further addressed in this thesis: verification and simulation acceleration. Func-
tional verification at the application level supports achieving (functional) correct
SystemC/TLM programs; the formal application model can further be used to
achieve a fast SystemC simulation that is important for fast development of, for
instance, target software.

The three major contributions of this thesis are visualized in Figure 1.1. Basis
for all solutions is a formal application model, indicated in the top left corner of
Figure 1.1.

• Fast deployment of products is a major goal of any ESL design approach. To
support early development processes, one aim of this thesis is to combine
the SystemCoDesigner methodology [KSS+09*] with SystemC/TLM-based
design approaches. Thus, SystemC programs at transaction level are required.
As a solution, an automatic generation of SystemC/TLM programs from
application models is proposed in Chapter 4.

• As trustworthy products are a dominating challenge for any ESL design ap-
proach, validation & verification should be supported. To enable formal
verification, the application model is also basis for an abstract state transition
system (depicted as a diagram with dots and arrows in Figure 1.1). As a result,
symbolic model checking [BCM+92] becomes possible. This allows, for in-
stance, to check properties concerning buffer sizes and state machine states
expressed in a temporal logic, such as CTL [EH85]. Additionally, techniques
to detect deadlock states and dead transitions in application models are intro-
duced. How to efficiently obtain and encode the transition system from a
given application model, and then use the transition system in verification, is
detailed in Chapter 5.

• Due to stringent time-to-market constraints, development time should be
reduced. To save development time, a high simulation speed of SystemC
programs is beneficial. Hence, as a benefit from model-based knowledge
for SystemC-based design approaches, simulation acceleration will be demon-
strated. Basis for simulation acceleration are scenarios extracted from the state
transition system by traces (trace searching is depicted in the upper right corner
in Figure 1.1). From such traces, accelerating source code is automatically gen-
erated; this allows to exploit the formal application model for fast simulation,
as will be demonstrated in Chapter 6.

A more detailed summary of all contributions is given in Section 1.1. Not all
proposed solutions for the tackled challenges may be efficiently applied under all
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1.1. Summary of Contributions and Collaborations

Formal Application Model

Generation Verification Acceleration

Figure 1.1.: Overview of major contributions of this thesis: Based on a formal
application model, transaction level model generation, verification,
and simulation acceleration are presented.

circumstances. Hence, the scope and restrictions of all proposals are summarized in
Section 1.2.

1.1. Summary of Contributions and Collaborations

Parts of the solutions and results presented in this thesis were previously published.
A list of all publications authored and co-authored by the author of this thesis
may be found starting at page 213. In this section, all publications by the author
leading to and culminating in this thesis are summarized. Also, contributions
solely proposed in this thesis are highlighted. This monograph extends previous
publications in several ways, not only by unifying wording, formalization, and
motivation to experience a seamless presentation: More details are introduced for
almost every aspect of previously published work; especially, a solid, thorough, and
uniform formal foundation is added. Additionally, new algorithms and solutions
are proposed for several challenges arising in formal model-based generation and
acceleration of transaction level models.

Other authors have participated in all previous publications; in the following, a
clear distinction is made of the contributions provided by the author of this thesis,
and his co-authors.
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1. Introduction

Modeling Extensions for Large-Scale Shared Memory Architecture
Performance Estimation

Dataflow graph based modeling is a great choice for streaming applications [TKA02].
Streaming applications and MPSoC target platforms are the focus in this thesis.
Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that our dataflow graph-based modeling
approach is not limited to MPSoCs, and can also be deployed to model applications
executed on large-scale shared memory architectures. Though, dataflow graphs
alone show deficiencies in representing shared memory communication in large-
scale architectures. As a solution, an extension to dataflow graphs called shared
object channels is proposed here. Shared object channels allow simultaneous access
to shared data for actors. With the high-level concept of shared object channels,
accurate performance estimation of large-scale shared memory architectures is now
possible with the SystemCoDesigner methodology. In collaboration with IBM
Germany, performance estimation for the I/O subsystem of mainframe computers
was successfully performed. Solutions and findings on this subject are presented in
Chapter 3. Key to performance estimation was the methodology contributed by
Martin Streubühr [SGHT10*], and a cache model provided by IBM. The application
model used as a case-study in parts of this thesis was developed by all participants.
The experiments shown in Section 3.4.4 were conducted by Rainer Dorsch. The
concepts of the shared object channel as an extension to dataflow based application
modeling are contributed by the author of this thesis.

Generation of SystemC/TLM Programs from SysteMoC Models

When generating implementations from formal application models, a main challenge
is implementing the abstract communication. In Chapter 4, solutions to generate
SystemC/TLM programs from SysteMoC models are presented. The basic approach
of mapping dataflow actors to SystemC modules was described in [GHNT07*]:
adapters translate between transactions during SystemC/TLM simulation and ac-
cesses from actors to buffers by providing corresponding interfaces. At the time of
publication, Bernhard Niemann already had experience with the emerging SystemC
transaction level modeling, and several discussions with him were valuable finding
the solution presented in [GHNT07*]. The final concepts and the implementation
were performed by the author of this thesis.

Starting with the idea of implementing abstract communication in transaction
level models, intermediate transaction level models in system-level synthesis were
defined in [GGH+11*]. A preliminary version of [GGH+11*] was presented
in [GGH+10*]. In a collaboration with the group of professor Andreas Gerst-
lauer (UT Austin), this intermediate models allowed us to combine two system-level
design methodologies of different flavors:

1. Formal model-based SystemCoDesigner including automatic design space
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1.1. Summary of Contributions and Collaborations

exploration, and

2. the more implementation-oriented System-on-Chip Environment (SCE) with
strengths in communication synthesis.

A seamless and automatic design flow from formal application models down to
pin-accurate models of bus-based MPSoCs was the achievement. The two involved
research groups equally contributed to this work.

In this monograph, the focus is on generating SystemC/TLM programs from
formal application models; the proposed generating approach with the System-
CoDesigner methodology is a contribution of the author of this thesis, and was not
previously published in detail. Philipp Kutzer et al. proposed automatic generation
of virtual prototypes including instruction set simulators in [KGHT11*]. Used
as input, a prerequisite for [KGHT11*] is the SystemC/TLM program generation
presented here.

Validation of SysteMoC Models

Application model development is a first task in early design phases, and still often
performed manually. Validation denotes assuring that the model fulfills its intended
purpose, and may consume much design time. Hence, techniques to assist model
validation are introduced in Section 5.1. While validation seems to be mainly a
technical issue, the proposed techniques benefit from the formal basis of application
models for validation already during application development. For instance, access
traces to shared object channels may help identifying model faults.

Formal Verification of SysteMoC Models

Driven by the aim of creating trustworthy products, verifying that a model fulfills
given requirements is a major task in ESL design. Hence, designers should be
supported with verification techniques at each abstraction level in the design flow.
In this thesis, solutions for functional verification tasks at an abstract application
level are proposed in Section 5.2: a method for an automatic translation of a given
application model is presented that allows to apply model checking techniques;
techniques to compute deadlocks, unused transitions, and to verify safety properties
are introduced.

A prerequisite for applying symbolic methods to application models is their
symbolic encoding. As application models considered here may use arbitrary, user-
defined data types and functions, an abstraction is required. In Section 5.2.1, such
an abstraction technique is proposed, and a corresponding symbolic representa-
tion of application models is given. A similar symbolic encoding of SysteMoC
models was proposed in [Gla06*]. Based on this application model encoding us-
ing interval diagrams, a model checking approach for SysteMoC models was pro-
posed in [GBHT08*]. The experiments and the prototype implementation of the

9



1. Introduction

model checker were contributed by [Ble10] in his seminar paper. The prototype
from [Ble10] builds upon an interval diagram package developed in [Gla06*].

The basic idea of using a formal application model for test cases generation was
applied in [GHS+09*]). There, the system-level description language Advanced
Design and Verification of Abstract Systems (ADeVA) [HGH02] was employed; traces
were searched with the commercial model checker OneSpin 360 MV; the generated
implementation in SystemC was equivalent to the abstract model, without adding
architectural or timing information. Both, the abstract model description and the
implementation, used signals for communication. The design flow from [GHS+09*]
includes contributions from all participants.

Application of Formal Methods to Transaction Level Models

Formal application models based on dataflow graphs may be represented as state
transition systems, as we see later. Such a state transition system then enables trace
searching through the state space. In this thesis, traces retrieved from a state transi-
tion system together with a generated SystemC/TLM program are used exemplarily
for two challenges in transaction level modeling:

1. Fast SystemC simulation, and

2. software scheduling.

Trace searching is an inherent feature of model checkers to generate counter
examples or witnesses. However, traces needed for scheduling and fast simulation
impose an additional challenge: We seek for those traces from model state a to g
that employ a certain transition t from the dataflow model. As we see in Section 6.2,
standard model checking techniques may have deficits for this task: Either extending
the state space is necessary, leading more early into state explosion, or enumeration
is introduced, what diminishes the benefits of symbolic methods. Thus, a novel
search algorithm was presented in [GHT12*] that avoids these two problems by
exploiting model knowledge. Basically, reachable states are split into sets of states
during searching, depending on employed transitions. As a result, the proposed
algorithm is less compute and space-intense compared to symbolic model checking.

Fast simulation of SystemC/TLM programs may be an important aid to meet
tight time-to-market constraints. For instance, fast execution is worthwhile when
the SystemC/TLM program is used by the software development team for weeks
or months, or is utilized in regression tests—there, simulation speed is crucial, and
could never be too fast. Though, communication between modules involves time
consuming context switches during SystemC simulation; threads for the simulation
kernel and communicating peers are executed for data exchange. With pre-calculated
traces, upcoming communication behavior during simulation can be anticipated.
This fact is used for automatic generation of source code that may be integrated into

10
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the SystemC/TLM program. Faster SystemC simulation is the result, as we have
shown in [GHT12*]. The experiments using a packet filter, presented in [GHT12*],
were contributed by Thomas Ritscher [Rit10] in his diploma thesis. Using a formal
model for SystemC simulation acceleration is a novel concept, orthogonal to existing
approaches targeting the simulation environment. By exploiting model knowledge
about communication behavior in the SystemC/TLM program, simulation may
become significantly faster, as demonstrated in Section 6.3. This thesis presents an
extended version of [GHT12*], with additional details.

Partitions of the application model may be realized as target software executed
on a processor. Actors in this software partition need to be scheduled. Thereby,
a customized quasi-static schedule may provide better performance than general
purpose scheduling strategies, such as round-robin. In quasi-static schedules, only
inevitable data-dependent decisions are performed at runtime, triggering statically
scheduled sequences. The formal methods behind this approach are presented in
Section 6.4. Conceptually, scheduling may be seen as part of the SystemC program
generation; but the proposed scheduling approach is based on symbolic methods,
and thus is discussed in the context of formal methods for transaction level models.
Exploiting traces for scheduling of SysteMoC models was first described in [Gla06*],
and published in [GHT08*]. In [GHT09*], an extended version was presented. In
this thesis, those ideas are further extended for SystemC/TLM programs.

1.2. Scope of Contributions
While proposing many solutions, claiming that all challenges were solved most effi-
ciently in one thesis would be assumptive. In this section, the scope and restrictions
of the proposed methods are detailed.

Shared object channels are an appropriate modeling extension for performance
estimation of shared memory communication. However, this high-level concept is
not yet considered in synthesis. Also, similar to internal actor states, shared objects
are not further considered in the state transition system of a SysteMoC model.

The interval diagram package used for state traversal throughout this thesis scales
well, as later experiments show. Basic optimizations, such as result caching [BRB90],
zero-edge suppressing [Min93], and garbage collection are implemented in the pack-
age. Nevertheless, many optimizations known from other types of decision diagrams
are not integrated. For instance, classical sifting [Rud93], or more advanced dynamic
variable ordering techniques [DGS01] are missing. Including such optimizations
may greatly improve the performance of the interval diagram package.

An abstract view of a SysteMoC model, a state transition system, is the basis of
most formal methods presented in this thesis; the concrete value of data transported
in channels, and the internal state of actors is abstracted. Without this abstraction, we
ought to parse and analyze source code. To allow analysis of source code, users must

11
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be restricted to a certain subset of language features and libraries. This was decided
to be an unacceptable limitation for high-level designs. As a consequence, results
of formal methods applied to the abstract state transition system of SysteMoC
models may be over-approximated. For instance, proving a critical state to be
unreachable in the abstract transition system is a prove for also not reaching this
state during simulation. Conversely, this is not true: If a critical state is reachable in
the abstract transition system, this state may never be reached in the simulation due
to data-dependencies. Implications of the chosen abstraction on results are discussed
individually for each proposed algorithm or technique in the corresponding section.

When generating transaction level models, a generic implementation for the
channel-based communication of the SysteMoC model in terms of transactions is
used. For some applications, however, there might be more suitable implementa-
tion alternatives; depending on communication rates, buffers might be distributed
differently, or the synchronization scheme could be optimized. Also, hardware
resources that are connected as slaves are not considered. It should not be difficult to
implement appropriate communication adapters for such scenarios that are based
on polling. However, in this thesis, a fixed communication implementation idiom is
used to demonstrate the proposed concepts.

SystemC/TLM programs considered in this thesis are not highly elaborated in
terms of platform implementation. For instance, implementation of busses and
memories, and complex communication fabrics are not discussed; interconnection re-
sources, such as busses, and memories are considered as auxiliary modules, provided
by a library. Also, timing simulation is discussed only at the edge of experimental
results. Omitting these details is on purpose: The concepts and the formal model-
based aspects for transaction level models are the focus. The findings should be
transferable to much more complex and detailed SystemC/TLM programs, as long
as communication is based on the same principles assumed here. These principles
are typical for loosely-timed transaction level modeling (see Section 2.5).

The proposed SystemC simulation acceleration can give great results. However,
simulation acceleration relies on removing context switches. Therefore, the ap-
proach is limited to speed up scenarios in the model that involve several threads of
a SystemC/TLM program, as only there context switches may be saved. Also, by
avoiding context switches, timing points are lost. Hence, accuracy in performance
simulation may be reduced. The same trade off is inherent in other simulation
acceleration techniques, for instance, the quantum keeper concept [IEE12]: high
simulation speed is traded with timing accuracy. Consequently, simulation accelera-
tion is best suited in scenarios where accurate timing is not the priority. For instance,
when testing software functionality, timing accuracy may be sacrificed. Simulation
acceleration then can be disabled for more accurate performance estimation.

12
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1.3. Outline
This thesis is organized as follows: Fundamentals for proposed solutions are given
in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, the SystemCoDesigner modeling approach using Syste-
MoC is presented, and extensions for performance estimation of large-scale shared
memory architectures are introduced. The automatic generation of a SystemC/TLM
program from a given SysteMoC model is detailed in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, veri-
fication and validation of SysteMoC models is introduced. Exploiting the formal
SysteMoC model in a generated SystemC/TLM program for simulation acceleration
and scheduling is subject of Chapter 6. This thesis concludes with final remarks and
future work in Chapter 7.
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2
Fundamentals

The formal methods presented in this thesis are based on symbolic techniques. In this
chapter, we review the fundamentals. First, state transition systems are introduced
in Section 2.1. The basic operations know as image operations that allow to traverse
a state transition system are repeated afterwards in Section 2.2. State transition
systems and image operations are the basis for symbolic techniques. An efficient
representation of state transition systems may be achieved by using interval diagrams.
Interval diagrams are therefore detailed in Section 2.3. One aim in this thesis is to
represent formal application models symbolically. Hence, a detailed description of
the class of application models considered in this thesis, including their formal basis,
is given in Section 2.4. Finally, a brief description of SystemC and transaction level
modeling in Section 2.5 concludes this chapter.

Take the Petri net model in Figure 2.1 as an illustrating example, used throughout
this chapter.1 Places q1 and q2 may contain tokens, depicted as solid circles. Here,
we limit the maximum amount of tokens per place to twenty. When transition t1,
t2, or t3 is fired, it produces tokens (leaving arrow) and consumes tokens (incoming
arrow) at a rate specified by the number at the arrow. A transition is enabled if there
are enough tokens to consume on input places, and there is enough space to produce
tokens on output places of the transition. In the example, all three transitions are
enabled.

1 Petri nets are said to be invented by Carl Adam Petri in 1939; he first published his ideas in his
dissertation [Pet62]. A recent summary of Petri nets in the form they are now commonly known
can be found in [RP08]. Here, the standard notation is considered, that is, no extensions such as
timed or colored Petri nets are used.
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q1t1

t2

t3

q21 2

1 1
2020

1

Figure 2.1.: Petri net with three transitions, t1, t2, and t3, and two places, q1 and
q2. Both places have a capacity of 20 tokens.

2.1. State Transition Systems
The states and state changes of a Petri net can be represented by a state transition
system.

Definition 2.1 (State Transition System). A state transition system is a tuple
(S ,T ), where S is the set of states, and T ⊆S ×S is the transition relation.

The states in set S can be encoded using n variables, where n corresponds to the
number of places of the Petri net, that is,

S ⊆D1×D2× · · ·×Dn .

A state s ∈ S is then written as s = (x1, x2, . . . , xn), with xi ∈ Di , where Di is the
domain of xi . In the following, set S and transition relation T are assumed to be
finite.

Example 2.1. As an example, the set of states for the Petri net in Figure 2.1
is given. In Petri nets, a state is also called a marking. A marking denotes the
current amount of tokens in each place. In Figure 2.1, the depicted marking is
(q1, q2) = (1,0). The state space denotes all markings. Hence, n = 2 here. Places q1
and q2 are limited to twenty tokens. This leads to the set of states2

S = {(x1, x2) | x1, x2 ∈ [0,20]}, where xi ∈N0 .

A transition (s , s ′) ∈ T is denoted by s → s ′. To distinguish Petri net transitions
from transitions in state transitions systems, we call the latter from now on STS-
transitions.

2 Note that, in general, not all states in the state spaceS are necessarily reachable. This is further
discussed in Section 5.2.3.
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Example 2.2. In the state transition system for the Petri net in Figure 2.1,
STS-transitions are defined by the three transitions in the Petri net. This leads to:

T = {(x1, x2)→ (x ′1, x ′2) | ((x ′1 = x1+ 1∧ x ′2 = x2)∨
(x ′1 = x1− 1∧ x ′2 = x2+ 2)∨
(x ′1 = x1− 1∧ x ′2 = x2+ 1))∧ x1, x2, x ′1, x ′2 ∈ [0,20]} .

Note that a transition in the Petri net model may result in several STS-transitions:
both STS-transitions, (1,0) → (0,2), (1,1) → (0,3) ∈ T , result from Petri net
transition t2.

2.2. Image and Preimage Operation
Given a state transition system, the image and preimage operation compute state sets,
as defined in the following. These operations are the basis for all later introduced
symbolic methods.

Definition 2.2 (Image). Let (S ,T ) be a state transition system, and S ⊆ S be
a set of states. Performing the image operation results in the set of all successor states
S ′. That is, S ′ includes all states that are reachable from a state s ∈ S by applying an
STS-transition t ∈ T , or formally:

S ′ = Img(S,T ) = {s ′ | ∃s ∈ S : (s , s ′) ∈ T } .

Example 2.3. For the Petri net in Figure 2.1, let (S ,T ) be a corresponding
state transition system, and let set S = {(1,0)} ⊂ S ; the image of S is S ′ =
{(2,0), (0,2), (0,1)}= Img(S,T ), as (1,0)→ (2,0), (1,0)→ (0,2), (1,0)→ (0,1) ∈
T .

For Petri nets, there is also a more intuitive description of the image operation:
for each marking s ∈ S , fire each enabled Petri net transition; the set of all successor
markings equals the set S ′.

By analogy to the image operation, the preimage operation denotes the set of all
predecessor states S ′ to a set of states S.

Definition 2.3 (Preimage). Let (S ,T ) be a state transition system, and S ⊆ S
be a set of states. Performing the preimage operation results in the set of all predecessor
states S ′. That is, S ′ includes all states that can reach a state s ∈ S by applying an
STS-transition t ∈ T , formally defined as

S ′ = PreImg(S,T ) = {s | ∃s ′ ∈ S : (s , s ′) ∈ T } .
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2.3. Interval Diagrams
To enable efficient symbolic image computations, characteristic functions of state sets
and the transition relation may be encoded as graphs, for instance, binary decision
diagrams (BDDs) [Bry86]. This is thoroughly studied in the area of symbolic model
checking [BCM+92]. Here, we use interval diagrams defined in [ST98], as they
allow a compact and intuitive encoding of state transition systems for Petri nets,
and for many other dataflow-dominant models of computation. Nevertheless, the
proposed techniques may also be implemented using BDDs, MDDs [SKMB90], and
others.

Interval diagrams come in two flavors:

1. Interval decision diagrams (IDDs) may represent state sets.

2. Interval mapping diagrams (IMDs) are well suited to encode transition rela-
tions.

Both diagram types are introduced in the following sections. For a more extensive
description, see [Str00].

Interval Decision Diagrams

A function of n variables f (x1, x2, . . . , xn) has the signature

f : D1×D2× · · ·×Dn→C . (2.1)

As we later want to encode characteristic functions of state sets, the value ranges
for variables xi are Di ⊂ N0, and the codomain C is Boolean (C = B = {0,1}).
Functions as in Equation (2.1) may then be represented as interval decision diagrams
(IDDs).

An IDD is a rooted, directed acyclic graph G(V , E). The Boolean codomain
leads to exactly two terminal nodes, N0,N1 ∈V , representing value zero and one,
respectively. Similar to BDDs, an order is given for variables, and reduction rules
are applied. This guarantees a canonical representation of functions. We assume
that the order is x1 < x2 < · · ·< xn. Each non-terminal node v ∈V is labeled with
an index i = index(v) that corresponds to the represented variable xi . In the graph,
the variable order must hold for every path from the root to a terminal node: For a
node vl ∈V , let E ′l be all edges originating from vl , and function childk(vl ) denote
the target node of edge ek ∈ E ′l , with 0< k ≤ |E ′l |; then

∀vl ∈V , ek ∈ E ′l : index(childk(vl ))> index(vl )

must hold.
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Edges E ′l originating from node vl with index(vl ) = i are labeled with intervals
I ⊆ Di . The intervals from the m = |E ′l | edges form a partition, denoted by
part(vl ) = {I1, I2, . . . , Im}. This partition part(vl ) then must completely cover the
value range of variable vl , that is,

Di =
⋃

I∈part(vl )

I .

Furthermore, the intervals must be disjoint.

Example 2.4. Figure 2.2(a) shows the IDD for the Boolean function g (x1, x2) =
(x1 > 10)∧ (x2 ≤ 3) with variable order x1 < x2. Variable domains for x1 and x2
are integer intervals D1 = D2 = [0,20]. Interpreted as a characteristic function
for a set of states of the Petri net in Figure 2.1, function g represents 40 states; all
states with more than 10 tokens in place q1 and with less than 4 tokens in place q2.

Interval Mapping Diagrams

Like IDDs, interval mapping diagrams are rooted, directed acyclic graphs G(V , E);
each non-terminal node v ∈V is labeled with an index i = index(v) corresponding
to the represented variable xi ; and IMDs must respect a given variable order. In
contrast to IDDs, IMDs only have a single terminal node, N1 ∈V . In the following,
we restrict value ranges of variables xi to finite sets, that is, Di ⊂N.

Here, IMDs are used to encode transition relations. Intuitively, changes to state
variables are encoded as paths; these changes are expressed using interval arithmetics.
For all non-terminal nodes vl ∈ V , outgoing edges E ′l are labeled with mapping

x1

x2

N0N1

[11,20]

[0,3]
[4,20]

[0,10]

(a) IDD

x1

x2

N1

[1,20]/
-[1,1]

x2

[1,20]/
-[1,1]

[0,19]/
+[1,1]

[0,19]/
+[1,1]

[0,18]/
+[2,2]

(b) IMD

Figure 2.2.: (a) state set and (b) transition relation for the Petri net in Figure 2.1
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functions, denoted by {F1, F2, . . . , Fm}= func(vl ), where m = |E ′l |. These functions
are of the form F = IP/δIA. The slash symbol (/) is used as a delimiter. With
i = index(vl ), interval IP ⊆ Di is called predicate interval, symbol δ ∈ {+,−,=}
denotes a function symbol, and interval IA ⊆ Di is called action interval. Thus,
functions F represent interval shifting (+,−) or assignment (=). Functions of the
form [a, b]/− [c , d] are equivalent to [a, b]/+[−d ,−c]. Applied to an interval I ,
the result of a mapping function is

f+(I ) =
�

I ∩ IP + IA if I ∩ IP 6= ;
[] otherwise

or

f=(I ) =
�

IA if I ∩ IP 6= ;
[] otherwise .

Example 2.5. Figure 2.2(b) shows the IMD encoding all STS-transitions for the
Petri net in Figure 2.1. The three paths in the diagram encode, from left to right,
transitions t2, t1, and t3 of the Petri net.

Image Computation
Image computation for IDDs and IMDs is based on the recursive apply opera-
tion [Bry86], and was introduced in [ST98]. The basic algorithm is repeated in this
section. Extensions to this algorithm are proposed later in Section 5.2.6.

A forward mapping function performs the image computation. Assume given
a state transition system (S ,T ). To compute the image S ′ = Img(S,T ), with
S, S ′ ⊆ S , the root node v of the IDD encoding the state set S, and the root
node w of the IMD encoding transition relation T are given; the function shown
in Listing 2.1 then recursively computes the reduced IDD representing the state
set S ′, and returns the corresponding root node v ′. The pseudocode was taken
from [ST98], and modified to match the syntax in this monograph. Basically, three
cases depending on variable indices are handled by the mapForward function:

index(v)< index(w) The case of the IDD v node having a variable index lower
than the IMD node w is handled in lines 7–13. In this case, the mapForward
function is recursively called with the same IMD node w and all child nodes
of IDD node v.

index(v)> index(w) In lines 14–21, the case of a lower variable index for IMD
node w is handled. Recursive calls to the mapForward function then respect
all child nodes of node w.
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Listing 2.1: Pseudocode for the mapForward function, modified from [ST98]
1 funct ion mapForward ( IddNode v , ImdNode w )

i f v =N0 then
3 return N0

i f (v =N1)∧ (w =N1) then
5 return N1

v ′ := N0
7 i f index(v)< index(w) then

foreach I j ∈ part(v) do
9 i f child j (v) 6=N0 then

vc := mapForward ( child j (v) , w )
11 i f vc 6=N0 then

n := g e tN od e(index(v), I j , vc )
13 v ′ := v ′ ∨ n

e l s e i f index(v)> index(w) then
15 foreach fk ∈ func(w) do

I ′ := fk(Dindex(w))
17 i f I ′ 6= [] then

vc := mapForward ( v , childk(w) )
19 i f vc 6=N0 then

n := g e tN od e(index(w), I ′, vc )
21 v ′ := v ′ ∨ n

e l s e // index(v) = index(w)
23 foreach I j ∈ part(v) do

foreach fk ∈ func(w) do
25 i f child j (v) 6=N0 then

I ′ := fk(I j )
27 i f I ′ 6= [] then

vc := mapForward ( child j (v) , childk(w) )
29 i f vc 6=N0 then

n := g e tN od e(index(v), I ′, vc )
31 v ′ := v ′ ∨ n

return v ′
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index(v) = index(w) If both nodes, the IDD node v and the IMD w, posses the
same variable index, the mapping operation continues with these nodes (lines
22–31).

During image computation, the function getNode, shown in Listing 2.2, creates
nodes for the IDD graph. A new node n with variable index i is created, and edges
are added according to parameters (lines 2–4). If the created node has only a single
edge (that is, the node is obsolete), the child node is returned (lines 5 and 6). In line 6,
the function child1(n) denotes the first target node of node n. Otherwise, the newly
created IDD node is the result of the function getNode. Note that, for efficiency, an
implementation of this function will only create new nodes if the requested node
does not already exist; all nodes may be stored in a common pool in an optimized
decision diagram package [BRB90]. The same approach is taken for the interval
diagram package used in this thesis.

2.4. Application Modeling
In this thesis, we consider applications that can be specified by the SysteMoC model
of computation [FHT06]. A SysteMoC model denotes a network of concurrently
executed actors. An actor combines dataflow semantics with finite state machines.
Actors communicate among each other via directed channels with first-in, first-out
buffer semantics. A similar concept called FunState was proposed in [STG+01].
However, whereas FunState is intended as an internal representation only, and is
not embedded into a design flow, SysteMoC is embedded into the SystemCoDe-
signer [KSS+09*]methodology, allows to create executable specifications (SysteMoC
programs), and is integrated into a synthesis flow. While user-defined data types
are allowed in SysteMoC programs without limitation, and functions may take
advantage of arbitrary libraries, the underlying formal SysteMoC model can always
be extracted automatically from a SysteMoC program. From now on, we therefore
make the following distinction:

• SysteMoC models denote a class of dynamic dataflow models of computation.

• SysteMoC programs are implementations of SysteMoC models as C++ pro-
grams, using a programing library called SysteMoC-library Section 2.4.3.

The formal model of computation of SysteMoC models is given in Section 2.4.1.
The execution semantics for SysteMoC models is introduced in Section 2.4.2. The
correlation between an executable specification given as a SysteMoC program and
the corresponding SysteMoC model is detailed in Section 2.4.3.
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Listing 2.2: Pseudocode for the getNode function, used in Listing 2.1 to create a
node

funct ion getNode ( Index i , I n t e r v a l I , IddNode v )
2 create node n with index i

add edge with interval I from node v to node n
4 add complementing edges from n to N0

i f n is obsolete then
6 return child1(n)

return n

2.4.1. The SysteMoC Model of Computation
Basic elements of a SysteMoC model are actors and channels that may be intercon-
nected. In the following, we assume that all sets are finite.

Definition 2.4 (SysteMoC Model). A SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) consists of
a set of actors A, a set of channels C , and their interconnections E ⊆A×C ∪C ×A.

Definition 2.5 (SysteMoC FIFO Channel). In a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E),
each channel c = (k , d ) ∈ C , with k , d ∈ N, has a channel capacity k and a delay d
(initial tokens), with k > 0 and d ≤ k.

For each actor a ∈ A, incident channels c ∈ C are partitioned into incoming
channels Ci n and outgoing channels Cou t . From now on, we will use the dot-operator
to denote the context of a variable.

a.Ci n = {c ∈C | (c ,a) ∈ E} and
a.Cou t = {c ∈C | (a, c) ∈ E} . (2.2)

Actor a may only write tokens to its outgoing channels a.Cou t , and only read tokens
from its incoming channels a.Ci n. Figure 2.3 shows an application representation of
a simple SysteMoC model.

Example 2.6. Figure 2.3 shows a graphical representation of a SysteMoC model
that consists of two actors interconnected by one channel. This SysteMoC model
is used as running example in this thesis. Actor Source models a source of packets
that are transported via channel Ch, and processed by actor Sink. Channel Ch is
an outgoing channel for actor Source, and an incoming channel for actor Sink. The
channel is initially empty. The channel capacity is configurable. In the following,
a capacity of eight is assumed.

The activation and firing behavior of an actor is defined by a finite state machine
(FSM); actor activity and communication is controlled and triggered only by taking
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Source

spaceCh,1/send

Sink
availCh,1 ∧ isFrag/

store, reassemble,process

¬isFrag/process

availCh,1/store
b

Ch

a c

t1

t2
t3

t4

Figure 2.3.: Graphical representation of a SysteMoC model; a Source actor send
packets via a channel Ch to a Sink actor. These packets may be frag-
mented and then are reassembled before processing.

FSM transitions. Each transition is labeled with a set of predicates, also called guard,
and a set of action functions. Predicates define consumption and production of
tokens on incident channels performed by the transition. Additionally, predicates
that depend on an internal actor state may be included in a guard (detailed below). A
transition is enabled if all predicates in the guard of the transition are fulfilled; see
Definition 2.11 on page 28 for a formal definition. When an enabled transition is
taken, all action functions are executed. Action functions may read and write data
in channels. The formal definition of an actor and an actor FSM is as follows:

Definition 2.6 (Actor). In a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), each actor a ∈A is a
tuple a = (F ,Q, q0). The finite state machine (FSM) F defines the execution behavior
of the actor, the set Q denotes possible internal states resulting from internal variable
assignments, and q0 ∈Q is the initial internal state.

Definition 2.7 (Actor FSM). For a SysteMoC actor a = (F ,Q, q0), the FSM F =
(FS , FT , FA, v0) consists of a set of states FS , a set of transitions FT , a set of action functions
FA, and an initial state v0 ∈ FS . Each transition t ∈ FT is a tuple t = (v,g, f, v ′), where
v ∈ FS is the start state, g is a set of predicates called guard, f= (S, R) is an action, with
a set of action functions S ⊆ FA and the well-order relation R on set S, and v ′ ∈ FS is
the end state of the transition.

Note that an action f= (S, R) is a set of well-ordered action functions S, that is,
elements in set S have a strict total order given by relation R. This order is important
when later defining the execution semantics of SysteMoC models in Section 2.4.2.

Example 2.6 (continued). For each FSM-transition of the SysteMoC model
shown in Figure 2.3, guard (the set of predicates) and action (the well-ordered set of
action functions) are annotated, separated by a slash. The action function "send"
of actor Source produces data chunks of packets on the channel Ch. Packets may
be fragmented into two chunks, that is, the Sink has to reassemble a fragmented
packet before processing (t4), or may process a single chunk as packet (t3). Action
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functions of actor Sink store a data chunk internally ("store"), "reassemble", or
"process" a packet. Note that an action function may be used in the action of
different transitions. Expression "availCh,1" denotes the predicate of availability of
at least one packet in channel Ch, and "spaceCh,1" denotes the availability of space
for at least one packet in channel Ch.

After defining the basic elements of SysteMoC models, actor representations and
channels, predicates and the execution semantics of SysteMoC models are detailed
in the following section.

2.4.2. Execution Semantics for SysteMoC Models
The SysteMoC model description in Section 2.4.1 excludes execution semantics.
To execute a SysteMoC model, a proper execution semantics is required. These
execution semantics, given in the following, are also a prerequisite to later define an
abstract state transition system for SysteMoC models (see Section 5.2.1).

Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E). Let each actor a ∈ A be in a
runtime state (va, qa) ∈Qa, with the current FSM state va, and the current internal
state qa. Assume a given actor a = (F ,Q, q0) with FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). Let
Qa = {FS ×Q}. At start of execution, the runtime state (va, qa) is initialized to
(va, qa) = (v0, q0). Each action function f ∈ FA may change the current internal state
qa of actor a, that is,

∀ f ∈ FA : Q→Q . (2.3)

Action functions, however, are executed during state transition only. This will be
detailed below, after the explanation of predicates used in guards.

With the notion of runtime state for actors, we introduce for each actor a ∈ A
runtime data predicates conda,i . Each runtime data predicate conda,i can also be
negated, denoted as ¬conda,i ; when condition i on the internal state qa is fulfilled,
the predicate conda,i evaluates to true, and the negated predicate ¬conda,i evaluates
to false. More formally:

conda,i = false ⇔ ¬conda,i = true and

¬conda,i = false ⇔ conda,i = true .
(2.4)

In the following, when discussing runtime data predicates, always negations of
runtime data predicates are also considered if not explicitly stated otherwise. Transi-
tions with a guard including runtime data predicates are also called data-dependent
transitions.

Definition 2.8 (Data-Dependent Transition). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC
model, where each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A includes an FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). A
transition t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT is called data-dependent if there exists at least one
runtime data predicate conda,i in g.
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Example 2.6 (continued). In the model shown in Figure 2.3, "isFrag" is a
runtime data predicate. By executing action function "store", the first data chunk
in channel Ch is internally stored (in an internal variable). The predicate "isFrag"
checks if the currently stored chunk is fragmented, that is, an additional data
chunk needs to be received to reassemble the packet, before processing it. The
predicate "isFrag" is used in the guard of transition t4, and in the guard of transition
t3 in its negated form. Hence, transitions t3 and t4 are data-dependent.

Model execution, that is, taking enabled transitions, is explained in detail shortly.
Before, runtime states of channels and related predicates are introduced. During
model execution, each channel c = (k , d ) ∈C has also a runtime state defined by its
buffer fill size (current number of tokens stored in the channel) dc ∈Qc = {0, . . . , k}.
Initially, the runtime state dc is set to the initial delay of the channel d . We define
channel buffer predicates availc ,n and spacec ,n that depend on the channel fill size dc
of channel c . Predicate availc ,n evaluates to true if at least n tokens are available in
channel c , that is,

availc ,n =
�

true if dc ≥ n
false otherwise .

Predicate spacec ,n evaluates to true if the number of free places in channel c is at least
n, formally:

spacec ,n =
�

true if c .k − dc ≥ n
false otherwise .

Negating channel buffer predicates is not defined. Now, we can define the set of all
predicates Ga of an actor a:

Ga = {availc ,n | ∀c ∈ a.Ci n, n = 1, . . . , c .k}
∪ {spacec ,n | ∀c ∈ a.Cou t , n = 1, . . . , c .k}
∪ {conda,i | i = 1, . . . , m} ,

(2.5)

where m is the number of distinct runtime data predicates used in guards of transi-
tions of the FSM of actor a.

Assume a given actor a = (F ,Q, q0) with FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). For each
transition t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT , let the guard g be

g⊆Ga . (2.6)

Hence, each guard g may be a set of predicates on the internal state qa (runtime
data predicates), and channel buffer predicates according to Equation (2.5). If all
predicates in this set g evaluate to true, guard g is said to evaluate to true, formally

g=
�

true if ∀p ∈ g : p = true
false otherwise .
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Note that the formalization in Equation (2.6) allows for redundant channel buffer
predicates in a guard g. For instance, in the set {availc ,2, availc ,1} ⊆ g, the predicate
availc ,1 is redundant as it is fulfilled by definition if predicate availc ,2 if fulfilled. In
the following, we assume that such redundant predicates are removed from guards
as follows: If there is more than one availc ,n predicate for a channel c in guard g,
all predicates but the one with the largest index n are removed; the same holds for
spacec ,n predicates. Additionally, note that contradicting runtime data predicates in
guards are invalid. That is, the same runtime data predicate, normal and negated as
in set {conda,i ,¬conda,i}, is not allowed in one guard g simultaneously.

With the above formalization of runtime states for actors and channels, the
runtime state space of a SysteMoC model can be defined.

Definition 2.9 (Runtime State Space). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model.
The runtime state of model M consists of:

• The runtime state dc ∈Qc = {0, . . . , k} of each channel c = (k , d ) ∈C , where dc
denotes the current number of tokens stored in channel c.

• The runtime state (va, qa) ∈Qa = {F .FS ×Q} of each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A,
with the current FSM state va , and the current internal state qa ;

This leads to the runtime state spaceQR of model M

QR =Qc1
×Qc1

× · · ·×Qc|C |

×Qa1
×Qa2

× · · ·×Qa|A|

(2.7)

Thus, a single runtime state s ∈QR is denoted by

s =
�

dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , (va1
, qa1
), (va2

, qa2
), . . . , (va|A| , qa|A|)

�

.

Note that not all states in the runtime state space QR of a SysteMoC model
M might be reachable during execution (see Section 5.2.3). Further note that the
runtime state space of any SysteMoC model is finite, as the channel capacity of each
channel is finite (see Definition 2.5), and the set of internal states of each actor is
finite.

Definition 2.10 (Initial Runtime State). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model,
andQR be the runtime state space of model M . The initial runtime state sα ∈QR is
defined as

sα =
�

dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , (va1
, qa1
), (va2

, qa2
), . . . , (va|A| , qa|A|)

�

=
�

c1.d , c2.d , . . . , c|C |.d , (a1.F .v0,a1.q0), (a2.F .v0,a2.q0), . . . , (aa|A| .F .v0,aa|A| .q0)
�

.
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Example 2.7. The SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) presented in Figure 2.3
includes one channel, Ch ∈ C , and two actors, Source = (F ,Q, q0), Sink =
(F ′,Q ′, q ′0) ∈ A. According to Definition 2.9, the state spaces for the channel
and the both actors are:

DCh = {0,1, . . . , 8} ,
VSource =

�{a}×Q
	

, and

VSink =
�{b,c}×Q ′

	

.

Hence, the runtime state space of the SysteMoC model M is

QR =DCh×VSource×VSink .

The initial runtime state sα ∈QR is

sα =
�

dCh, (vSource, qSource), (vSink, qSink)
�

=
�

0, (a, q0), (b , q ′0)
�

.

With the notion of runtime state space, a precise definition of enabled transitions
can be given:

Definition 2.11 (Enabled Transition). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model,
and let actor ai = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A include the FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). A transition
t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT is called enabled in runtime state

s =
�

dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , (va1
, qa1
), (va2

, qa2
), . . . , (va|A| , qa|A|)

� ∈QR

if
(vai
= v)∧ g .

Stated in words, transition t is enabled if the start state v of a transition t corresponds
to the current FSM state vai

, and guard g is fulfilled. If transition t is not enabled,
transition t is said to be disabled.

Now, any legal model execution is obtained by taking enabled transitions in
any non-deterministic order. Thereby, each transition taken possibly may change
the runtime state. The corresponding algorithm to simulate a SysteMoC model
M = (A,C , E) is given as pseudo code in Listing 2.3. First, the runtime state
is initialized according to Definition 2.10 (lines 2–6). Actors with any enabled
transition are stored in set A′ (lines 8–11); an empty set A′ would indicate end of
execution (line 22). In the algorithm, function enabled(a) denotes the set of enabled
transition for actor a in the current runtime state, that is,

enabled(a) = {t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ a.F .FT | (va = v)∧ g} .
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Listing 2.3: Algorithm for the simulation of a given SysteMoC model M
1 algorithm s i m u l a t e ( SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) )

foreach a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A do
3 use FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0)

(va, qa) := (v0, q0)
5 foreach c = (k , d ) ∈C do

dc := d
7 do

A′ := {}
9 foreach a ∈A do

i f enabled(a) 6= ; do
11 A′ :=A′ ∪{a}

i f A′ 6= ; then
13 choose an actor a ∈A′ non-deterministically

choose a transition ti := (vi ,gi , fi , v ′i ) ∈ enabled(a) non-deterministically
15 foreach f ∈ fi .S respecting order fi .R do

qa := f (qa)
17 foreach availc ,n ∈ gi do

dc := dc − n
19 foreach spacec ,n ∈ gi do

dc := dc + n
21 va := v ′i

u n t i l A′ = ;

As long as there are enabled transitions in the model, one transition is chosen non-
deterministically for being taken (lines 12–14). When firing the chosen transition
ti = (vi ,gi , fi , v ′i ) ∈ a.F .FT , the corresponding action fi is performed. Performing
an action fi = (S, R)means execution of all action functions in set S, respecting the
order relation R (line 16). An action function f ∈ S may change the current internal
state qa of actor a (see Equation (2.3) on page 25). During execution, each action
function f may read and write tokens in channels incident to actor a as restricted
by channel buffer predicates in guard gi . After all action functions in the set S are
executed, channels are updated according to channel buffer predicates in guard gi
(lines 17–20). This update actually performs token consumption and production of
the transition ti . Afterwards, the current FSM state va is set to the end state of the
transition v ′i (line 21). Picking and taking transitions continues as long as there are
enabled transitions.
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Example 2.6 (continued). Assume one unfragmented packet in channel Ch,
and b as current state for actor Sink. In this case, transitions t1 and t2 are enabled.
The simulator picks and executes transition t2, resulting in the token in the channel
Ch removed, and actor Sink in state c. Now, transition t1 is still enabled, and, as
the predicate isFrag is true, also transition t3 is enabled.

Note that the order of executing action functions is relevant, as the internal state
qa of actor a as well as tokens in outgoing channels may be modified. Additionally
note that a transition is taken atomically, that is, action functions from different
transitions do not interleave. Thus, taking one transition may change the runtime
state s ∈QR to s ′ ∈QR, as defined in Equation (2.3) on page 25.

2.4.3. Executable Specifications
At the Chair of Hardware/Software Co-Design, University of Erlangen-Nuremberg,
a runtime environment was developed to simulate the above described SysteMoC
models by an implementation as SysteMoC programs. This SysteMoC-library is freely
available for download.3 The SysteMoC-library is written in C++, and basically
consists of two parts:

1. Classes and macros that allow for conveniently implementing SysteMoC
models.

2. A SysteMoC-simulation kernel, implementing the execution semantics for
SysteMoC models (see the previous Section 2.4.2).

Thus, the SysteMoC-library allows to create executable specifications of SysteMoC
models. The implementation of the model shown in Figure 2.3 as SysteMoC
program is given in Appendix A.1. As a feature of the SysteMoC-library, the
underlying SysteMoC model can be exported by a SysteMoC program as an XML file.
In this section, the correlation between a SysteMoC program and the corresponding
SysteMoC model is discussed.

In SysteMoC programs, actors are implemented as C++-classes. Any member
functions of an actor may be used as an action function; any Boolean member
function may be used as a runtime data predicate in guards. In a SysteMoC program,
arbitrary user-defined data types (C++-classes) may be defined. Instances of these
classes then may be transported via channels as tokens, or may be stored as internal
variables inside actors.

To achieve a uniform model of computation for SysteMoC programs, we abstract
from concrete data values in the underlying formal model of computation of Syste-
MoC models: We consider only data units (tokens) transported via channels; internal
data is considered as a set of not further specified values.

3 http://www12.informatik.uni-erlangen.de/research/scd/smoc_download.php
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In Section 2.4.1, runtime data predicates conda,i were introduced for each actor a.
These predicates correspond to evaluations of Boolean functions in the SysteMoC
program. One intended purpose of such a Boolean function used as runtime data
predicate is to test the current internal state qa. For instance

conda,i =
�

true if qa = qi ∈ a.Q
false otherwise .

Hence, runtime data predicates can be interpreted as runtime condition tests during
the execution of a SysteMoC program. However, Boolean functions used as runtime
data predicates are not restricted to test the current internal state of an actor, and
may compute any user-defined results.

2.5. SystemC/TLM
SystemC is an approved standard of the IEEE standard association [IEE12]. To
quote the standard:

"SystemC is an ANSI standard C++ class library for system and hardware design for
use by designers and architects who need to address complex systems that are a hybrid
between hardware and software."

To model complex hardware/software systems, SystemC basically provides:

• Classes and macros that allow to model potentially parallel executed processes;
processes are organized in modules (sc_module).

• A simulation kernel that enables event-driven (timing) simulation of SystemC
models.

There are two main flavors of processes:

1. sc_methods that are triggered by signals, and

2. sc_threads that are typically implemented with endless loops.

In the following, only threads are considered. SystemC implements a cooperative
multitasking model: An executing thread cannot be pre-empted by any other thread.
Hence, threads are executed until they yield execution by calling the SystemC wait-
function. When the wait-function is called, the SystemC simulation-kernel performs
a scheduling decision and executes one of potentially several ready threads. If no
thread is ready for execution, simulation stops.

SystemC further provides concepts for signal communication, and low-level data
types that allow to model digital systems down to the register-transfer level. Though,
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in this thesis, only SystemC programs at a higher abstraction level are considered.
In such high-level SystemC programs, communication may then performed using
transactions. Transactions are abstractions of low-level communication. The current
SystemC standard [IEE12] also includes the transaction level modeling (TLM) 2.0
library provided by OSCI, commonly abbreviated with TLM-2.0. The term System-
C/TLM program then refers to a SystemC program that utilizes the TLM-2.0 library
for communication.

Besides providing the basic classes and macros to implement SystemC/TLM
programs, two different coding styles are proposed in the TLM-2.0 standard: The
loosely-timed (LT) coding style is considered appropriate for software development,
software performance estimation, and (early) architectural analysis; in LT models,
two timing points are associated with a transaction (start and end of transaction).
Finer grained architectural analysis and hardware verification are the use-cases for
the approximately-timed (AT) coding style; in AT models, multiple protocol-specific
timing points may be simulated. In this thesis, LT models typically applied in
software development are considered. For illustration, the implementation of the
model shown in Figure 2.3 as SystemC/TLM program is given in Appendix A.2.
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3
Model-Based Performance

Estimation for Large-Scale Shared
Memory Architectures

In the following, the SystemCoDesigner modeling approach using SysteMoC is
presented in more detail using an industrial application. The purpose of this chapter
is to introduce (a) extensions to the modeling approach that allow (b) an efficient
performance estimation for large-scale shared memory architectures to demonstrate
(c) flexibility of the SystemCoDesigner methodology beyond MPSoC targets.

Large-scale shared memory architectures consist of many compute cores sharing
the same global memory. To reduce the average delay of a memory access, each core
often is escorted by private and shared caches. Mainframe computers are a prime
example for a large-scale shared-memory architecture. Similar to other electronic
systems, mainframe computers usually grow in complexity over time: each new
machine generation adds more cores, more memory, and more and faster hardware to
access external data. Compared to other electronic systems, the memory subsystem
of large-scale shared-memory architectures is very complex, and data access is the
main challenge in performance estimation.

In collaboration with IBM Germany, we developed a high-level performance
model of the IBM zEnterprise 196 (z196) I/O subsystem. The I/O subsystem
consists of firmware and dedicated hardware; it is capable to carry out millions of
I/O operations per second issued by operating systems running on the mainframe
by high parallelization. Several dedicated compute cores called system assist processors
(SAPs) perform the majority of the I/O request processing work. The project goal
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was performance estimation of optimizations in the I/O subsystem. Hardware
scaling, especially allocating a different number of SAPs, was of special interest.
A fast and highly flexible model that is accurate enough to reason about the real
machine is the requirement. Here, the solutions for this modeling challenge, and
some achievements in this project are described.

For performance estimation of electronic systems, high-level modeling is well
established. Especially for streaming applications, dataflow based modeling as pre-
sented in Section 2.4 was applied successfully [KSS+09*]. Dataflow graphs (DFGs)
are a convenient and natural way to describe activity. The I/O subsystem of the
z196 processes a workload stream of I/O requests highly parallel. Hence, DFGs
are a promising choice to model the functional behavior of the I/O subsystem of a
mainframe computer.

In the real system, SAPs from the I/O subsystem concurrently access shared data:
Data stored in shared memory is used for work indication; additionally, shared data is
essential for load balancing. Thus, up to fourteen SAPs scan and manipulate shared
data simultaneously. A mainframe computer can contain terabytes of memory.
Multiple controllers serve memory requests. Several levels of dedicated or shared
caches accelerate data access for cores. Additionally, compute cores, memories, and
caches are scattered among larger interconnected hardware entities, denoted as books.
For accurate performance estimation of SAP functionality, the memory hierarchy,
book location, and shared memory access order is significant.

Modeling shared memory accesses using only dataflow graphs, however, is not
straightforward; the only available communication mechanism are point-to-point
channels. For instance, all actors sharing data may use a request-response mech-
anism, that is, request a current value from a central actor that is returned as a
response. However, such an approach, besides cumbersome modeling, may require
prohibitively long analysis times to estimate performance. On the other hand, by
conducting performance estimation via building a virtual prototype from an existing
implementation, much flexibility permitting design space exploration may be lost.
Also, a typical virtual-prototype-based modeling approach would use instruction set
simulators for real firmware. Though, our model setups consist of up to 50 cores and
384 hardware entities that model external storage access; instruction set simulation
would be prohibitively slow for such large models. Hence, an abstract modeling
approach is mandatory. Using a mainframe server for performance estimation would
be ideal; though, because of hardware costs and budget limits, this approach is not
practical in general [AMM+03].

As a solution, a new performance modeling approach is proposed: a novel high-
level concept called shared object channel is introduced, and it is demonstrated, how
those channels extend the dataflow-based modeling from [KSS+09*] to conveniently
capture timing effects from complex large-scale shared memory architectures. The
streaming character of the application is still modeled by SysteMoC actors and
channels, as described in Section 2.4. Additionally, shared object channels are used
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in the functional model to express shared memory accessed by many different actors
more naturally.

Shared object channels additionally enable efficient and accurate performance
estimation of shared memory accesses. Instruction caches, workload noise, and
other independent performance contributors may be statistically addressed in a
performance model. However, as detailed in Section 3.1, cores may access and
manipulate shared data simultaneously. These accesses are not independent of each
other. In Section 3.4, it is shown that a probabilistic approach for such simultaneous
accesses leads to unacceptable inaccuracy; significantly different model behavior
would be experienced without the proposed modeling extensions. To cope with
this challenge, a cache model was deployed. By linking shared object channels with a
cache model provided by IBM, it was possible to accurately anticipate memory delay
when data is accessed simultaneously by actors. As a result, the presented solution
combines fast dataflow (model-based) performance estimation with usage shared
object channels that model shared memory access. Simulation speed still is in the
range of a few MIPS on a standard workstation.

By introducing the new shared object channel, abstract modeling benefits still are
exploited, and, consequently, modeling follows high-level design paradigms, such as
separation of behavior and architecture [KNRSV00]—a prerequisite for a flexible
and scalable model. An abstract performance model that respects real-world cache
effects, hardly to observe by probabilistic cache modeling, is the result. With an
extensive performance modeling case-study, the model of the I/O subsystem of the
z196, the efficiency of the proposed approach is demonstrated in Section 3.4 with
a series of experiments. Results from this project are already realized as firmware
optimizations, and may aid further enhancements of the real system.

The presented proposal may not be restricted to performance modeling of main-
frame computers. In the era of manycores [LEM+11, RHT12], also an increasing
complexity of the memory subsystem of other electronic systems can be foreseen.
The methodology presented here may be also applicable for such systems. Before
describing the approach, related work on cache modeling is wrapped up in the
following.

In the last decades, a lot of research was performed on cache performance estima-
tion for large-scale shared memory architectures. There, dynamic behavior of caches
are simulated using execution-driven [ALE02] or trace-driven [UM00] approaches.
Execution-driven approaches emulate binary code execution, typically by instruc-
tion set simulation, to simulate memory accesses in a cache model. Trace-driven
approaches use pre-recorded memory access traces as input to cache simulators.

Recent works in cache modeling [PCG09, PMP+04, PDV11, SBR11] focus on
replacing instruction set simulation to achieve higher simulation speed. The cited
approaches basically combine high-level simulation for on-the-fly memory access
trace generation with cache simulators. More concrete, [PCG09, PDV11, SBR11]
propose host-compiled cache simulation approaches for performance modeling
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of embedded systems. In contrast to instruction set simulation, host-compiled
approaches execute source code natively on the simulation host to improve the
simulation performance. The source code is instrumented to reflect the real target.
Memory access traces generated from native execution of the instrumented code are
then used as input to cache models. In [MAF+09], an approach for performance
simulation of hundreds of cores was proposed, focusing on fast simulation. The
cited literature reports simulation performance between 200 and 1800 MIPS for
single core embedded processor models [PCG09, PMP+04, PDV11, SBR11], and a
few MIPS for hundreds of cores [MAF+09]. All cited approaches, even when based
on virtual prototypes (for instance, [PCG09]), are already implementation oriented
and not formal model-based. Hence, they lack flexibility in performance estimation
that is needed for our envisaged design space exploration.

Several approaches combine dataflow graph based models for behavioral specifica-
tion with a system-level performance model, for instance, [EPTP07] or [SGHT10*].
These approaches are typically used for simulation of embedded systems. Thereby,
separation of application and architecture allows for performance estimation of
different hardware/software mappings. While fast simulation speed is achieved,
shared memory and cache hierarchy is modeled probabilistically only.

To wrap up, today typical dataflow-based approaches are fast and flexible, but lack
support of cache modeling; approaches considering caches are not formal model-
based, nor use abstract application models. Here, something in between is proposed,
combining the benefits from both kinds: abstract and fast application modeling,
combined with high-level concepts for shared objects.

In the remainder of this chapter, the z196 I/O subsystem model is introduced first
in Section 3.1. This model is the motivating example for the shared object concepts
proposed in Section 3.2. Performance simulation with focus on the shared object
channels is then introduced in Section 3.3. There, also the formal definitions, as well
as the execution semantics of SysteMoC models using shared objects are introduced.
Finally, experimental results in Section 3.4 show the significance of the proposed
methods.

3.1. Motivating Example: z196 I/O Subsystem
To convey the requirements on a performance modeling environment for large-scale
shared memory architectures, the z196 I/O subsystem is used as motivating example.
A detailed architecture description of the z196 can be found in [CES+11]. Here,
the architecture description concentrates on the interconnection of compute cores
and memories, as this is a sufficient subset of the architecture for shared memory
performance estimation. The z196 includes up to 96 homogeneous cores on 24
four-core chips. See Figure 3.1 for a chip diagram. Each core has a dedicated L1
and L2 cache. All cores on a chip share one L3 cache. Additionally, each chip
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Figure 3.1.: A z196 chip with four cores and caches (L1, L2, and one shared L3) is
depicted. Memory is accessed using a memory controller (MC). An
I/O controller provides access to external data.

packs a memory controller (MC) and an I/O controller (IO). So called hardware
channels are connected to an I/O controller. Channels are links to external storage
units, for instance, hard drives. Six chips together with an L4 cache form a book. A
maximum of four books are housed in a mainframe. See Figure 3.2 for the logical
interconnection of four books; each book can access data in shared memory or on
external storage connected to distant books using a fabric (indicated by lines between
L4 caches in the figure).

Most cores carry out user programs, for instance, cores that host virtual machines
and run an operating system (OS). Some cores are dedicated to the I/O subsystem
as system assist processors (SAPs), and solely perform I/O tasks. A core running
an operating system delegates an I/O operation to one of the SAPs. The SAP
then determines the location of the data, for instance, on a specific hard-drive, and
forwards the request to the corresponding hardware channel. A served request
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Figure 3.2.: Logical memory interconnection of four books in the z196: 96 cores
in 24 chips are interconnected via shared L4 cache.
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is indicated by the channel to all the SAPs using shared memory. As a channel
itself is not allowed to modify shared memory, the channel informs his dedicated
SAP to indicate work in shared memory. SAPs continuously scan shared memory
indicating work and, for fast I/O response processing, SAPs compete for responses
from channels. On completion of the response from a channel, SAPs inform the
operation system about the fulfilled I/O operation. Hence, I/O operations are
performed asynchronously, pipelined, and parallel. On the real machine, this may
happen up to two million times per second.

A note on terminology: The term "channel" has two meanings in this chapter: it
either denotes the hardware channel of the z196, or a SysteMoC communication
channel. To distinguish both when unclear from the context, the hardware channel
is often called HW channel in the following; SysteMoC communication channels
are either denoted by FIFO channels or SO channels for channels with FIFO-buffer
semantics or shared object channels, respectively.

Example 3.1. Figure 3.3 shows an illustration of the SysteMoC model of the
I/O subsystem. The z196 I/O subsystem model mimics real machine behavior and
is called zIO model from now on. OS, SAP, and CHN denote subgraphs containing
several actors. Subgraphs introduce hierarchy, but have no additional semantics.
Arrows denote SysteMoC FIFO channels between actors. Dots indicate different
possible configurations of the model. Subgraphs CHN model hardware channels,
and are connected to their dedicated SAP subgraph by one FIFO channel. In
the real system, assist processors potentially can signal work to all hardware
channels. Hence, in the model, each SAP subgraph is interconnected with each
CHN subgraph (in Figure 3.3, not all connections are drawn for layout reasons).
Additionally, each OS subgraph is interconnected with each SAP subgraph to
issue I/O operations and return results, respectively (again, not all connection are
drawn).

Now, a more detailed description of a central concept of shared memory usage in
the system is given, as it is important in the following: Hardware channels indicate
work to system assist processors in global, shared memory. In the following, this
shared data structure is called work indication (WI). The WI basically is a bit vector
indicating outstanding responses from HW channels to I/O requests. By design,
HW channels have no write access to the WI in shared memory. Hence, to indicate
work, each HW channel has a dedicated SAP it may trigger to change the WI on
its behalf. This request for work indication happens by an interrupt from the
HW channel to its dedicated SAP. The WI is continuously scanned by the SAPs
to find work from some HW channel. When work is indicated for a HW channel,
the SAP first detecting this work processes it. If the last work item from a HW
channel is processed, the indicating bit in the WI is cleared by the processing SAP. In
configurations with several SAPs, the described technique allows for load balancing
and fast processing.
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Figure 3.3.: Actor subgraphs in the zIO model (OS, SAP, and CHN ), intercon-
nected by SysteMoC channels are depicted. The dots indicate the
scaling facility of the model.
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Figure 3.4.: Overview of actors and SysteMoC channels in the zIO model. Actors
are partitioned into three subgraphs that represent distinct behavior
in the real machine: operating system OS, system assist processor SAP,
and hardware channel CHN.

Example 3.2. In Figure 3.4, an overview of actors and SysteMoC channels in
the zIO model is given. The simplest possible configuration with one instance
of OS, SAP, and CHN subgraphs is shown in the figure. In the OS subgraph,
the ExecuteIo actor produces I/O work requests, and the CompleteIo actor fetches
results of these I/O operations. In the SAP subgraph, a Scheduler actor decides
between

• processing I/O requests from OS subgraphs, or

• serving responses to I/O requests from a CHN subgraphs.
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Note that in larger configurations, each SAP subgraph has a dedicated FIFO
channel for work from OS subgraphs, but SAPs serve channels concurrently,
based on the WI. The Attention actor models the interrupt-routine in the real
code that manipulates the WI. This routine is triggered by the actor Post from the
channel to indicate work to all SAP subgraphs. The WI is continuously scanned
by the ProcessChn actor to find work from some channel. On processing the last
work item, ProcessChn clears the indicating bit in the WI.

In the real system, manipulating the WI happens by a special machine instruction
known as compare&swap-operation as follows:

1. Before changing the WI, the current value of the WI in shared memory is read,
and stored as local copy.

2. The local copy of the WI is modified, for instance, a bit is set.

3. The compare&swap-instruction is executed; the previously read value and the
new value are given as parameters. Now, two scenarios are possible.

a) If the previously read value equals the current value in memory, the cur-
rent value is swapped with the new values, and the instruction succeeded.

b) If the value in memory is different from the expected value, the memory
stays unchanged, and the instruction failed. On failure, WI manipulation
restarts at step 1.) until the compare&swap-instruction succeeds.

Modeling WI manipulation is explained further using the Attention actor as example.
In the following section, modeling the behavior described in Example 3.3 using
shared objects is motivated and detailed.

Example 3.3. The actor Attention = (F ,Q, q0) models the interrupt routine
that sets bits in the WI. The FSM F is depicted in Figure 3.5; the depicted FSM is
a simplified version of the actor in the real model. The visual representation of
the FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0) of actor Attention is similar to the FSMs shown in
Figure 2.3: each state s ∈ FS is depicted as a circle, each transition t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈
FT is depicted as an arrow with annotated guard g and actions f, separated by a
slash.

The Attention actor has one incoming SysteMoC FIFO channel c , originating
from actor Post. For the actor Attention, a token in channel c signals a set-bit-
request for the WI from a HW channel. In model configurations with several SAP
graphs, we for now assume that all Attention actors have access to a globally visible
WI variable. The manipulation of the WI using the compare&swap-operation is
then modeled as follows: Actor Attention first is in state a. When a set-bit-request
from actor Post is put into channel c , the token is consumed by taking transition
t1. By taking transition t1, also the bit position requested to set is stored when
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Figure 3.5.: Depiction of the Attention actor FSM; this actor models an interrupt
routine that sets bits by the execution of a compare&swap-operation
to indicate work to SAPs. The operation may fail (transition t3) and
then is repeated, or may succeed (transition t4).

executing the action function store. By further taking transition t2, the current
value of the WI is stored locally using the action function getWiExpected.

Success or failure of the atomic compare&swap-operation is modeled by two
transitions originating in state c:

t3. If the current value of the global WI variable differs from the local copy
(the expected value), the WI variable was modified by another actor. This
indicates that a compare&swap-operation would have failed. The current
value of the WI variable is stored by executing getWiExpected, and action
function setFailed is executed.

t4. No write contention occurred on the WI variable if the current value of the
variable equals the expected value (isExpected is true). The compare&swap-
operation would have succeeded. The action function setSucceeded is exe-
cuted, changing the global WI variable. As a result, the set-bit request was
served.

3.2. SysteMoC Extension: Modeling Shared
Memory Using Shared Objects

As discussed at beginning of Chapter 3, accessing shared data, such as the work
indication (WI) introduced in the previous section, is hard to model conveniently by
using dataflow semantics respectively actor networks. Consequently, in the above
dataflow-based model description, a globally available WI variable was assumed.
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As transitions are atomically executed, this is a valid and sound modeling solution.
Though, the global variable approach has at least two significant drawbacks:

1. Shared memory access can be interpreted as communication; then, global data
in the model violates separation of communication and computation.

2. Global variable (modeling shared memory) accesses are concealed inside ac-
tions, and thus are hidden from the simulation environment.

As performance estimation is performed in the simulation environment, global
variable accesses can hardly be accounted for when accesses are hidden inside action
functions. As a consequence, a high-level modeling concept for shared memory data,
such as the WI, called shared objects is proposed. Shared objects capture the abstract
concept behind shared data. Such concepts range from plain data housing, may
include locking mechanisms, or even mimic queue-like structures. Shared objects
reside in shared object channels. Hence, shared objects may be accessed by actors
similar to dataflow channels. By using the channel approach, shared object accesses
are observable by the simulation environment. Take the following example that
demonstrates the basic concept.

Example 3.4. To access the WI as introduced in Example 3.3 using a shared
object, all Attention actors inside SAP subgraphs are connected to the shared
object channel ChWi, as shown in Figure 3.6.

Instead of consuming or producing tokens, actors may access a specific shared
object in a shared object channel. Note that a shared object channel is not limited to
a single shared object, as the WI example might suggest. For instance, the zIO model
contains several thousand shared objects of only a dozen kinds. Shared objects of
the same kind are accessed by providing a corresponding key to the shared object
channel.

In general, shared memory is used to implement communication between threads
in very different flavors: shared memory data may correspond to a lock value that
must be respected by all accessors, other portions of the shared memory may reflect
a linked list, and so on. To support modeling flexibility and avoid modeling low-level
details inside actors, shared object channels provide a basic concept of accessing an
interface to a shared object; the model designer provides an interface to the shared
object that captures the semantics behind the data stored in shared memory. See the
following example.

Example 3.4 (continued). The WI shared object provides an interface to the
Attention actor for reading the whole bit vector, and for setting or clearing a
certain bit. This interface is shown in Figure 3.6 in a gray box linked to the ChWI-
box with a dashed line. Actors may access specific shared objects providing a key,
wiKey in this example. The gray boxed linked to a SAP shows the implementation
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SAP SAP SAP...

ChWI

Vector getVector();
void setBit(int n);
void clearBit(int n);
...

WI interface
void getWiExpected() {
  myWiExpected = ChWI[wiKey]->
    getVector();
}
void store() ...

Attention actions

Figure 3.6.: The shared object channel ChWI connected to several SAP subgraphs
is shown. The interface to a shared object and calling this interface are
indicated in boxes.

of the action function getWiExpected. There, the interface function getVector of
the shared object with key wiKey is called, using shared object channel ChWI.

Shared objects are implemented as C++ classes. As discussed, instances of shared
objects provide an interface to read or manipulate the internal data of the shared
object. A basic implementation concept for shared objects is an access restriction,
guaranteed by design: The interface of a shared object must only be called by actors
via the corresponding (incident) shared object channel; as a result, each access from
an actor to a shared object is observable by the framework. Technically, a shared
object channel instance is given a key to a specific shared object by an actor; the
shared object channel then returns a pointer to the shared object, from which the
desired interface function is called. Additionally, shared objects are non-copyable, to
prevent accidentally bypassing the framework.

For the WI, write conflicts are detected and handled inside the FSM (see Figure 3.5).
For other shared data, a common mechanism to avoid write conflicts is a locking
mechanism: to access lockable shared data, an accessors must possess a corresponding
lock; therefore, accessors may test, acquire, or release the lock. To support this
common locking feature, the shared object channel implementation provides an
optional generic locking facility for shared objects. Shared objects modeling shared
data including lock protection then enable locking support for action functions by
providing interface functions to access the lock. As shared objects are only accessible
via shared object channels, the framework detects violations implicitly. For instance,
access to a shared object from an actor not owning the lock may be a violation.

The greatest benefit of the presented shared object channel concept is in perfor-
mance estimation. For flexibility, the dataflow model shall implement behavior—
with no notion of timing or architecture. By introducing shared object channels, all
performance impact of accesses to shared objects are isolated in the shared object
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implementation, and can be handled by the framework implicitly. Note that this is
a consequent implementation of the separation of concerns concept [KNRSV00].
Performance estimation of SysteMoC models and particularly using shared object
channels is further detailed in Section 3.3.

In the following, the considered application model introduced in Section 2.4 is
extended by shared object channels. The resulting model of computation is defined in
Section 3.2.1. The updated execution semantics of SysteMoC models using shared
objects follows in Section 3.2.2.

3.2.1. The Extended SysteMoC Model of Computation
The SysteMoC model defined in Definition 2.4 is extended by shared object channels.
To distinguish first-in, first-out (FIFO) channels from shared object channels, the
former are called FIFO channels, and the latter are called SO channels if the channel
type is unclear from the context.

Definition 3.1 (SysteMoC Model with Shared Objects). A SysteMoC model
using shared objects M = (A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê) consists of a set of actors A, a set of FIFO
channels C , interconnections between FIFO channels and actors E ⊆A×C ∪C ×A, a
set of SO channels, and interconnections between SO channels and actors Ê ⊆A× Ĉ .

Definition 3.2 (SysteMoC Shared Object Channel). In a SysteMoC model
with shared objects M = (A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê), each shared object channel ĉ = (n,Q,Q0) ∈ Ĉ
consists of n ∈N> 0 shared objects, a set of possible shared object states Q, and a set of
initial states for all shared objects Q0 = (q1, q2, . . . , qn) ∈Qn .

Note that edges in set E between actors and FIFO channels are directed edges and
denote possibility of write-only or read-only access of action functions, as charac-
terized by incoming channels and outgoing channels in Equation (2.2) on page 23;
an edge e = (a, ĉ) ∈ Ê between actor a and SO channel ĉ denotes the possibility
of retrieving and changing state of shared objects inside channel ĉ . Additional to
incoming and outgoing channels, for each actor a ∈A, a set a.Cs o of shared object
channels is defined by

a.Cs o = {ĉ ∈ Ĉ | (a, ĉ) ∈ Ê} .
Each action function f ∈ a.F .FA can retrieve and modify shared objects in all
channels in set a.Cs o.

3.2.2. Execution Semantics for Extended SysteMoC Models
In this section, the execution semantics of a SysteMoC model using shared objects
M = (A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê) are given. Execution of SysteMoC models using shared objects
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is based on the execution semantics of SysteMoC models given in Section 2.4.2.
Basically, taking transitions possibly changes the runtime state.

The runtime state of a shared object channel is defined first. During execution, let
each SO channel ĉ = (n,Q,Q0) ∈ Ĉ have the current state of all n shared objects as
its runtime state Q̂ĉ . That is,

Q̂ĉ = (o1, o2, . . . , oĉ .n) ∈ ĉ .Q ĉ .n ;

initially, the runtime state Q̂ĉ equals ĉ .Q0.
With the above notion of runtime state for shared object channels, the runtime

state space of SysteMoC models using shared objects is defined as follows:

Definition 3.3 (Runtime State Space including Shared Objects). Let M =
(A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê) be a SysteMoC model using shared objects. The runtime state of model
M consists of:

• The runtime state dc ∈ Qc = {0, . . . , k} for each FIFO channel c = (k , d ) ∈ C ,
where dc denotes the current number of tokens stored in channel c.

• The runtime state Q̂ĉ = (o1, o2, . . . , on) ∈ Qĉ = Qn for each SO channel ĉ =
(n,Q,Q0) ∈ Ĉ , where o1, o2, . . . , on is the current state of each of the n shared
objects.

• The runtime state (va, qa) ∈Qa = {a.F .FS×a.Q} for each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈
A, with the current FSM state va , and the current internal state qa .

This leads to the runtime state space including shared objectsQR of model M :

QR =Qc1
×Qc2

× · · ·×Qc|C |

×Qĉ1
×Qĉ2

× · · ·×Qĉ|Ĉ |

×Qa1
×Qa2

× · · ·×Qa|A| .

(3.1)

Thus, a single runtime state s ∈QR is denoted by

s =
�

dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , Q̂ĉ1
, Q̂ĉ2

, . . . , Q̂c|C | , (va1
, qa1
), (va2

, qa2
), . . . , (va|A| , qa|A|)

�

.

Definition 3.4 (Initial Runtime State including Shared Objects). Let M =
(A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê) be a SysteMoC model using shared objects, andQR be the runtime state
space of model M . The initial runtime state including shared objects sα ∈QR is defined
as

sα =
�

dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , Q̂ĉ1
, Q̂ĉ2

, . . . , Q̂c|C | , (va1
, qa1
), (va2

, qa2
), . . . , (va|A| , qa|A|)

�

=
�

c1.d , c2.d , . . . , c|C |.d , ĉ1.Q0, ĉ2.Q0, . . . , ĉ|C |.Q0,

(a1.F .v0,a1.q0), (a2.F .v0,a2.q0), . . . , (aa|A| .F .v0,aa|A| .q0)
�

.
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Assume a given actor a = (F ,Q, q0) with FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). Now, the
signature of action functions in set FA is extended from Equation (2.3) on page 25
to also respect shared objects. With the cardinality k = |a.Cs o| of the set a.Cs o of
shared object channels, and channels ĉi ∈ a.Cs o, the possible runtime states Ca of all
shared objects accessible by actor a is the following Cartesian product:

Ca = ĉ1.Q × · · ·× ĉ1.Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĉ1.n

× ĉ2.Q × · · ·× ĉ2.Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĉ2.n

×· · ·× ĉk .Q × · · ·× ĉk .Q
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ĉk .n

=
k
∏

i=1

�

ĉi .Q
ĉi .n
�

.

As each action function f ∈ FA can retrieve and change any shared object state in
channels in set a.Cs o, this leads to

∀ f ∈ FA : Ca × a.Q→Ca × a.Q . (3.2)

Let Q̂a ∈Ca be the runtime state of all shared objects in set a.Cs o. The execution
semantics for a SysteMoC model using shared objects is similar to the execution
semantics for SysteMoC models given as pseudo code by Listing 2.3. The result is
given as pseudo code in Listing 3.1. Additionally to Listing 2.3, shared objects are ini-
tialized (lines 6–7), and executing action functions is now according to Equation (3.2)
(line 17).

3.3. Timing Estimation
A central part of the shared object channel design is the capability to estimate
timing for shared object accesses during the execution of a SysteMoC model using
shared object channels. Timing estimation for these accesses was achieved by using
a cache model, as will be explained shortly. Timing estimation for the execution
of a SysteMoC model using shared object channels is an extension of the timing
estimation proposed by Streubühr [SGHT10*]. The execution of a SysteMoC
model without timing estimation was detailed in Section 2.4.2: perpetually, any
enabled transition is chosen non-deterministically and taken. The fundamental idea
is now to respect a certain timing for the take of any transition during the execution
of the SysteMoC model. Thereby, the timing estimation for the take of a transition
may depend on the mapping of the corresponding actor to a resource in the platform,
and is basically performed as follows: Depending on the configured architecture,
entities called virtual processing components [SFH+06] are instantiated for software
processors and hardwares accelerators. A mapping of the actors in the SysteMoC
model to these components is given. In timing simulation, each component then
is executed in parallel to all other components, and the component schedules the
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Listing 3.1: Simulation of a given SysteMoC model M including shared objects

algorithm s i m u l a t e S o ( SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê) )
2 foreach a ∈A do

(va, qa) := (a.F .v0,a.q0)
4 foreach c ∈C do

dc := c .d
6 foreach ĉ ∈ Ĉ do

Q̂ĉ := ĉ .Q0
8 do

A′ := {}
10 foreach a ∈A do

i f enabled(a) 6= ; do
12 A′ :=A′ ∪{a}

i f A′ 6= ; then
14 choose an actor a ∈A′ non-deterministically

choose a transition ti := (vi ,gi , fi , v ′i ) ∈ enabled(a) non-deterministically
16 foreach f ∈ fi .S respecting order fi .R do

(qa, Q̂a) := f (qa, Q̂a)
18 foreach availc ,n ∈ gi do

dc := dc − n
20 foreach spacec ,n ∈ gi do

dc := dc + n
22 va := v ′i

u n t i l A′ = ;

execution of all actors mapped to it. The scheduling policy of a component can be
either a round-robin approach, or a priority-based scheduling policy that may respect
priorities of actors. When a component schedules the take of a transition during
simulation, the corresponding execution time is anticipated by using predefined
timings for action functions and guard evaluation of the transition. Additionally,
the consumption and production of tokens may be respected in the computation of
the timing costs for a transition. For each taken transition, the component is then
blocked for the anticipated time period during simulation. After this time period
has passed in simulation, the effect of the consumption and production of tokens
by taking the transition is visible by other actors, and a new scheduling decision is
made by the component.

Example 3.5. For performance estimation of the zIO model, actors in sub-
graphs OS, SAP, and CHN from the application model are mapped to the model
of the architecture. Such a mapping for a single chip is indicated in Figure 3.7.
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Figure 3.7.: z196 chip diagram with indicated mapping of subgraphs from the zIO
model to resources.

For performance estimation of large-scale shared memory architectures, timing
contributors are:

1. Fixed action function delays.

2. Dynamic shared object access delays, depending on the location of shared
objects in the memory hierarchy.

Other timing contributors, such as wire delays, are either ignored or implicitly
respected as action delay.

To respect shared object accesses in performance simulation, an access must
be detected by the simulation framework. A cache model then may compute a
corresponding delay for the access. First, the cache model is introduced, and then its
usage in combination with the shared object channel for performance estimation is
explained.

3.3.1. Cache Model
A widespread technique to accelerate data access from a large amount of memory
with high delay is a cache hierarchy of faster memories. For the z96, this hierarchy
was shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 on page 37. To simulate caching effects, a cache
model may keep track of all copies of shared data in the memory hierarchy over
time. With exact knowledge of interconnections, a delay can then be anticipated for
data access from any core. Therefore, a cache model needs to respect the architecture,
that is, how many compute cores with how many caches exist, what is the topology
of the cores and the caches, cache parameters such as sizes, and so on. The cache
model used for timing simulation was provided by IBM.
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Example 3.6. For the zIO model, with a predefined memory hierarchy as
shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, number of cores per chip, number of chips per book,
and number of books cover the needed architecture information. Thus, number
of memories and caches, memory hierarchy, and interconnection of memories
and cores is known.

Shared objects model shared memory data. Memory is organized in cache lines.
Hence, an accurate cache model for shared objects needs locality information about
each shared object, that is, where in the memory hierarchy (in which cache lines)
copies currently reside. Therefore, each shared object is initialized with a cache line
identification number (ID). Note that a single shared object may spawn several cache
lines, in which case it has several IDs, or several shared objects may share a single
cache line. Now, to estimate delay for a shared object access, the cache model is
provided with four parameters for each access:

1. The access time,

2. the cache line ID of the shared object,

3. the origin (core location) of the memory access, and

4. the type (read or write) of the memory access.

With this information given, a memory delay then can be anticipated by the cache
model, and even data cross-invalidation due to write operations can be respected.

Note that shared objects denote data, and such only data caches are respected
by the proposed approach. Measurements from IBM have shown a very high hit
rate in instruction caches for the modeled main code path of the I/O subsystem.
Furthermore, as no cross-invalidation occurs, contribution of instruction caches
may be respected statistically. Note also that no aging or cast out in L3/L4 caches
was considered, that is, workload data was ignored. This may results in a generally
optimistic delay prediction. Though, the intended use-case for the proposed perfor-
mance estimation is comparison of implementation alternatives and optimizations.
Hence, respecting the above effects was omitted. How the cache model is used for
performance simulation of shared object accesses is detailed in the following section.

3.3.2. Shared Objects in Performance Estimation
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the cache model is provided for each shared object
access by an actor with: the access time, a cache line ID, the origin of the access,
and the type of the access. Note that all information but the access type can be
implicitly determined by the simulation framework. As discussed in Section 3.2, the
designer implements the interface of a shared object. Part of the interface design is
considering implications on the modeled shared memory when calling an interface
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function, that is, reasoning if calling a concrete function has to be considered as read
from shared memory, or write to shared memory. This additional information is
provided by a single line of code. With this annotation, performance estimation
for SysteMoC models using shared objects is possible, as described in the following
example.

Example 3.7. Figure 3.8 depicts the function execution sequence where an
Attention actor was scheduled by its component, and the action function getWiEx-
pected is executed. This action function fetches a copy of the current WI. Boxes on
vertical axes indicate code execution. Execution time passes from top to bottom.
First, the simulation framework sets up the cache model by setting the origin
(core ID) of following requests. Afterwards, the action function getWiExpected
is executed. During execution, the shared object channel is accessed. The frame-
work detects this access due to the annotation by the shared object designer, and
forwards details to the cache model. Here, the shared object with ID 0 is read.
As different shared objects (or the same shared object several times) may be ac-
cessed, the cache model internally accumulates delay for shared memory accesses
performed within a single action function. After the action function execution is
finished, the simulation framework collects the accumulated delay from the cache
model, and adds the delay for executing the action function. The result is the total
time needed to perform the transition—the time the component is blocked in a
performance simulation.

Note that the framework completely takes care of timing simulation details. Only
the darker tinted boxes (right hand side boxes at the SAP-axis, and boxes at the
ChWI-axis) denote user provided code for functional simulation; all remaining calls
are executed implicitly for timing simulation.

An additional note on timing points. Transitions still are atomically taken: All
function calls in Figure 3.8 are performed without context switching; after executing
all necessary functions for a single transition, the performance simulation respects
the accumulated timing. This approach guarantees atomic execution of transitions.
This also implies for timing simulation that all actions of a transition are executed at
an instant of simulation time: the timing point when the transition is scheduled by
its component. This potentially results in several shared object accesses also exactly
at this timing point. If more fine grained performance simulation is needed, shared
object accesses are split into several transitions.

3.4. Experimental Results
With the z196 I/O subsystem model, a plethora of experiments for validation,
and exploring of proposed firmware optimizations were performed; to presume
performance of future systems, with and without suggest optimizations, experiments
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set core ID

mDelay

execute getWiExpected()

read, ID 0

continue getWiExpected()

end of  getWiExpected()

wiPort[wiKey]->getVector()

getActionCacheDelay()

determine action delay, add
mDelay, and block for total delay

vector

cache modelAttention ChWI

Figure 3.8.: Function execution sequence for performance estimation with shared
objects; executing action function getWiExpected of actor Attention
and all resulting function calls are detailed.

were conducted with models scaled for architectures far beyond the current machine
generation. In this section, selected results are given. All experiments expect the
scaling-experiments in Section 3.4.4 were conducted by the author of this thesis.

The main contribution is the methodology to efficiently model large-scale shared
memory systems that allows performance estimation. A first series of experiments
demonstrates the need for the proposed shared object channel concept and a detailed
cache modeling (Section 3.4.1). Further, first results with the zIO model deployed
for firmware optimization tests are presented:

• A comparison of the model with performance numbers from real systems is
given in Section 3.4.2.

• In Section 3.4.3, simulation performance is discussed.

• Experiments in Section 3.4.4 demonstrate effectiveness of a proposed firmware
change.

Later, in Section 5.1.2, another major advantage of employing a high-level concept
for shared memory modeling (besides performance estimation) is demonstrated:
The modeling framework allows for detailed reporting without instrumenting the
functional, user provided application code.
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3.4.1. Cache Model Comparison
To demonstrate the necessity of the proposed shared object channel concept, a
model configuration with four books is used. In this configuration, 16 CPUs rapidly
issue a fixed but small amount of I/O requests; 20 SAPs and 384 channels serve
these requests. Note that this setup deliberately pushes the model into a corner
the real system is hardly ever reaching. In a productive system, there are at most
14 SAPs, and IBM recommends SAP utilizations at or below 70% [CEM10]; the
chosen setup pushes all 20 SAPs to their limit, with an utilization of over 95%. This
is on purpose to reason about possible limitations, and behavior under extreme
conditions. Figure 3.9 shows the accumulated size of the FIFO channels from HW
channels to SAPs for one book over time. Two different simulation runs were
performed:

1. A simulation run with probabilistic cache modeling, and

2. a simulation run with detailed cache modeling for the WI shared object.

The probabilistic approach failed to detect an oscillation effect caused by synchro-
nization on the WI; when workload decreases, many SAPs compete for access, and
cross-invalidation and long read-after-write delay is the result. This oscillation had
a dramatic effect on the simulated time, as shown by the graph in Figure 3.9. Ad-
ditionally, the oscillation is observable on the front-end side of the SAP, that is, in
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Figure 3.9.: CHN to SAP FIFO channel buffer sizes, accumulated for a single
book
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Figure 3.10.: OS to SAP FIFO channel buffer sizes for a single SAP subgraph

the FIFO channels storing I/O requests from the operating systems. FIFO channel
buffer sizes are shown in Figure 3.10, again for the two simulation runs detailed
above. For experts, the shared data structure is obviously a bottleneck; but the
high-level model helps to quantify and more easily understand the effects.

3.4.2. Comparison with Real Machine Data

In a series of experiments, the zIO model was compared with real machine data
from the zEnterprise 196 taken from [CEM10]. Figure 3.11 on the next page shows
the total number of I/O operations performed per second, when configuring model
and machine with 3 to 14 SAPs, running on one to four books. For the machine
data, SAP utilization was kept below 70%. To achieve this in the zIO model, the
I/O start rate from ExecuteIo actors was throttled accordingly. Please see [CEM10]
for more details on the test setup for the real machine.

The model always estimates a higher start rate, adding about 20± 5%. We com-
pared other, not public available measured values, collected by machine code instru-
mentation. This includes certain lock contention and fail rates. There, we have
similar matching. Estimating higher performance was not very surprising, as func-
tionality of the real system assuring high reliability was not modeled, and the cache
model may be optimistic, as discussed in Section 3.3.1. Basically, the discrepancy
might root in:
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Figure 3.11.: Comparison between z196 machine data and data estimated by the
zIO model

1. Real machine behavior omitted in the abstract model,

2. an optimistic cache model, or

3. any combination of the above.

Without further model refinement, it is hard to detect the root cause. Though, we
face an inherent problem of abstract modeling: real world is different, and we model
a mainframe computer on a workstation. The purpose of the abstract model is to
give relative results with acceptable speed, when testing optimizations, or scaling
the architecture. Nevertheless, the main performance effects seem to be captured in
the model, and performance changes of larger scale system optimizations could be
explored, as shown in Section 3.4.4.

3.4.3. Simulation Performance
Simulation performance is important to test many different configurations and
design ideas with a reasonable work load in acceptable time. The model consists of
about 20k lines of code. The above SysteMoC model simulations had an average
of 35 instructions per action function during execution; about 5 MIPS in each
simulation run were achieved on an Intel Quad Core processor. Only instructions
from SAP-cores were accounted, as the other parts of the model a more abstract.
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Even for larger configurations that simulate dozens of cores, simulation speed is
above one MIPS. There were no intention to parallelize simulation, as for each test
of a functional change, lots of different configurations were simulated (between 10
and 100). Corresponding simulation runs were issued in parallel on cluster.

3.4.4. Architecture Scaling
Figure 3.11 illustrates the almost linear SAP performance and scaling in the real
machine. A model also gives the opportunity to test the current system design with
new architectures. In Figure 3.12, the performance of the current WI handling is
compared with a proposed optimization. Our SysteMoC model confirmed bottle-
necks of the existing system design when ported unmodified to much larger systems.
These bottlenecks were also predicted by experts. Additionally, experiments us-
ing the zIO model confirmed system design modifications that improve the I/O
subsystem scaling for larger machines than currently available.

3.5. Conclusions and Outlook
In a large-scale shared memory architecture, dozens of cores simultaneously access
global shared data in a complex memory hierarchy. To still achieve acceptable simu-
lation speed for such architectures, and have flexibility for design space exploration,
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Figure 3.12.: Comparison between current and enhanced firmware model
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we rely on abstract performance models. The contributions detailed in this chapter
may be summarized as follows:

• A novel shared objects channel type was proposed for performance estimation
as high-level modeling concept. These shared object channels allow to capture
timing effects of shared data accesses in abstract models.

• The proposed solutions allow for convenient modeling, fast simulating, and
flexible performance simulation of shared memory targets with estimation
based on SysteMoC models that include also shared objects.

• We also demonstrated the need for accurate modeling of shared data to detect
otherwise overlooked effects. Our I/O subsystem model build with the pro-
posed concept already helped testing and confirming firmware optimizations.

A mainframe model was used throughout this chapter to motivate and introduce
concepts, and to demonstrate benefits of solutions. Nevertheless, the shared object
modeling extensions are not project specific, nor restricted to mainframes. We can
foresee comparable complexity in mainstream electronic products in the next years.
Consequently, challenges we encountered and mastered for a large-scale architecture
may be relevant also for mainstream architectures.

Besides benefits in modeling and performance estimation, the proposed high-level
concept also can be exploited for validation: With framework support, that is,
without instrumenting the functional code, runtime data based on the high-level
channel concept can be collected. This includes, for instance, shared object accesses
from all actors over time. Collected data then may be used for model validation. In
Section 5.1, details on this subject and further experiments are presented.
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4
Transaction Level Model

Generation from SysteMoC Models

One goal of this thesis is to combine the ESL design methodology SystemCoDe-
signer [KSS+09*] with established SystemC-based design approaches operating at
larger levels of abstraction by generating SystemC/TLM programs. Through this
combination, a SystemC/TLM program shall be obtained automatically from a
high-level application model, as a high degree of automation is one strength of
platform-based design (see Chapter 1). Key task in generation of a SystemC/TLM
program from a SysteMoC model is implementing the formal application model.
That is, functionality, communication, and execution semantics of a SysteMoC
model must be implemented in the SystemC program. First, the usage of SysteMoC
models as the basis for the code generation approach is further justified, and related
work is discussed. Afterwards, the generation process is discussed in detail.

For the representation of different models of computation in SystemC see, for
instance, [PS04, HVG+08]. For a survey on MoCs and languages for embedded
system design, see [JS05]. We concentrate on a few examples that exploit formal
models in EDA context, mainly for synthesis. In [RRG03], SystemC code genera-
tion from high-level Petri net specifications is presented; there, subnets are realized as
SystemC modules that may be interconnected using SystemC ports. With focus on
efficient hardware synthesis [HA04], Bluespec is based on guarded atomic actions, a
rule-based MoC. Brandt et al. [BSS10] first translate these (asynchronous) guarded
actions specifications into synchronous ones, instead of synthesizing hardware di-
rectly. This allows for better analysis and the application of custom schedulers, but
considers hardware targets only. Combining SystemC and Bluespec [PSMN06]
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allows to combine hardware and software design. There, the software part (written
in SystemC) is not covered by an analyzable MoC. For the proposed SystemC/TLM
program generation, we need to cover software as well as hardware. Additionally,
the abstraction level of the hardware description in the aforementioned approaches
is already similar to register-transfer level. In contrast to the cited approaches, the
models considered in this thesis are at the more abstract system-level, where be-
havior is specified across hardware/software boundaries. A design methodology
based on UML is proposed by [RSRB05, BRRS08]. While automatic SystemC
code generation and back-annotation from UML models is described, exploiting a
formal application model further for the generated SystemC program seems not to
be considered.

Not being SystemC related, the formal system design (ForSyDe) methodol-
ogy [SJ04] starts with such a specification model. Based on Haskell, the appli-
cation is described similar to tagged signals [LSV98]. Not being C++-based, a
SystemC program may be hard to obtain from such models. At last, the CAL
actor language [EJ03] supports as well software synthesis [RWR+08] as hardware
synthesis [JMP+08].

In this thesis, however, the intentional use of a formal description is an initial
specification that will be further refined automatically to a SystemC/TLM program,
not the final implementation. This implies a higher abstraction than in the above
approaches, first of all in terms of user-defined data and data manipulation. Therefore,
SysteMoC (see Section 2.4) is used in this thesis to specify applications. As related
SysteMoC programs are implemented in C++, automated transformations into
SystemC programs may be possible.

An approach to implement a SysteMoC model as a SystemC program basically
has to respect three aspects:

1. Functionality of the SysteMoC model.

2. Communication in the SysteMoC model.

3. Execution semantics of the SysteMoC model.

As an example for a SysteMoC model implementation, take SysteMoC programs—
executable specifications using the SysteMoC-library (see Section 2.4.3 for details of
the SysteMoC-library):

1. In a SysteMoC program, the functionality of the model is provided by the
model designer.

2. The SysteMoC simulation kernel (part of the SysteMoC-library) implements
the details of communication, such as access control and committing.

3. Additionally, the SysteMoC simulation kernel handles the execution semantics
of SysteMoC models.
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In a SystemC/TLM program, on the other hand, the SystemC simulation ker-
nel provides a generic event-driven simulation environment (see Section 2.5 for a
short introduction of SystemC). A task in generating SystemC/TLM programs
from SysteMoC models is then implementing functionality, communication, and
execution semantics of SysteMoC models in SystemC. Starting a generation process
with a SysteMoC program seems beneficial, as both, the SysteMoC program and
SystemC, are written in the programing language C++. Hence, an automatic Sys-
temC/TLM program generation approach may reuse the functional implementation
of the given executable specification; communication and execution semantics then
may be implemented using SystemC threads.

More detailed, implementing the three aspects of a SysteMoC model in a System-
C/TLM program could be achieved as follows:

1. Functionality of the SysteMoC model, including user-defined data types, are
extracted from the SysteMoC program.

2. Communication in the SysteMoC model is implemented by adding (parame-
terized) classes from a library to the SystemC/TLM program.

3. Execution semantics of the SysteMoC model are distributed in SystemC
threads. These threads are executed under the control of the event-driven
SystemC simulation kernel.

The result should be a standard conform SystemC/TLM implementation with the
same functional behavior as the initial SysteMoC program.

In the above sketched approach, design decisions are not considered by the Sys-
temC program. At the system level, transforming an initial specification into an im-
plementation respecting design decisions is known as system-level synthesis [BTT98].
Hence, first, system-level synthesis is explained in Section 4.1. In the context of
this thesis, the task of SystemC/TLM program synthesis is depicted in Figure 4.1.
The corresponding system-level refinement steps during synthesis are described in
Section 4.2. Finally, conclusions and an outlook are given in Section 4.3.

Platform Application

Transaction 
Level Model

Synthesis

Figure 4.1.: System-level synthesis resulting in a transaction level model; the focus
of this chapter is highlighted by the dashed area.
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4.1. System-Level Synthesis
Before explaining the proposed system-level synthesis in detail, actual needs and
elements of synthesis are clarified first. To describe electronic system-level design
processes, several widespread visualizations exist; for example, the Y-chart [GK83],
or the double roof model [Tei00, TH07, Tei12] that, in contrast to the Y-chart,
explicitly separates hardware and software design. Both visualizations describe the
(ideal) design process at several abstraction levels in a top-down fashion from an
initial specification at system-level towards the final implementation.

A more general graphical representation of the synthesis process at different
abstraction levels is given by the X-chart [GHP+09], depicted in Figure 4.2. As
a transaction level model is the goal of synthesis introduced here, and not the
final implementation, the X-chart is used to explain synthesis in the following.
At any abstraction level, synthesis can be defined as the process of transforming
a specification into an implementation. System-level synthesis is represented in
Figure 4.2 as follows: An (initial) system-level specification is composed of an
application behavior and a set of constraints. Constraints at system-level may
include:

1. non-functional constraints, such as area restrictions or performance require-
ments, and

2. a platform that describes available resources [SV07].

Resources may include:

1. communication resources, such as busses and memories, and

Implementation

Synthesis

Specification
Constraints Behavior

Quality 
Numbers

Decision 
Making Refinement

Structure

Figure 4.2.: Visualization of the synthesis process as X-chart, modified
from [GHP+09].
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2. computation resources, such as processors and hardware accelerators.

Supplemented by allowed connectivity and associated parameters, a platform de-
scribes all possible platform instances. Note that only a subset of elements in the
platform may be chosen for a platform instance. System-level synthesis then gener-
ates an implementation of the application model under the given constraints. This is
achieved through decision making and refinement. Decision making at system-level
is understood as the task of [BTT98]:

1. Computing an allocation of resources for computation and communication
available in the platform,

2. a spatial binding of the application (tasks and communication) onto allocated
resources, and

3. a temporal schedule to resolve resource contention of objects bound to the
same resource.

Decision making additionally has to respect the non-functional constraints of the
specification.

Taking all above decisions, system-level refinement generates an implementation.
The implementation consists of a structural model and quality numbers. The
structural model represents the resulting platform instance, mapping, and scheduling
decisions as, for instance, a SystemC/TLM program. Quality numbers are estimated
values for different implementation properties, for instance, timing, area, or power
consumption. In the following, only the structural representation (a SystemC/TLM
program), is referred to as implementation.

In general, in EDA the goal at any abstraction level is to automate both tasks,
decision making and refinement, to create products fast and without introducing
any errors. However, compared to lower levels, synthesis at the system-level is
performed across hardware/software boundaries. Thus, system-level synthesis has
to deal with vast design spaces and increased complexities. This complexity can be
tackled by orthogonalization of concerns [KNRSV00]. In addition to a separation
of decision making and refinement, both tasks are typically performed separately
for computation and communication.

An analysis of the system-level synthesis landscape [GHP+09] revealed that var-
ious approaches exist that perform decision making and/or refinement for either
computation or communication. The analysis results from [GHP+09] are repeated
in Table 4.1. As shown in the table, none of the investigated approaches could
handle comprehensive system-level synthesis that includes automated decision mak-
ing and refinement for both, computation and communication; but by combining
existing tools, a comprehensive system-level synthesis method could be achieved.
This motivated the work presented in [GGH+11*], where SystemCoDesigner and
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Table 4.1.: Classification of different ESL synthesis approaches, extended and mod-
ified from [GHP+09]

Decision Making Refinement

Approach DSE Comp. Comm. Comp. Comm.

Daedalus [TNS+07] • • ◦ • ◦
Koski [KKO+06] • • ◦ • ◦

Metropolis [BWH+03] – ◦ – ◦ –
PeaCE [HKL+07, LKH10] • ◦ ◦ • ◦

SCE [DGP+08] – – – • •
SystemCoDesigner [KSS+09*] • • • • –

– no support ◦ partial support • full support

system-on-chip environment (SCE) were combined. What seems like an engineering
task included two major conceptual challenges:

1. As typically all design decisions at a given abstraction level interfere with each
other, a single design space exploration (DSE) engine was needed in order to
perform multi-objective optimization. Therefore, design space exploration
capabilities of SystemCoDesigner were substantially extended, as now deci-
sions for a more general target platform have to be made. Extended decisions
include new non-functional constraints and new resource capabilities, which
were not considered previously.

2. The result of synthesis performed by SystemCoDesigner was not the final
implementation, but an intermediate model that must be further processed
by SCE. Thereby, the link to the formal model must not be lost, as SCE also
needs to interpret and implement design decisions, made by the DSE engine
from SystemCoDesigner.

The combination of SystemCoDesigner and SCE allows for fully automatic design
space exploration (decision making), and refinement for both, computation and
communication. Thereby, the combined design flow starts from a formal application
model and results in pin-accurate models of arbitrary, bus-based MPSoCs.

In this thesis, model-based generation of transaction level models is proposed.
Hence, not the final implementation, but a SystemC/TLM program is considered
to be the result of system-level synthesis (as depicted in Figure 4.1). Neverthe-
less, findings and experiences gained from the combined design flow introduced
in [GGH+11*] are also relevant here. In particular, the classification of intermediate
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transaction level models is used. In contrast to [GGH+11*], synthesis of transaction
level models is solely performed using the SystemCoDesigner methodology.

Figure 4.3 presents a the classification of intermediate models in system-level
synthesis. The focus of the remainder of this chapter is highlighted by the dashed
area. In particular, design space exploration is not further discussed here; design
decisions, such as an allocation of resources, and a mapping of actors and channels
to the platform instance, are assumed to be given. Furthermore, the synthesis of
pin-accurate models is not discussed. See [GGH+11*] for details of design space
exploration and synthesis of pin-accurate models in the conjoined design flow.
Extrapolated from [GGH+11*], the refinement of application models to transaction
level models can be split into two phases:

Computation refinement Computation refinement uses computation decisions,
such as actor mappings; the task is to transform an application model into a
scheduled TLM. In the scheduled TLM, processes are bound and scheduled on
allocated and configured computational resources. Computational resources
are software programmable processors or hardware accelerators. Commu-
nication is performed using transactions. Therefore, in the scheduled TLM,
channels are refined into memory accesses and synchronization transactions
(see Section 4.2.1).

Communication refinement In communication refinement, design decisions con-
cerning the topology of the communication architecture are implemented.
Such decisions are allocation and configuration of communication resources.
Communication resources are busses or networks-on-chip. Additionally, com-

Platform

Communication Refinement

Computation Refinement

Scheduled TLM

Architecture TLM

Protocol Refinement

Pin-Accurate Model

Design Space 
Exploration

(DSE)

Computation
Decisions

Communication
Decisions

Application

Figure 4.3.: Visualization of system-level synthesis, showing different levels of
abstraction that respects different types of decisions from DSE.
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munication decisions include a mapping of channels to memories. Hence, all
architecture decisions are implemented. An architecture TLM is the result (see
Section 4.2.3).

Note that the above two refinement phases are conceptual; neglecting implemen-
tation details, an architecture TLM may be generated in a single step.

4.2. System-Level Refinements
During system-level refinement, an application model is transformed into an imple-
mentation respecting design decisions; a transaction level model is the goal. Transac-
tion level models considered here are SystemC/TLM loosely-timed implementations,
with bus-based communication and shared memory (see Section 2.5).

Before presenting details, the complete automatic system-level refinement process
is described briefly. Let a given mapping define, on which allocated resources of
the platform actors and channels are implemented. Actors mapped to hardware
accelerators also result in one SystemC thread per actor to retain parallelism. For
actors mapped to software programmable processors, basically two refinement
approaches are possible:

1. either target software is generated and executed by an instruction-set simula-
tor [KGHT11], or

2. a software model is synthesized if more abstract designs are desired.

A software model is an abstract representation of the target software that consists of
SystemC threads generated from actors. Target software generation is part of the
SystemCoDesigner methodology [KSS+09*], and thus not further detailed. Later, in
Section 6.4, an advanced scheduling approach for actors resulting in target software
is introduced. In this section, we concentrate at describing synthesis for actors
mapped to hardware accelerators. Synthesizing a software model follows the same
principles. Major difference is an additional scheduling of all actors mapped to a
single core that is achieved by a scheduler thread. As a result, all resources in the
transaction level model are implemented as SystemC modules: The behavior of an
actor is encapsulated as a process in a SystemC module; for communication, SystemC
modules are interconnected by TLM sockets. Based on the work presented here,
extended synthesis including platforms also integrating instruction-set simulators
executing software can be found in [KGHT11]. Here, the fundamental findings are
described.

Example 4.1. The visualization of a SystemC/TLM implementation of the
application model introduced in Figure 2.3 is shown in Figure 4.4. Actor Source
is mapped to resource HW1, actor Sink is mapped to resource HW2, and the
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HW1

Source
Ada

Bus

HW2

Ada

Mem
Ch Sink

Figure 4.4.: High-level graphical representation of an architecture TLM implement-
ing the application model shown in Figure 2.3. Hardware modules
HW1 and HW2 are communicating via shared memory Mem using
adapters (Ada). All components are connected to a bus.

communication buffer (channel Ch) is mapped to a memory resource Mem. Each
shown hardware resources is implemented by a generated SystemC module. For
communication, resources are connected to a TLM bus via sockets. So called
adapters (Ada in the figure) are used for interconnection; adapters are introduced
in Section 4.2.2. The result of computation and communication refinement is an
architecture TLM.

Refinement details for a transaction level model as shown in Figure 4.4 are given
in the following.

4.2.1. Computation Refinement
To obtain a SystemC/TLM program from an application model, a number of
refinements are needed. A first step is computation refinement (see Figure 4.3).
The task of computation refinement is generating a scheduled TLM from a formal
application model; a scheduled TLM is then a first implementation of a SysteMoC
model as a SystemC/TLM program. Defining such an intermediate model already
including communication in terms of transactions has at least three benefits:

1. The scheduled TLM is an executable SystemC program;

2. computation decisions can be respected in a scheduled TLM independent of
communication decisions;

3. in the scheduled TLM, there may be less simulation overhead compared to an
architecture TLM including communication resources.

Computation refinement for a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) is performed as
follows: For each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A, a SystemC module is automatically
generated. For all channels c ∈ C incident to a, source code to instantiate an
adapter and an event corresponding to changes on the memory implementing the
buffer in c is inserted. Adapters and the event mechanism are discussed in detail
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in Section 4.2.2. The actor FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0) is implemented by a SystemC
thread: Encapsulated in a while-loop, for each FSM state s ∈ FS , source code for
each transition t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT with v = s is generated; this code includes
corresponding function calls for predicates in guard g, action functions in action f,
and setting the next FSM state to v ′. Also for each actor, a parser extracts functions
and member variables from the SysteMoC program. Together with the generated
source for the actor FSM, all class members from the actor class are inserted in the
corresponding SystemC module. Additionally, functions to retrieve and set the
actor state are generated. These functions are later used to check the runtime state,
and to set the actor FSM state during SystemC program execution (see Section 6.1
and Chapter 6).

Example 4.1 (continued). The source code shown in Listing 4.1 implements
the actor Sink introduced in Example 2.6 on page 23. A parser extracts the
functions and member variables of the actor in the application model. All class
members of the actor class are inserted in the shown SystemC module, for instance,
the internal variable storedValue_ (line 19), or the action functions. Portions of
the source code are common for all actor implementations, for instance, functions
to retrieve (getState) and set the actor state (setState). The FSM F of actor Sink
is represented by the thread _main. In a while-loop, the guard of each transition
leaving the current FSM state is checked (lines 21–38). If no transition is enabled
in the current state, the thread waits for a change in the buffer for channel Ch
(lines 27 and 36). More details on this example follow in the next section.

As discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the main tasks in generating a
SystemC/TLM program from a SysteMoC model are implementing functionality,
communication, and execution semantics of the original SysteMoC model. The
result of computation refinement is that functionality of SysteMoC actors now is
implemented by SystemC threads. The implementation of execution semantics is
part of each thread. This is further discussed in the following Section 4.2.2. To
further obtain a functioning SystemC/TLM program, also communication needs to
be implemented, as discussed next.

4.2.2. Communication Implementation
In the previous section, computation refinement was introduced that results in a
SystemC thread for each SysteMoC actor. These threads implement functionality
and execution semantics of the corresponding application model. How such threads
communicate is detailed next. For communication in the SystemC/TLM program,
abstract communication in the formal model has to be implemented using transac-
tions. To implement communication by transactions, SysteMoC channels have to
be substituted by TLM counterparts. Note that implementing communication is
different from communication refinement: In communication refinement, design
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Listing 4.1: Implementation of the actor Sink introduced in Figure 2.3 by a Sys-
temC module.

1 SC_MODULE( Sink ) {
FifoChangedEvent in_changed ;

3 Fi fo InAdapte r<Packet> in ;
enum s t a t e _ t { a , b } ;

5 Sink ( sc_module_name _nm ) :
sc_module ( _nm ) ,

7 in ( " in " , in_changed ) {
SC_HAS_PROCESS ( Sink ) ;

9 SC_THREAD( _main ) ;
}

11 s t a t e _ t g e t S t a t e ( ) const { return _ s t a t e ; }
void s e t S t a t e ( s t a t e _ t s ) { _ s t a t e = s ; }

13 bool i s F r a g ( ) const ;
void s t o r e ( ) { s t o r e d V a l u e _ = in . r e a d ( 0 ) ; }

15 void r e a s s e m b l e ( ) ;
void p r o c e s s ( ) ;

17 p r i v a t e :
s t a t e _ t _ s t a t e ;

19 Packe t s t o r e d V a l u e _ ;
void _main ( ) {

21 while ( true ) {
switch ( _ s t a t e ) {

23 c a s e b :
i f ( in . a v a i l ( ) >= 1 ) { // t2

25 s t o r e ( ) ; in . commitRead ( 1 ) ;
_ s t a t e = c ;

27 } e l s e { wai t ( in_changed . even t ( ) ) ; }
break ;

29 c a s e c :
i f ( i s F r a g ( ) && in . a v a i l ( ) >= 1 ) { // t3

31 s t o r e ( ) ; p r o c e s s ( ) ; in . commitRead ( 1 ) ;
_ s t a t e = b ;

33 } e l s e i f ( ! i s F r a g ( ) ) { // t4
p r o c e s s ( ) ;

35 _ s t a t e = b ;
} e l s e { wai t ( in_changed . even t ( ) ) ; }

37 break ;
} } }

39 } ;
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decisions are respected (see Section 4.2.3); in communication implementation, a
fixed pattern is used to implement communication.

In SysteMoC models, channels are used for communication and synchronization
between actors. In transaction level models, this channel-based communication
is then implemented using shared memory to store data and control information.
More precisely, each channel is replaced by a shared memory module and two
adapters. Control information are, for instance, read or write pointers.

Implementing communication must not alter the semantics of abstract commu-
nication; otherwise, the functional behavior in the SystemC/TLM program could
differ from the behavior in the formal model. For SysteMoC models as considered
in this thesis, the task is then implementing first-in, first-out buffer communication
with transaction level modeling concepts. In the following, an implementation
solution for abstract FIFO-buffer communication in the scheduled TLM is proposed.
The basic ideas of this solution were introduced in [GHNT07*].

Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E). For taking a transition t =
(v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FM , three communication-related tasks can be identified from the
execution semantics given in Section 2.4.2:

1. Channel condition checking; channel condition checking denotes the task to
evaluate channel buffer predicates in the guard g.

2. Token access; action functions s ∈ S of the action f= (S, R)may access tokens
during taking the transition t .

3. Communication committing; communication committing denotes the task
of completing communication according to channel buffer predicates in the
guard g, that is, removing consumed tokens from buffers, providing produced
tokens in buffers, and making these changes noticeable for actors connected to
the corresponding channels.

Any implementation of a buffer-based communication with FIFO semantics in Sys-
teMoC models must provide a solution for each of these three tasks. As an example,
take a SysteMoC program (see Section 2.4.3). There, the three communication-
related tasks are implemented as follows:

Channel condition checking Channel conditions are checked by the SysteMoC
simulation kernel implicitly depending on guards.

Token access Tokens are accessed by action functions and Boolean functions used
in guards, that is, user-provided source code.

Communication committing Communication committing is done by the Syste-
MoC simulation kernel implicitly depending on the guard of a taken transi-
tion.
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In SystemC, there is no native support for channels as used in SysteMoC models. As
a solution, adapters are introduced to implement the communication-related tasks: In
a scheduled TLM, an adapter (Ada in Figure 4.4) is inserted for each channel endpoint.
Adapters provide interfaces to implement the three communication-related tasks:

Channel condition checking One interface enables the SystemC thread that im-
plements the FSM of an actor to check the buffer size of the corresponding
channel. Using this interface, all channel buffer predicates in guard g are
evaluated by a thread before taking any transition t = (v,g, f, v ′).

Token access A second interface provides functions to read or write specific to-
kens in buffers. This interface is used withing action functions and Boolean
functions used as runtime data predicates.

Communication committing A third interface, again used by the SystemC threads
implementing the FSM of an actor, is used for communication committing;
after taking any transition t = (v,g, f, v ′), all buffers are updated according to
channel buffer predicates in guard g.

Usage of the above interfaces in an implementation is illustrated using the running
example. Details on these three interfaces are given afterwards.

Example 4.1 (continued). Take the source code of the actor Sink shown in
Listing 4.1 on page 67.

• Channel condition checking is done within the SystemC thread _main in
lines 24 and 30 by calling the function avail from adapter in to evaluate the
channel buffer predicate availCh,1.

• In the action function store, a token in the buffer implementing channel Ch
is accessed by calling a corresponding function read (line 14). To respect
the FIFO semantics of the buffer, the function read takes a parameter: the
parameter "0" denotes that the last recently produced token in the buffer
is read, the parameter "1" denotes that the last but one recently produced
token in the buffer is read, and so on.1

• To commit communication, that is, to update the channel and finally con-
sume the token, the corresponding function commitRead is called (line 25).
The parameter denotes the number of tokens to commit. Details are given
in the following.

1 The allowed parameters depend on the corresponding channel condition predicate in the guard
of the transition. Here, the only allowed parameter is "0" as the channel buffer predicate is availCh,1,
that is, only the last recently produced token may be accessed.
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The functionality of adapters described in the above example is implemented using
standard TLM transport calls over sockets. Therefore, each adapter is equipped with
three sockets: Two sockets are used for synchronization with the communication
peer; one socket is used to access a shared memory module. See the following
example for the resulting interconnection scheme.

Example 4.1 (continued). In Figure 4.5, a graphical representation of the
scheduled TLM for the running example is shown. Each of the two adapter (Ada)
includes three sockets for data access and synchronization. One initiator socket of
each adapter is connected to the shared memory for data access; the two remaining
sockets are cross connected and used to indicate data change. The shared memory
implementing the buffer of the FIFO channel contains read and write pointers
used by the adapters. Additionally, as the capacity of channel Ch is eight, there
are memory slots for data of eight tokens (sl0 to sl7).

Communication implementation in a scheduled TLM for a SysteMoC model
M = (A,C , E) is now explained in detail. As described in Section 4.2.1, for each
channel c = (k , d ) ∈C , exactly two adapters are instantiated in the scheduled TLM.
For each channel c , a generic shared memory module is instantiated and connected to
the two corresponding adapters. This troika of two adapters and one shared memory
is the actual implementation for the FIFO channel in the scheduled TLM. Note
that the generic memory module stores plain data that may be read and modified by
the adapters on address basis. Also note that adapters and shared memory modules
neither contain a SystemC thread, nor call the SystemC wait-function.

The shared memory is used by adapters to exchange tokens and store additional
meta information; neglecting alignment, the required memory size for buffer space
can be determined by calculating k times the storage size of one token. Additionally,
the shared memory stores a current write pointer and a current read pointer. These
pointers are memory addresses in the shared memory. Pointer values are used by

rdPtr wrPtr
sl1sl0 sl2 sl3
sl5sl4 sl6 sl7

HW1

Source
Ada

HW2

Ada
Sink

Ch

Figure 4.5.: Graphical representation of a scheduled TLM based on the SysteMoC
model shown in Figure 2.3. To implement communication, adapters
equipped with three TLM sockets are interconnected.
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adapters to calculate the fill size of the buffer, to determine the address of the next
token to read, and to determine the address of the next slot to store a token. To
perform these calculations, both adapters for a channel c are configured with

• the memory addresses of the write and read pointers,

• the start address of the data buffer area,

• the size of the data buffer area, and

• the size of one token in the data buffer area.

With the above configuration, calls to the interface of adapters can be implemented
by read and write transactions to the shared memory. More detailed, the three
communication-related tasks to implement FIFO-buffer based communication (in-
troduced at the head of this section) are translated into a sequence of transactions as
follows:

Channel condition checking A read transaction is used to fetch the current read
and write pointer; with the current values, the fill size of the buffer can be
calculated, and the communication buffer predicates (such as availCh,1 in the
example) can be evaluated.

Token access A read transaction is used to read a specific token; a write transaction
is issued to write a specific token.

Communication committing To commit token consumption, a write transaction
is used to update the read pointer; to commit token production, a write
transaction is issued to update the write pointer.

Example 4.1 (continued). For the running example, all transactions for the
execution of transition t2 are shown in Figure 4.6 as a sequence diagram. Assume
two tokens are stored in the FIFO channel buffer: the data of the last recently
written token is stored at memory location sl0, and the data of the last but one
recently written token is stored at memory location sl1. Hence, the current
read pointer points to the memory location sl0, and the current write pointer
points to memory location sl2. Further assume actor Sink is in state b. On the
vertical axis of module Hw2, function calls from the implementation of actor Sink
and the adapter Ada are indicated by dyed blocks; for each blocking transaction
b_transport, the access type (read or write), the memory address, and the amount
of data to read or to write are annotated for illustration.

In the shown sequence, first the function avail is called on adapter in (line 24
in Listing 4.1) to check the amount of available tokens. This results in fetching
the current read and write pointer values by the adapter. Here, a pointer value
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in.commitRead(1)  

in.read(0)  

HW2

Sink
Ada

rdPtr wrPtr
sl1sl0 sl2 sl3
sl5sl4 sl6 sl7

b_transport
[read, rdPtr-address, 2*4]

b_transport
[read, sl0-address, sizeof(Packet)]

b_transport
[write, rdPtr-address, 4]

in.avail()  

Figure 4.6.: Function call sequence for buffer access from the implementation of
actor Sink; three transactions are shown that (1) check the buffer size,
(2) read data of one token, and (3) commit communication.

of size four bytes is assumed. With the current value of the pointers, the current
fill size "two" of the buffer can be computed. As there is at least one token stored
in the buffer, transition t2 is enabled and taken. Action function store is executed
next; in function store, the next available token is read by calling the function read
(line 14). After executing the action function store, communication is committed
by calling the function commitRead (line 25). More precisely, the read pointer
is updated to point to the last but one recently produced token at the memory
location sl1. Therewith, the channel update is performed, and subsequent calls to
the function avail (by the actor Sink or the actor Source) will result in the updated
buffer size "one" until a next commit call.

At last, adapters implement a signaling mechanism for SystemC threads. Consider
a thread implementation of the actor FSM F from any actor a. It may happen
that this thread in its current state is unable to execute code for any transition. In
terms of SysteMoC semantics, this SystemC simulation scenario corresponds to the
SysteMoC model execution situation that no transition is enabled in the current
FSM state va; now, a prerequisite to enable a transition in actor a is a change in
incident channels. This observation is exploited for communication implementation
as follows: If no code for a transition could be executed (if no transition is enabled
in the current FSM state), the thread waits for events signaling change on buffers
that correspond to incident channels. These events are notified by adapters.
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Example 4.1 (continued). Take the source code shown in Listing 4.1. If the
guard (buffer predicate) check for transition t2 fails, no transition is enabled in
state b . The thread blocks by calling wait on the event in_changed (line 27). The
event in_changed is notified by the adapter in when there are changes in the data
buffer made by the Source actor implementation.

There are several possibilities to implement this event mechanism using adapters.
For instance, adapters may poll the pointer values regularly. However, polling may
introduce simulation overhead. In the proposed solution, cross connected sockets
are used to indicate any change of the data buffer to the peer adapter (see Figure 4.5).

Note that the above described communication implementation is one out of many
possible solutions. The described approach was chosen for fast simulation. However,
the adapter concept allows for many different implementation alternatives. Other
communication implementation alternatives will be discussed in Section 4.2.4.

The result of computation refinement and communication implementation is
an automatically synthesized SystemC/TLM program. This scheduled TLM has
the same functional behavior of the given application model. When executing this
scheduled TLM, SystemC threads write and read data from memories, directed by
the SystemC simulation kernel.

4.2.3. Communication Refinements
If the goal of synthesis is an architecture TLM, that is, a SystemC/TLM program
also implementing communication decisions, the scheduled TLM needs to be re-
fined further. This communication refinement is discussed next. In communication
refinement, communication decisions are respected. Such communication decisions
include the amount and type of communication resources (busses, memories), and
the interconnection of communication and computation resources. In communica-
tion refinement, the same communication-related tasks as introduced in Section 4.2.2
need to be implemented. These communication-related tasks are:

1. Channel condition checking;

2. token access;

3. communication committing.

During communication refinement, design decisions may influence the commu-
nication implementation. For instance, bus-master and bus-slave capabilities of
communicating resources may be respected in the implementation. Hence, a com-
munication refinement approach may provide a variety of implementation alter-
natives. From these alternatives, designers (or automatic generation tools) may
choose a suitable subset to achieve high quality implementations. In Section 4.2.4,
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extensions to the adapter concept introduced in Section 4.2.2 are presented. In the
following, a general approach of generating an architecture TLM for a SysteMoC
model M = (A,C , E) using the already introduced adapters is given.

In Section 4.2.1, the generation of one SystemC module for each actor a ∈A was
detailed. In communication refinement, depending on communication decisions,
additionally memories and busses need to be instantiated. These TLM modules
are generic and provided by a library. For each channel c ∈ C , a configuration
data structure is created that contains memory addresses, buffer sizes, and so on
(see Section 4.2.2); this configuration data is used to configure the both adapters
for channel c . The addresses used for configuration reflect the shared memory that
implements the buffer space for channel c . Depending on communication decisions,
sockets from adapters and communication resources are interconnected. The result
is an architecture TLM that reflects all communication topology decisions.

4.2.4. Possible Extensions
In the previous description, the FIFO-buffer based communication in SysteMoC
models was implemented by two adapters and shared memory. There are several
extensions possible for the presented communication implementation. Focus of
this thesis is a solution for model-based generation of transaction level models, and
exploiting model knowledge for generated SystemC/TLM programs. Hence, the
following description of possible extensions is brief only. The extensions depend on
the modeling use-case, but the underlying concepts presented in this chapter stay the
same. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that the adapter concept is appropriate
for may different communication implementation scenarios.

1. Assume there is local memory available in each computation resource. ,
caching of token data is possible. Depending on the communication behavior
and communication rates, writing data in bursts might also be possible.

2. To model a slave (not bus-master capable) computation resource, data must be
pushed or fetched by the communication peer. A corresponding adapter for
slave resources has only target sockets. In this case, meta information is also
provided via the slave resource adapter; by polling this meta information, the
communication peer deduces the current buffer size.

3. For accurate performance modeling, adapters may be modified to match a
specific communication protocol. For instance, the above described synchro-
nization approach with cross-connected sockets is ideal to model a door bell
concept. This door bell concept may not be suitable for the actual modeling
task. As a solution, adapters may, for instance, implement a polling scheme
for synchronization.
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Note that for all of the above extensions only the implementation of adapters
needs to be changed. As a result, the automatically generated SystemC modules (as
discussed in Section 4.2.1) can be used without change.

4.3. Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, a general scheme to refine dynamic dataflow-based application mod-
els implemented as SysteMoC programs into SystemC/TLM programs was given;
adapters translate between an interface common to channel-based communication
with first-in, first-out buffer semantics, and transactions in the SystemC implementa-
tion. By deploying adapters, the functional implementation of SysteMoC programs
could be reused. This reuse enabled an automatic design process that results in
generated SystemC/TLM programs. Additionally, no errors may be introduced due
to manual refinement.

The result of the transaction level model generation approach presented here is
a standard conform SystemC/TLM program. Hence, further processing by tools
tailored to the SystemC-standard is possible. Additionally, SystemC experts not
familiar with the considered application modeling approach can now be integrated
into a design process. Another great advantage of obeying a broadly accepted
and supported standard as TLM-2.0 is that third party models now may easily be
integrated. For instance, bus models provided by a vendor like ARM can substitute
the default implementation, or the actor-based model of a hardware accelerator may
be exchanged by a refined implementation.

A great advantage of SystemC/TLM programs generated as proposed is a retained
link to the formal application model. An abstract state transition system for Syste-
MoC models will be introduced in Section 5.2.1, and the solution to identify a state
from this transition system during SystemC simulation is presented in Section 6.1.
This link between implementation and application model will enable exploitations
of the formal model for the SystemC/TLM program. Two examples demonstrate
resulting benefits, namely SystemC simulation acceleration (see Section 6.3), and
quasi-static scheduling (see Section 6.4).
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5
Validation & Formal Verification of

SysteMoC Models

One of the first tasks in electronic system-level design is creating a functional model.
As identified at the beginning of Chapter 1, fast deployment of products, and
building trustworthy products are major challenges in ESL design. In this chapter,
tackling both challenges in validation and formal verification is discussed.

To obtain trustworthy products, implementing the right functionality correct is
the goal; the first is understood as validation, and the latter is called verification. An
informal and widespread characterization of the terms verification and validation is
given by Boehm [Boe84]:1

Validation "Am I building the right product?"

Verification "Am I building the product right?"

Also, widely observed actualities in system (and software) design are:

• Validation and verification consume a majority of the total effort in design
projects.

1 To cite only two users, take [Bal98] in the context of simulation, or [BD08] in the context of
automotive software.
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• The more early errors are detected, the more costs are saved.
(Or the corollary: The later errors are detected, the more follow-up costs are
the result.)

Thus, validation and verification shall be as little time consuming as possible to aid
fast deployment of products.

As a consequence from the above, validation and verification tasks should be
automated where possible to reduce effort for designers and therewith save time and
costs; validation and verification should also be applied as early as possible in the
design flow to further reduce costs. In this chapter, several approaches serving these
requirements are presented. As proposed methods are applied to the application
model early in the design flow, the focus is functional validation and verification.
In particular, non-functional constraints such as timing are not the focus in the
following.

Formal application models, especially the integral high-level communication
concepts, support efficient validation: Typical validation scenarios may be the com-
parison of runtime data collected during model execution with expected results;
by considering data collection already in the modeling framework, such validation
tasks may be performed without modifying the functional model—only by exploit-
ing already available interfaces used for communication in the model. Principles
and detailed experimental results with an industrial case-study are presented in
Section 5.1.

Given any SysteMoC program, an abstract state transition system can always be
constructed. Such a state transition system then enables using symbolic methods
similar to symbolic model checking [BCM+92]. Considered verification tasks here
include state reachability analysis that allows to prove safety properties such as un-
reachability of critical states, and deadlock detection. For all proposed methods, the
formal model-based application is the key enabler. Details are given in Section 5.2.

5.1. Validation
A first task in developing a new electronic product is the creation of an initial
specification. In this thesis, a SysteMoC program is assumed as the initial (executable)
specification. As experiences in industrial projects show, a major amount of time in
model creation is spent for model validation ("Am I building the right model?"). Thus,
observing and interpreting dynamic model behavior for validation is a significant
effort. Validation is then primarily performed by the modeling expert in conjunction
with experts for the subject of modeling (this may be the same person). Consequently,
validation is costly, and support for validation may save development time.

A common validation approach is the comparison of runtime data collected
during model execution with expected results (reference values). Reference values
may result from spreadsheet calculations, educated guessing, other models, or are
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based on data collected from real machines. Reference values may be, for instance,
absolute counter values (how many times was a certain function called, how many
lock attempts were made), or value changes over time (how long was a lock held,
what is the length of a queue over time). Such a validation approach based on the
comparison of given reference values with data produced by the model may be split
into three subtasks:

1. The collection of runtime data during model execution.

2. The preprocessing of data, for instance, reduction of the amount of data, or
visualization.

3. The comparison of collected data with expected results.

The latter two tasks, preprocessing and comparison of data, are mostly of technical
nature, and highly depend on the actual model. Thus, preprocessing and comparison
are not further discussed in the following. We concentrate on solutions for the
collection of runtime data. Collection can basically be performed in two different
ways:

Manually A common approach to manually collect runtime data is by code instru-
mentation, that is, adding data collection facilities to the model manually.

Automatically Automatic runtime data collection can be done, for instance, by
using the support of a simulation framework, or by deploying profiling tools.

Manual approaches have often the drawback of being time-consuming and error-
prone. Thus, manual code instrumentation should be avoided when possible. As
advocated in this thesis, high-level application models may be represented as a formal
executable specification given by a SysteMoC program. As we will show, the formal
high-level concepts in SysteMoC models, such as FIFO buffer based communication,
give an opportunity for automatic runtime data collection. We will see that a huge
benefit of high-level models for validation is the option to collect runtime data
automatically. In contrast to traditional profiling that may consider data at the
program level (for instance, the value of certain variables), data may be gathered at
model level by the simulation framework (state of actors, fill size of buffers). As the
collected data is thus at a more abstract level, this may result in less data to sight
by designers. For instance, high-level communication concepts, such as the shared
object channels introduced in Section 3.2, may be exploited for validation. This is
demonstrated by the following example.

Example 5.1. Assume that the implementation of a WI shared object in the
SysteMoC model as introduced in Example 3.4 should be validated. Write accesses
to the shared memory implementation of the WI in the real machine can be
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estimated by experts. For validation, the task is now to compare the behavior of
the model with expected results given by experts. Therefore, write accesses to the
shared object over time from actors can be automatically recorded during model
execution. This collected data may then be compared with the expected values. If
the collected data matches the expected values, validation is successful; otherwise,
an error in the model is revealed.

Reporting facilities are integrated into the modeling framework. Hence, model de-
signers can rely on an infrastructure for reporting, and concentrate on the functional
model design. Data collection presented in the following is based on high-level mod-
eling concepts. As a result, the suggested approach complements existing approaches
at a higher level of abstraction: early in model design, validation may be performed
by exploiting formal, model specific techniques as proposed here; later, general
purpose tools and techniques, such as profiling, may be deployed. The proposed
concepts were successfully applied in an industrial cooperation and proofed to be
time saving. In Section 5.1.2, results for the zIO model introduced in Section 3.1 are
given.

Most related to the proposed data collection are solutions for SystemC programs.
These solutions may be applied to SystemC/TLM programs generated from Syste-
MoC models (see Chapter 4). The survey in [MMK10] investigates existing SystemC
front-ends. A front-end is needed to initially process a SystemC program. Depend-
ing on the qualities of the front-end, information from the SystemC program may
be, for instance, visualized. All investigated approaches in [MMK10] show deficits.
Remarkably, all approaches failed in analyzing an example that implements the
high-level concept of FIFO buffer-based communication. In early phases of model
design, it is important to reason also about such high-level concepts. Hence, spe-
cialized techniques for SysteMoC programs are proposed in this section. Tools
and techniques applicable to (generated) SystemC programs may then complement
approaches for SysteMoC programs.

Here, runtime data collection is the focus. Often, the term introspection is used
to denote extraction of runtime (meta) data [MMK10]. In the context of SystemC,
introspection also implies modification for some approaches [DSG03]. In the follow-
ing, we are only interested in retrieving runtime data. In [GD09], code generation
to automatically perform code instrumentation was proposed; a static analysis of a
given SystemC design is a prerequisite for this approach. As a result, for instance,
variables depending on SystemC ports are considered as part of the architecture.
In [GFS09], a framework called ReSP was introduced. ReSP allows introspection
and reflection for SystemC/TLM programs. Introspection is at a level similar to
attaching a debugger to the simulation, but with considerable more comfort and
elegance. SystemC program instrumentation as proposed in [CVBB11] introduces
high level instrumentation handling interfaces. Focus is minimizing intrusiveness.
Instrumentation is then used for debugging and runtime measurements. All cited
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approaches may complement model-based introspection as considered in this section,
at a lower level, later in the design flow.

In the following, introspection capabilities of the SysteMoC framework are intro-
duced in more detail in Section 5.1.1. Experimental results presented in Section 5.1.2
then demonstrate how these capabilities were used for real world validation tasks that
could successfully be performed without changing or instrumenting the functional
model; during an industrial project, this saved valuable design time.

5.1.1. Model-Based Introspection
Recall that a SysteMoC model using shared objects M can be implemented as a
SysteMoC program (see Section 2.4.3). Our goal is now exploiting the formal model
of a SysteMoC program for automatic introspection where possible. Thus, model-
based introspection denotes the exploitation of high-level modeling concepts for
automatic runtime data collection. This implies that runtime data that is not integral
part of the SysteMoC model of computation can not be considered in the automatic
introspection approach introduced here. In particular, internal actor states, and
concrete data values are excluded from the automatic introspection. However,
typical estimations given by experts and used for validation include predictions of
shared object accesses, total number and distribution of lock attempts, maximum
buffer occupation, buffer size changes over time, activation rates of actors, and so on.
Corresponding model output can be collected automatically, and may then serve
as basis for validation by comparing collected data with estimated results. In this
section, all capabilities for model-based introspection that are integrated into the
SysteMoC simulation framework are presented.

The following characteristics of a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E , Ĉ , Ê) can be
observed during execution automatically:

• For each actor a ∈A, changes of the current FSM state va.

• A transition trace, that is, a sequence of all transitions ti that were taken during
model execution (with ti ∈ TM ).

• For each FIFO channel c ∈C , changes of the buffer fill size dc .

• For each SO channel ĉ ∈ Ĉ , accesses to shared objects.

In combination with performance simulation of SysteMoC models [SGHT10*],
the above data can additionally be correlated with corresponding timing points. For
instance, changes of FSM states over simulated time can be recorded.

In the remainder of this section, we will concentrate on introspection for shared
objects that were introduced in Section 3.2; the corresponding introspection facilities
are part of the contribution of this thesis. Especially for shared objects, introspection
gives valuable insight, as two examples should demonstrate:
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• Access traces, that is, a list of what actor accessed which shared object over
time, may help reasoning about the validity of the model implementation:
Collected access traces may be compared with access trace estimations given
by experts, or traces measured on real machines.

• Access statistics may show asymmetries, that is, reveal that certain actors have
disproportionate access to certain shared objects. This disproportionate access
may indicate a model bug, as a symmetric behavior is expected.

Introspection for shared objects works as follows: As detailed in Section 3.3.2,
function calls to the cache model are initiated during model execution for perfor-
mance estimation. This data is reused for introspection; for each shared object access
by an actor, the following information may then be recorded:

1. The access time,

2. the accessing actor, and

3. the access type (read or write).

As discussed in Section 3.2, shared objects may provide on optional locking interface.
For such shared objects, additional information is available:

1. Lock attempts (failed or succeeded) per actor over time, and

2. lock held time per actor.

For shared objects that implement bitvectors, such as the work indication introduced
in Section 3.1, additionally bit-setting and bit-clearing attempts from actors are
available.

Without being complete, the above list should give an impression of the opportu-
nities of model-based introspection, particularly for shared objects. By exploiting a
high-level modeling concept, such as shared object channels, lots of valuable data
may be collected during model execution automatically—without changing the
functional model. Thus, framework support may save valuable development time.
Further, introduction of errors by manual code instrumentation is avoided. The
collected data then may by used for validation of the model by comparing the data
with estimations given by experts. Typical estimations include predictions of shared
object accesses, total number and distribution of lock attempts, lock contention
rates, maximum buffer occupation, buffer size change over time, and so on. Using
collected data for validation will be demonstrated in the following Section 5.1.2.
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5.1.2. Experimental Results
In the following, some selected reports generated from automatically collected data
during a simulation run of the zIO model introduced in Chapter 3 are shown.
Experts and real machine data suggested an uniform workload distribution over
all SAPs in the model. Hence, the validation task is to confirm this expected
behavior also for the model. However, in a preliminary version of the model,
validation revealed an unexpected, asymmetric workload distribution. Reports for
a corresponding simulation run are shown in the following, as this simulation run
emphasizes that (automatic) model-based introspection as proposed above revealed
the asymmetry that was not recognized in end-of-simulation results.

In the following experiment, a configuration with four books was used. In each
book, five cores are configured to be SAPs equally distributed over all chips, and four
cores are OSes. 96 channels are connected to each book, resulting in 384 channels in
total. All 16 OSes together issued about 10,000 I/O requests, equally distributed over
all SAPs, and all channels. Start rate is very high, to make the SAPs the bottleneck
in the simulation, and force an utilization of over 90%. Note that this setup is not
reflecting mainframe customer’s configurations, and does not allow conclusions
about in-field hardware.

Before presenting results, an additional background note on the WI is given: The
WI is organized in double words. Write conflicts appear on double word basis: if
several cores try to write to the same double word at about the same time, only one
write attempt succeeds, and all other parallel write attempts fail. Though, a modeling
bug in the model used for the presented results lowered the fail chance for channels
served by book 3. The following tables and graphs demonstrate framework reporting
capabilities with focus on shared objects, and show effects of this asymmetry.

To give the designer a first impression of model behavior during execution, queue
sizes over time may give a quick overview. Figure 5.1 shows the size of the queue
with incoming work requests from OSes for four SAPs, the first SAP of each of the
four books. Queue sizes of SAPs from the same book are comparable, so only one
SAP as representative for each book is shown to avoid clutter. Obviously, SAP 15 in
book 3 performs its work faster. This observation of model behavior is in contrast
to expected behavior: workload should be processes equally distributed over all
SAPs in all books. Indicated by this failed validation attempt, further simulation
data is used to reveal the problem of the model.

Table 5.1 shows total reads, total write fails, and total write succeeds on the WI,
broken down per SAP. We can see an asymmetry between book 3 (SAPs 15–19) and
the other three books as result of an asymmetric WI usage. This observed model
behavior is in contrast to expected results. Further investigations revealed that, as
SAPs from book 3 write only to a double word with a small number of relevant bits,
less contention on this double word leads to less write fails; without repeating write
attempts, SAPs from book 3 now read more often the WI to detect new work.
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Figure 5.1.: Size of queues for incoming work from OSes; one SAP from each of
the four books is shown.

5.2. Formal Verification
In this section, formal verification approaches based on an abstract state transition
system of a SysteMoC model are presented. As the goal, absence of deadlocks or
unreachability of critical states (safety) in the SysteMoC model should be proved.
More precisely, the chosen abstraction of a given SysteMoC model allows to verify
properties of finite state machines in actors (for instance, if a certain FSM state may
ever be reached, or if two given actors ever may be in a certain state at the same time),
and properties of dataflow characteristics (for instance, if a specific channel may ever
reach its buffer limit, or if the sum of all tokens in the system may reach a given
upper bound). The ultimate goal is to generate a functionally correct SystemC/TLM
program (see Chapter 4). Therefore, the initial SysteMoC model shall be verified
first. In the following, related work is discussed. In the remainder of this chapter,
techniques supporting the verification of SysteMoC models are proposed.

As representatives of the research community that proposes the use of formal
methods for SystemC designs, take a recent quote from Große and Drechsler. They
argue that, "while modeling from abstract to synthesizable descriptions in combination
with specification concepts like Transaction Level Modeling (TLM) leads to very good
results, the verification quality is poor." [GD10]. They then further propose verifica-
tion techniques for SystemC designs at different levels of abstraction. Completely
agreeing with their declaration, verification aspects complementary to SystemC-
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Table 5.1.: Work indication reads and writes (fails/succeeds) per SAP are given.
A significant higher number of reads from cores in book 3 can be
observed.

location

SAP ID book chip reads fails succeeds

0 0 0 6,505 3,230 621
1 0 1 6,077 3,206 610
2 0 2 5,703 3,096 620
3 0 3 6,070 3,145 619
4 0 4 7,207 2,962 602
5 1 0 5,436 3,114 671
6 1 1 6,254 2,893 638
7 1 2 6,251 3,389 620
8 1 3 6,778 2,952 655
9 1 4 5,293 3,096 647

10 2 0 7,740 3,220 632
11 2 1 7,727 3,124 642
12 2 2 8,773 2,890 668
13 2 3 7,962 3,061 639
14 2 4 8,277 2,863 702
15 3 0 15,642 2,089 649
16 3 1 15,591 1,921 674
17 3 2 14,692 2,336 663
18 3 3 15,809 2,196 661
19 3 4 15,693 2,344 669

based approaches for high abstraction levels are considered in this thesis: Existing
work handles verification, or, more general, exploitation of formal methods for
SystemC designs. In this thesis, opportunities in formal model-based transaction
level model generation are investigated. One such opportunity is verification of
the given functional model, before automatic generation of a SystemC/TLM pro-
gram. Hence, verification shall support the generation of programs that contain
less errors. Thereby, the proposed verification approach should not and cannot
substitute former work in the area of SystemC design verification. The described
ideas may assist and complement existing approaches at early stages in design flows.
This is especially true as application models and generated SystemC/TLM programs
considered here are at a higher abstraction level than RTL, and the majority of
existing work considers designs at the gate-level.
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Before detailing the proposed verification approaches, related work in the domain
of applying formal methods to SystemC designs is given. It will be discussed why
existing approaches may not be applied to SystemC/TLM programs considered here.
In formal verification, we rely on a formal representation of the SystemC program.
The research group of professor Drechsler (University of Bremen) contributed sev-
eral approaches in the area of applying formal methods to SystemC designs. To cite
only a few: Extraction of formal representation from SystemC designs [FGC+04],
reachability analysis of SystemC designs [DG02], or a SAT-based LTL property
checker for SystemC designs [GD03, GD05]; most of these achievements seem to
be accumulated in the SyCE environment [DFGG05]. Work from other groups
includes [KS05, BK10]. By automatically partitioning the system-level description
into synchronous (hardware) and asynchronous (software) parts, the system on
the whole is considered in [KS05]; verification is then performed at an abstraction
level higher than, for instance, proposed in [DG02]. Detecting race conditions
with formal methods that are not revealed with standard simulation is proposed
in [BK10]. All the above approaches consider SystemC designs at an abstraction
level similar to register-transfer, and thus may not be applicable to SystemC/TLM
programs considered here.

Other formal verification approaches for SystemC aim at a higher abstraction
level than RTL, but still rely on analyzing SystemC programs [MMMC05, KEP06,
TCMM07, GLD10]. A tool called LusSy extracts information from given SystemC
code, and builds a set of parallel automata that represent the formal semantics of
the program [MMMC05]. A conversion of SystemC programs into Petri-nets is
proposed in [KEP06]. In [TCMM07], a SystemC program at transaction level is
manually transfered into Promela to check LTL temporal properties with the model
checker SPIN [Hol97]. A conversion of SystemC programs at transaction level into
C-code is proposed in [GLD10]. After this conversion, C-based model checkers
can be deployed. Naturally, all cited approaches processing SystemC programs are
not able to consider high-level concepts such as dataflow communication. Hence,
the above approaches complement application model verification deployed in this
thesis on lower abstraction levels. As a formal analysis of SystemC/TLM programs
considered here may not be possible, the origin of this C++ program serves as the
basis for verification. In other words, instead of trying to verify a SystemC program
and therefore somehow obtaining an abstract representation, the formal basis of the
SystemC program is exploited for verification instead. Verification of the SysteMoC
model allows then reasoning about the generated SystemC program. For instance,
absence of deadlocks may be proved. As discussed above, the proposed approach
is orthogonal to cited work: the generated transaction level model is considered
as entry model to SystemC-based design flows. Hence, the cited SystemC-based
solutions may be applied at a later point in the design flow.

In this thesis, the focus is on formal methods. Another approach to perform verifi-
cation is by conducting tests, or deploy assertion-based verification (ABV) [DGG+05].
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In the context of ABV for SystemC, see for instance [TKVS08] introducing a tem-
poral language for SystemC. Though, "testing can show the presence of bugs, but never
their absence" [DDH72]. Additionally, high-quality testing imposes the challenge
of defining good test cases or assertions. Defining tests or assertions is not further
detailed; but traces in the state transition system of a SysteMoC model may enable
an efficient test case generation. This is discussed as an outlook in Section 5.3.

The design flow advocated in this thesis starts with an executable specification
given by a SysteMoC program; a formal but abstract representation of such a
program as a state transition system can always be extracted, what will be shown in
Section 5.2.1. Several possibilities of exploiting then the state transition system for
formal verification will be presented, and the implication of the chosen abstraction
are discussed:

• By a state transition system, trace searching through the state space is possible
with symbolic methods. A trace then may serve as a witness for a violation of
a given property. Details of trace searching are given in Section 5.2.2.

• A method for the computation of the set of reachable states is discussed in
Section 5.2.3. By computing the set of reachable states, for instance, unreacha-
bility of critical states can be proved.

• The formal model may also be used for applying symbolic model check-
ing [BCM+92] techniques. This is further discussed in Section 5.2.4.

• The computation of model transitions that never can be taken may help
detecting unreachable code or model flaws. Solutions for this task are presented
in Section 5.2.7. A prerequisite for the proposed dead transition analysis is an
extended image computation that also results in the set of transitions relevant
to the image; a formal introduction is presented in Section 5.2.5, and how
extended image computation is performed with interval diagrams is discussed
in Section 5.2.6.

• Of general interest are states without successors, also known as deadlocks.
Techniques to detect deadlocks are presented in Section 5.2.8.

Experimental results using a scalable model finally shall demonstrate applicability
and limitations of the proposed algorithms in Section 5.2.9.

5.2.1. Symbolic SysteMoC Model Encoding
A requirement for the application of symbolic methods to SysteMoC models is a
symbolic encoding of a given SysteMoC model by a state transition system. For a
given state transition system (S ,T ), image operations then allow traversing the
state space S . See Chapter 2 for a review of the fundamentals. In this section,
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the symbolic encoding of the state space and the transition relation of any given
SysteMoC model using interval diagrams is introduced.

As described in Section 2.4.2, a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) is always in a
certain runtime state during execution: For each actor a ∈ A, the runtime state is
(va, qa) ∈ {a.F .FS × a.Q}, with the current FSM state va, and the current internal
state qa; for each channel c ∈C , the runtime state dc characterizes the current fill size
of the buffer in channel c . We might consider also the internal actor state a.Q (that
is, internal variable valuation of the actor) and also token values in channel buffers
in the following abstract state space representation. Though, this may quickly lead
to a state explosion. Besides, SysteMoC models considered here are implemented
as an executable specification given as a SysteMoC program; SysteMoC programs
may use instances of arbitrary C++-classes as tokens and as internal state variable of
actors (as discussed in Section 2.4.3). To respect such user-defined data types in the
state space, a SysteMoC program ought to fulfill the following two requirements:

1. The source code of each action function and each Boolean function used as
runtime data predicate in guards must be analyzable regarding its effect on
internal state and token values. This is a prerequisite to respect internal state
changes of actors and token values in the state space. To allow the required
analysis of source code, model designers must be restricted to an analyzable
subset of language features. Moreover, usage of third party libraries may be
prohibitive.

2. Action functions need to be further restricted to be deterministic and re-
versible: Intuitively, reversible means that the "inverse" effect of an action
function on the internal actor state must be known. Knowledge of this inverse
effect is a prerequisite for the computation of the preimage.

The two above requirements were decided to be an unacceptable limitation for high-
level application models. Hence, to be able to handle SysteMoC models of realistic
size, and to give model designers the needed freedom for high-level modeling, we
consider an abstract representation of application models in verification. In this
abstract representation of a model, the encoding of the internal actor state of each
actor and any data in channels is neglected.

As a consequence, model properties that consider specific data values can not
be analyzed. This might seem to be a disadvantage. However, typical properties
used in verification consider the safety of a model. Such safety properties state that
something bad will never happen [Lam77, OL82]. A prime example for a safety
property known from software verification is that two different processes shall
never be in their critical section at the same time. As safety properties must hold
for all possible data values, we will see that the abstraction is well suited to verify
such safety properties. The concrete implication of the abstraction defined below is
discussed individually in the following sections.
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Definition 5.1 (Abstract State Space). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model,
where each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A includes an FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). Now, let the
state space Va of an actor a equal the set of FSM states FS :

Va = FS .

For a channel c = (k , d ) ∈C , we define the state space Dc by all possible fill sizes of the
buffer in channel c, that is,

Dc = {0, . . . , k} .
This leads to the abstract state space S of the model M given by

S =Dc1
×Dc2

× · · ·Dc|C | ×Va1
×Va2

× · · ·×Va|A| .

A single state s ∈S is thus denoted by

s = (dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , va1
, va2

, . . . , va|A|) . (5.1)

Note that the above Definition 5.1 differs from Definition 2.9 on page 27 by
pruning the internal actor state; thus, the abstract state space can be seen as a
projection of the runtime state space. This projection is visualized in Figure 5.2.
Efficient solutions for several verification tasks became possible by pruning the
runtime state space of actors. The definition of the initial abstract state is similar to
Definition 2.10 on page 27.

Definition 5.2 (Initial Abstract State). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model,
and S be the abstract state space of model M . Each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A includes an
FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). The initial abstract state sα ∈S is defined as

sα = (dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , va1
, va2

, . . . , va|A|)

= (c1.d , c2.d , . . . , c|C |.d ,a1.F .v0,a2.F .v0, . . . ,a|A|.F .v0) .

Note that if the state space Va of an actor a contains only a single element, that is,

|Va|= 1 ,

the corresponding state variable va would have a constant value and thus is obsolete.
In the following, we assume that obsolete state variables are omitted.

Our goal is the efficient traversal of the abstract state space, for instance, to
compute the set of all reachable states of a model. Symbolic image computation
(see Section 2.2) using interval diagrams is proposed here as a solution. To compute
images, sets Si ⊆S need to be encoded by interval diagrams. These sets Si may be
represented as characteristic functions. A characteristic function f : S → B of a
state set S ⊆S is defined as follows

f (s) =
�

true if s ∈ S
false otherwise . (5.2)
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Runtime State Space of  M

Abstract State Space of  M

Figure 5.2.: The abstract state space of a SysteMoC model M is a projection of the
runtime state space.

Encoding a characteristic function as in Equation (5.2) on the previous page as IDD
is now straightforward.2

Example 5.2. For the SysteMoC model M shown in Figure 2.3, according to
Definition 5.1, the state spaces for the channel and the both actors are:

DCh = {0,1, . . . , 8} ,
VSource = {a} , and

VSink = {b,c} .

N0

dCh

vSink

0 [1,8]

b c

N1

(a) IDD

N1

[0,7]/+1
vSink

dCh

c/=b

[1,8]/-1

b/=c

vSink

[0,8]/+0

c/=b

(b) IMD

Figure 5.3.: For the application model shown in Figure 2.3, (a) depicts the initial
abstract state sα = (0, b ) encoded as IDD, and (b) depicts the transition
relation encoded as IMD.

2 To be precise, domains Va of actor runtime state variables must be integer intervals to allow
the application interval arithmetics. To achieve this, an injective function from symbolic state names
to integer values is assumed. Also note that the obsolete state variable for an actor a with a single
FSM state (|a.F .FS |= 1) is omitted as an optimization to reduce the state space.
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As |VSource| equals one, the state variable vSource always equals the constant value a
and thus is obsolete. Hence, the abstract state space of the SysteMoC model M is

S =DCh×VSink .

The capacity of channel Ch is eight. The resulting abstract state space (and
transitions) is visualized as a diagram in Figure 5.4. In the figure, the initial
abstract state sα = (0, b ) of model M is highlighted.

Figure 5.3(a) is showing the characteristic function of state set S = {sα}, rep-
resented by an interval decision diagram. If an interval consists of two equal
endpoints, only one value is shown to avoid clutter.

The transition relation T of the state transition system (S ,T ) encodes all pos-
sible state changes defined by the SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), regarding the
above abstraction of the state space S in Definition 5.1. State changes are defined
by the FSMs of all actors in set A. Assume all FSM state sets F .FS of all actors
a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A are disjoint. The set of all FSM transitions TM in the model M is
then

TM =
⋃

a=(F ,Q,q0)∈A

F .FT . (5.3)

IMDs allow to encode the transition relationT defined by the set TM of transitions
without enumerating each STS-transition. In Listing 5.1, the construction of an IMD
G(V , E) that encodes the transition relation T for a given model M is shown. For
each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A with FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0), every FSM transition
t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT is added as a path to the IMD G (lines 2–11). The algorithm
constructs a set named changes containing pairs of a runtime state variable and a
mapping function for each transition (lines 3–9):

• The runtime state variable for the FSM state va of actor a is assigned according
to the start state v and end state v ′ of the transition t (line 6). In general, for
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Figure 5.4.: Abstract state transition system of the SysteMoC model shown in Fig-
ure 2.3, visualized as diagram; dots denote states, and arrows represent
transitions.
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Listing 5.1: Construction of an IMD from a SysteMoC model M
1 algorithm cons t ruc t Imd ( Model M = (A,C , E) )

foreach a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A do
3 change s := {}

use FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0)
5 foreach t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT do

add (va, [v, v]/= [v ′, v ′]) to change s
7 foreach spacec ,n ∈ g do

add (dc , [0, c .k − n]/+[n, n]) to change s
9 foreach availc ,n ∈ g do

add (dc ,[n, c .k]/− [n, n]) to change s
11 add a path for change s to IMD

return IMD

actor state variables vai
∈ {va1

, va2
, . . . , va|A|}, the mapping function Fi has the

form
Fi = [v, v]/= [v ′, v ′], with v, v ′ ∈ ai .F .Fs .

• For token consumption or production on a channel c = (k , d ) ∈C by a transi-
tion, corresponding changes to the channel state variable dc are added to the set
changes (lines 7–10). In general, for channel variables dci

∈ {dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C |},
the mapping function Fi has the form

Fi = IP/δIA, with IP , IA intervals in Dci
and δ ∈ {+,−} .

Note that the capacity k of a channel c is respected in constructing the intervals
to cover all possible states (lines 8 and 10).

After adding every effect of a transition t ∈ TM on runtime state variables to the set
changes, a corresponding path is added to the IMD (line 11). When the algorithm
terminates, the transition relation T for model M encoded as an IMD is the result.

Example 5.3. The IMD constructed from the transitions set TM = {t1, t2, t3, t4}
of the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3 is depicted in Figure 5.3(b) on page 90.
As in Example 5.2, only one value is shown for two equal endpoints of an interval
to avoid clutter. The four transitions in set TM are encoded as four paths from the
root node to the terminal node N1. Transitions t2 and t4 share the topmost left
edge. Note that the mapping function [0,8]/+[0,0] is neutral, as the interval
[0,8] completely covers the domain DCh. Neutral mapping function means that
the value of dCh stays unchanged. Hence, the rightmost path encodes transition t3
that only changes the variable vSink. All transitions are also drawn as arrows in
the diagram of the state transition system shown in Figure 5.4
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5.2.2. Trace searching
In verification, when encountering a state violating a given property, a witness
demonstrating the violation should be presented to the verification engineer. A
witness can help understanding the violation and fixing the model. In [CGMZ95],
an algorithm for producing witnesses under fairness constraints is proposed. The
algorithm from [CGMZ95] is employed in the CMU SMV [BCM+92] and NuSMV
model checker [CCGR00]. For the considered application models, an approach
similar to trace searching also proposed in [Str00] is suggested.

A witness for reaching a state violating a property will be given by a trace through
the abstract state space of a SysteMoC model. Before defining traces, a convenient
syntax is introduced. Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), and a
corresponding state transition system (S ,T ). In Section 2.1, the notation s → s ′

was introduced for an STS-transition (s , s ′) ∈ T . In the following, we use the
notation

s
ti−→ s ′

to further detail the SysteMoC transition ti ∈ TM that is the origin for the STS-
transition (s , s ′) ∈ T . In other words, transition ti must fulfill s ′ ∈ Img({s},Ti ),
where the transition relation Ti ⊆ T can be constructed from the transition ti
according to the algorithm given in Listing 5.1. Now, a formal definition of the term
trace can be given.

Definition 5.3 (Trace). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model, and (S ,T ) be
a state transition system corresponding to model M . A trace of length n is a bipartite
sequence of n+ 1 states and n transitions of the form

s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ s2
t2−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn ,

with si ∈ S and ti ∈ TM . State s0 is called the start state of the trace, and state sn is
called the end state of the trace.

Assume a given state s0 ∈S as the initial state in model checking, and reachability
of state sg ∈ S is a violation of a property. To obtain a witness for this violation,
finding a trace starting in state s0 and ending in state sg is the challenge. Such a trace
may have an additional constraint to reduce analysis complexity for the witness:
The trace should be the shortest trace from state s0 to state sg .

To determine a shortest trace s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ s2
t2−→ ·· · sg , we may do a forward

traversal (breadth-first search) through the state space S until the goal state sg is
reached. Starting from the state set S0 containing the start state s0, states reach-
able with traces of increasing length are stepwise computed. This is achieved by
calculating for each step i the set of all states reachable by any trace of length i :

Si = Img(Si−1,T ) .
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Now, if state sg is included in set Si , a trace from state s0 to state sg of length i must
exists. As in each search step i during forward traversal all states reachable with
traces of length i are calculated, it is guaranteed to find the shortest trace from state
s0 to state sg .3

Example 5.4. Consider the model shown in Figure 2.3, and the initial abstract
state sα = (0, b ). Now assume that reaching the state sα starting from state sα is
violating some property. A witness for this violation is a trace from state s0 = (0, b )
to state sg = (0, b ). See Figure 5.5(a) that illustrates three steps in the forward
traversal of the corresponding trace search. As highlighted in the Figure 5.5(a),
state sg is element of set S3. Hence, a trace from state s0 to state sg of length three
exists.

During backward traversal, the actual trace states si with i = n − 1, . . . , 1 are
determined. Backward traversal is basically done by consecutive choosing a state si ,
and calculating the state set of possible predecessor states:

S ′ = PreImg({si}) . (5.4)

State si−1 must be element of the set S ′ in Equation (5.4). As the set S ′ may contain
states not encountered during the forward traversal, special care must be taken
to choose valid trace states. A valid trace state si−1 is a state already encountered
previously during forward traversal in step i − 1, that is,

si−1 ∈ Si−1 (5.5)

must hold. Thus, to assure validity of Equation (5.5) during backward traversal,
Equation (5.4) is extended by an intersection with states previously reached during
forward traversal:

Ci−1 = PreImg({si},S )∩ Si−1 . (5.6)

The result of Equation (5.6) is the set of candidate states Ci−1. From the candidate
state set Ci−1, one state si−1 ∈ Ci−1 is non-deterministically chosen. Backward
traversal continues until choosing the state s1.

After backward traversal, all n states for the trace are known. Now, model
transitions ti ∈ TM can be determined by post-processing: For each pair of states si
and si+1, with i = 0, . . . , n− 1, a feasible transition ti ∈ TM is determined; if more
than one transition is feasible, one transition is chosen non-deterministically.

Determining a feasible SysteMoC transition tk ∈ TM between two states s and
s ′ can be done as follows: For each transition tk ∈ TM , a set of STS-transitions Tk
may be constructed similar to the algorithm in Listing 5.1 on page 92. A feasible
transition tk has to fulfill

s ′ ∈ Img({s},Tk) . (5.7)

3 One out of several shortest traces is returned if multiple traces with the same length exist.
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Figure 5.5.: Symbolic search of a trace from state (0, b ) to state (0, b ) for the

running example; the trace (0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t2−→ (0, c)
t3−→ (0, b ) of

size three is found.

Note that the computational complexity of such a straightforward searching a fitting
transition for two states is linear in the number of transitions in TM when using
interval diagrams; according to Equation (5.7) on the preceding page, only a single
state and a single transition is used in each image computation. A more efficient
solution is presented later in Section 5.2.5.

Example 5.4 (continued). The three backward traversal steps for the trace
search are illustrated in Figure 5.5(b). In the first step in backward traversal, state
(1, c) ∈ S ′ = PreImg({(0, b )},T ) illustrates that invalid states are possible. From
the set of candidate states

C2 = PreImg({(0, b )},T )∩ S2 = {(0, c)} ,
state s2 = (0, c) is picked. Similarly, from set of candidate states

C1 = PreImg({(0, c)},T )∩ S1 = {(1, b )} ,
state s1 = (1, b ) is chosen. Now, all trace states are known, and transitions can be

determined. This leads to the trace (0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t2−→ (0, c)
t3−→ (0, b ).

The algorithm for trace searching discussed above is given in Listing 5.2. The
forward traversal phase is shown in lines 5–7, and the backward traversal phase is
done in lines 10–13.
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Listing 5.2: Algorithm to find a trace s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sg for given states s0 and
sg , and transition relation S .

algorithm f i n d T r a c e ( S t a t e s0 , S t a t e sg ,
2 T r a n s i t i o n R e l a t i o n T )

S0 := {s0}
4 n := 0

do
6 n := n+ 1

Sn := Img(Sn−1,T )
8 while sg 6∈ Sn

sn := sg
10 for i := n− 1 downto 0 do

S ′ := PreImg({si+1},T )∩ Si
12 choose state si from S ′

determine transition ti with si
ti−→ si+1

14 return s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn

5.2.3. Computation of the Set of Reachable States
The symbolic encoding of a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) by a state transition
system (S ,T ) allows also to compute the set of reachable states in the abstract state
space. Such a state reachability analysis is performed, for instance, to determine the
set of reachable markings in bounded Petri nets [PRCB94], or may be a first step
to improve symbolic model checking (for instance, in NuSMV [CCG+02]). The
formal definition of a reachable state is as follows:

Definition 5.4 (Reachable State). Let M be a SysteMoC model, (S ,T ) be a state
transition system corresponding to model M , and sα ∈S be the initial abstract state of
the model M . Any state sr ∈S is called reachable if a trace

sα
t0−→ s1

t1−→ s2
t2−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sr

with si ∈S and ti ∈ TM exists. Let set RM ⊆S denote the set of all reachable states in
model M .

As we see shortly, the computation of the set of reachable states RM for a Sys-
teMoC model M allows the efficient verification of safety properties known as
invariants. An invariant is a property that requires a certain condition to hold in all
reachable states, as demonstrated by the following example.
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Example 5.5. Examples for desired invariants of a given SysteMoC model
M = (A,C , E) are:

• Assume the actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A with FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). An
invariant then may be: "The FSM F shall never reach the FSM state s ∈ FS ."

• Assume the two actors a1 = (F ,Q, q0), a2 = (F
′,Q ′, q ′0) ∈ A with FSM

F = (FS , FT , FA, v0) and FSM F ′ = (F ′S , F ′T , F ′A, v ′0). Now, an invariant may
be: "It shall never occur that the FSM F is in state s ∈ FS and the FSM F ′ is in
state s ′ ∈ FS at the same time."

• Assume the channel c = (k , d ) ∈C . An invariant then may be: "The buffer
in channel c shall never reach its limit k."

• An invariant may be: "The sum of all tokens in every channel c ∈ C in the
model M shall never reach the upper bound n."

Given the initial abstract state sα ∈S and the transition relationT of a SysteMoC
model M , the algorithm shown in Listing 5.3 then computes the set of reachable
states RM ⊆S . Computing the set of reachable states is done by fixpoint computa-
tion as follows (lines 4–7): As long as new states are encountered (R 6= S ′), the state
space is further symbolically traversed by calculating the image of states reached so
far (line 5). If a fixpoint is reached, the algorithm returns the set of reachable states.
For finite state spaces, existence of the fixpoint is guaranteed [Tar55]; intuitively,
either new states are added to the set R in each iteration, what can happen only
finitely many times (to be precise, maximum |S | times), or the fixpoint is reached
and the algorithm terminates.

The set of reachable states then may be used in the verification of invariants as
follows: based on the invariant, the set SV of states that violate the invariant is

Listing 5.3: Computation of the set of reachable states for a given initial state sα,
and a given transition relation T .

algorithm r e a c h a b l e S t a t e s ( S t a t e sα , T r a n s i t i o n R e l a t i o n T )
2 S0 := {sα}

R := Img(S0,T )
4 do

S ′ := Img(R,T )
6 R := R∪ S ′

u n t i l S ′ = R
8 return R
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defined; if one of the states in set SV is reachable during the execution of the model,
the invariant is violated. This approach is demonstrated by the following example.

Example 5.6. For the SysteMoC model M shown in Figure 2.3, the set RM
of reachable states is computed. In model M , all states from the state space S
are reachable. Hence, set RM equals the set S . Now assume that the invariant
"Channel Chn shall never contain eight tokens" should be checked. The set SV of
states violating this invariant is given by

SV = {(dCh, vSink) ∈S | dCh = 8∧ vSink ∈ {b,c}} .
To check the invariant, the set S = RM ∩ SV is computed. If set S is different from
the empty set, the invariant may be violated during the execution of the model
M . Here, the property is violated, as, for instance, state s = (8, b ) ∈ SV is also
included in set RM .

As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the abstract state transition system (S ,T ) for an
unrestricted, arbitrary SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) is an over-approximation
of the runtime state space of the model M : the abstract state space consists of
the set of all FSM states of each actor a ∈ A, and possible fill sizes of buffers of
each channel c ∈ C ; data-dependencies in the model M are not considered in the
state transition system. The consequence of this over-approximation is as follows:
Assume that a state s ∈ S is computed to be unreachable, that is, s 6∈ RM . In this
case, it is guaranteed that state s is also unreachable during the execution of the
SysteMoC model M . However, computing that the state s is element of the set
RM only indicates that state s might be reachable during model execution; state s
could be unreachable due to runtime data predicates that are never fulfilled during
model execution. Consequently, invariants stating that certain undesired situations
(states) never occur are ideal for verification based on the abstract state transition
system: given an invariant is verified, the execution of the SysteMoC model then is
guaranteed to comply with this property.

The implication of the proposed model abstract is also subject of further discussion
in Section 5.2.7. Additionally, in Section 5.2.7, the algorithm given in Listing 5.3 is
basis for the computation of the subset of transitions that are never taken during
model execution. Another important aspect of reachable states is the deduction if a
deadlock may be reachable during model execution. In a deadlock, each transition
t ∈ TM is disabled. How such deadlocks are computed based on the algorithm in
Listing 5.3 is detailed in Section 5.2.8.

5.2.4. Symbolic Model Checking for SysteMoC Models
As demonstrated in Section 5.2.3, the computation of the set of reachable states for a
given SysteMoC model allows the verification of invariants. However, properties
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including temporal aspects can not be verified by computing the set of reachable
states only. Properties including temporal aspects may be formulated in a temporal
logic, for instance, computation tree logic (CTL) [EH85]. In CTL, properties can
be formulated that consider model behavior over time. For instance, formulating
a property is possible that, if an initial condition is satisfied, eventually another
condition may never occur for all possible executions of the model. As introduced
in Section 5.2.3, conditions may consider FSM states of actors and buffer fill sizes of
channels. See the following example.

Example 5.7. Consider the SysteMoC model M shown in Figure 2.3. A given
textual property for model M may be: "Whenever leaving the initial state of the
model, the initial state is never reached again." 4

In the abstract state space S of the model M , the initial state is sα = (0, b ).
Obviously, the above property is violated as the initial state may be reached
again. Hence, the model checker should provide a witness to the designer for
further investigation. The computation of a corresponding witness was given in
Example 5.4.

The automatic verification of properties given in a temporal logic for a given
model is known as model checking [CES86]. Based on the state transition system
of the model, model checking considers all reachable states for the verification of a
property. The result is either the guarantee that a given property is valid during the
execution of the model, or a proof that the property may be violated. To cope with
large state spaces, symbolic model checking using binary decision diagrams [Bry86]
was proposed by Burch et al. [BCM+92]. The novelty of symbolic model checking
was considering state sets symbolically by decision diagrams, instead of representing
states explicitly.

The symbolic encoding of a SysteMoC model as state transition system introduced
in Section 5.2.1 may enable symbolic model checking for SysteMoC models. While
implementing a model checker from scratch is possible [GBHT08*], translating the
state transition system of a SysteMoC model to input formats for widespread model
checkers is assumed in the following; widespread tools, such as NuSMV [CCGR00]
or SPIN [Hol97], advanced and improved over a long time, and good performance
can be expected. In the following, the implications of the abstraction of a SysteMoC
model by a state transition system (Definition 5.1 on page 89) will be detailed.

As discussed in Section 5.2.3, the abstract state transition system (S ,T ) for a
SysteMoC model M is an over-approximation of the runtime state space of the
model M . If the model M is using data-dependent transitions, a consequence is:

• If a state s ∈S is computed to be unreachable, it is guaranteed that the state s
is not reached during the execution of the SysteMoC model M ;

4 For readers familiar with CTL, the textual property may be represented in CTL as follows:
AG
�¬(0, b )⇒AG(¬(0, b ))

�

.
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• if a state s ∈S is computed to be reachable, state s might be reachable during
the execution of the model M .

This observation can be transferred to model checking:

• If a safety property ("something bad will never happen") of a SysteMoC model
is verified by model checking, this property is guaranteed to hold also during
the execution of the SysteMoC model;

• if a violation of a safety property is detected by the model checker, this
violation only might occur during the execution of the model (the violation
might not occur due to data-dependencies).

At first sight, model checking based on the abstract state transition system of a
SysteMoC model seems limited. However, the ultimate goal in the verification of
safety properties is to prove that each safety property will always hold—whatever
happens. For this task, the considered state transition system is adequate.

On the other hand, model checking using the proposed state transition system
of a SysteMoC model may be incapable of verifying a class of properties known as
liveness properties. A liveness property states that something good eventually will
happen [Lam77]. An example for a liveness property is that a request eventually will
be served. For a SysteMoC model M using data-dependent transitions, in general,
such liveness properties could not be proved by using the abstract state transition
system due to the runtime data predicates.

To avoid distraction by a detailed example, the translation of the SysteMoC model
shown in Figure 2.3 to the input language for the model checker NuSMV is given
in Appendix A. An important property of streaming applications is the absence
of deadlocks. Hence, more detailed discussion and solutions regarding deadlocks
follow in Section 5.2.8.

5.2.5. Extended Image Operations
A prerequisite for an efficient transition analysis for SysteMoC models introduced
in Section 5.2.7, and for a quasi-static scheduling approach presented in Section 6.4,
are extended image computations. One extension to the image computation is
on-the-fly calculation of transitions relevant to the computation. First, the term
relevant transition needs to be defined:

Definition 5.5 (Relevant Transition). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model,
and (S ,T ) be a state transition system corresponding to model M . Assume an image
computation5

S ′ = Img(S,TT ) , (5.8)
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with S, S ′ ⊆ S , T ⊆ TM , and TT ⊆ T . A transition ti ∈ T is relevant to the image
computation in Equation (5.8) if

S ′ = Img(S,TT ) 6= Img(S,TT \Ti ) .

With the extended image operation, later proposed algorithms for dead transition
analysis, and quasi-static scheduling are conveniently to describe, and efficient to
perform.

The image operation for a state transition system (S ,T ) introduced in Section 2.2
results in a set of states S ′:

S ′ = Img(S,T ) ,
with S, S ′ ∈ S . In the previous Section 5.2.2, determining SysteMoC transitions
between two distinct states is essential for trace searching; a solution with linear
complexity was given. Computing the set of all SysteMoC transitions relevant
to the image of a set of states is important in following. Hence, we extend the
image operation to also result in the set of all relevant transitions. The following
explanation is analog for the preimage operation, but duplicated description for the
preimage operation is omitted for clarity.

For a state transition system (S ,T ) of a SysteMoC model M , assume that the
image operation ImgE also reveals the set T̂ of all relevant SysteMoC transitions:

(S ′, T̂ ) = ImgE (S,T ) ,
with T̂ ⊆ TM . In other words, the set T̂ of all relevant transitions for an image
operation is the minimal subset of all transitions in set TM that fulfills

Img(S,T ) = ImgE (S, T̂ ) . (5.9)

The transition relation T̂ ⊆ T in Equation (5.9) is constructed from set T̂ similar
to the algorithm in Listing 5.1.

The set T̂ of all transitions relevant to an image computation can be computed
according to the algorithm in Listing 5.4. Input to the algorithm is a set of states
S ⊆ S , and a set of transitions T ⊆ TM . For each transition ti ∈ T , relevance is
then tested (lines 3–7); if the image with the set of STS-transitions Ti that encode
SysteMoC transition ti results in the empty set of states, transition ti is not a relevant
transition to the image computation.

Note that the given algorithm in Listing 5.4, may have a high compute complexity
if based on the standard image operation. In the following section, a solution to
determine the set of relevant transitions during image computation by extending
the basic mapping function is proposed. There, the set of relevant transitions is
calculated on-the-fly when computing the image.

5 Note that subsets TT ,Ti ⊆T for a set of SysteMoC transitions T ⊆ TM or a single SysteMoC
transition ti ∈ TM can be constructed similar to the algorithm in Listing 5.1.
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Listing 5.4: Computation of the set T̂ ⊆ T of transitions relevant to the image
operation Img(S,TT ).

algorithm computeRelevant ( S t a t e S e t S , T r a n s i t i o n S e t T )
2 T̂ := T

foreach ti ∈ T do
4 encode ti as Ti

S ′ = Img(S,Ti )
6 i f S ′ = ; then

T̂ := T̂ \ {ti}
8 return T̂

5.2.6. Extensions to Interval Diagram Image Compuation
Image computation for IDDs and IMDs is based on a mapping function (see List-
ing 2.1 on page 21). This mapping algorithm was extended to determine the set T̂ of
all FSM transitions relevant to an image Img(S,T ). This extension is called transi-
tion tracking in the following. Basically, transition tracking is performed as follows:
Edges in the IMD are additionally labeled according to the SysteMoC transitions
they represent; during image computation, the mapping algorithm on-the-fly keeps
track of relevant transitions using these transition labels of the mapping diagram;
when the image computation is finished, the result of the image computation is the
set of all relevant transitions in addition to the set of successor states.

First, labeling of IMD edges is introduced. For a SysteMoC model M , the set of all
IDs for all transitions in the set TM is L= {1,2, . . . , |TM |}. Assume a given bijective
function id that returns the unique ID for each SysteMoC transition:

id: TM → L .

Let ID be an injective labeling function that returns a set of SysteMoC transition
IDs for each edge e ∈ E in an IMD G = (V , E):

ID: E → L+ .

Function ID can be constructed while constructing the IMD by extending the
algorithm in Listing 5.1 as follows: When adding a transition t ∈ TM from the
SysteMoC model M to the IMD G = (E ,V ), the ID id(t ) is labeled to all edges in the
path representing transition t . Note that edges may be shared by several SysteMoC
transitions. Consequently, each edge e ∈ E is labeled with a set of IDs; each set
contains at least one element.
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Figure 5.6.: An IMD for the SysteMoC model M shown in Figure 2.3 with transi-
tions in set TM = {t1, t2, t3, t4} annotated as edgle labels

Example 5.8. See Figure 5.6 for the IMD that represents the transition relation
of the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3 on page 24, annotated with transitions
at edges. Variable vSink encodes the state of actor Sink; channel Ch has capacity
eight, and is encoded with variable dCh.

With an IMD extended by edge labels as described above, another optimization is
possible will be called transition enabling. Transition enabling is an optimization
when using a single IMD representing a set of SysteMoC transitions, for instance, the
set of all transitions of the model TM . With this optimization, an efficient solution for
respecting only a subset of transitions T ⊆ TM during image computation becomes
possible. Hence, transition enabling avoids construction of many different IMDs,
when only a subset of model transitions should be respected for image operation.

Both extensions to the mapping algorithm, transition tracking and transition en-
abling, are implemented as pseudocode in the algorithm mapForwardE , shown in List-
ing 5.5. Additions to the original algorithm (Listing 2.1 on page 21) are highlighted;
with the IMD extended by edge labels as suggested above, only small additions to the
original algorithm are sufficient. For the image computation (S ′, T̂ ) = ImgE (S,T ),
the parameters to the mapping algorithm are the IDD node v representing state set
S, the IMD node w representing the transition relation T , and the set of enabled
FSM transition IDs L′ ⊆ L. IDD node v ′ denoting state set S ′ is returned, and set
T̂ = P̂ contains all relevant SysteMoC transitions.

The set T̂ of FSM transitions relevant for an image is determined on-the-fly,
while performing the image computation. The idea is to know the IDs of candidate
FSM transitions Pd at recursion depth d during the computation. Transitions are
candidates if they might be relevant. Initially, the set of candidate transitions equals
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Listing 5.5: Pseudocode for the mapForwardE function with extensions that allow
for transition tracking and transition enabling

algorithm mapForwardE ( IddNode v , ImdNode w , I d S e t L′ )
2 d := current recursion depth

i f v =N0 then return N0
4 i f (v =N1 ∧w =N1) then

P̂ := P̂ ∪ Pd−1

6 return N1
v ′ := N0

8 i f index(v)< index(w) then
foreach I j ∈ part(v) do

10 i f child j (v) 6=N0 then
Pd := Pd−1

12 vc := mapForwardE ( child j (v) , w , L′ )
i f vc 6=N0 then

14 n := g e tN od e(index(v), I j , vc )
v ′ := v ′ ∨ n

16 e l s e i f index(v)> index(w) then
foreach fk ∈ func(w) do

18 I ′ := fk(Dindex(w))
i f I ′ 6= [] ∧ ID(edgek(w))∩ L′ 6= ; then

20 Pd := Pd−1 ∩ ID(edgek(w))
vc := mapForwardE ( v , childk(w) , L′ )

22 i f vc 6=N0 then
n := g e tN od e(index(w), I ′, vc )

24 v ′ := v ′ ∨ n
e l s e // index(v) = index(w)

26 foreach I j ∈ part(v) do
foreach fk ∈ func(w) do

28 i f child j (v) 6=N0 then
I ′ := fk(I j )

30 i f I ′ 6= [] ∧ ID(edgek(w))∩ L′ 6= ; then

Pd := Pd−1 ∩ ID(edgek(w))
32 vc := mapForwardE ( child j (v) , childk(w) , L′ )

i f vc 6=N0 then
34 n := g e tN od e(index(v), I ′, vc )

v ′ := v ′ ∨ n
36 return v ′
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the set of all FSM transition IDs (P0 = L). During the traversal of IMD edges by
the algorithm, the set of IDs is narrowed: At recursion depth d , the set of IDs
from the previous recursion level Pd−1 is joined with the set of IDs ID(e) annotated
at the currently considered IMD edge e (lines 20 and 31). Consequently, when
encountering terminal nodes N1, we know that exactly the FSM transitions with
IDs Pd−1 were relevant to this step of the image computation; whenever reaching
the N1 nodes, we join these sets (line 5). Finally, we computed the set of all FSM
transition IDs P̂ relevant to this image computation.

5.2.7. Computation of Dead Transitions
The state reachability analysis introduced in Section 5.2.3 disregards what transitions
are relevant (see Definition 5.5 on page 100) during the computation of the set of
reachable states. Hence, questions concerning model transitions, for instance, if each
transition in the model could possibly be taken during model execution, cannot
directly be answered by computing the set of reachable states. In the following,
transitions that never can be taken will be called dead transitions. A formal definition
follows shortly. A dead transition may indicate a faulty model. Further, detecting
dead transitions may help finding unreachable code. Unreachable code is source
code that is never actually executed during runtime. Unreachable code might seem
harmless at a first glance. However, unreachable source code actually bloats the
code basis, and thus handicaps further processing by tools such as compilers and
code analysis tools. Additionally, errors detected by such tools in unreachable
code distract developers unnecessarily, and such may be time consuming. Thus,
identifying any dead transition in the verification process may be beneficial.

Before "dead transitions" are defined, a proper definition of "enabled transition"
for the abstract state transition system introduced in Section 5.2.1 is given first.
Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), and a corresponding state transition
system (S ,T ). A state s ∈S is denoted by

s = (dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , va1
, va2

, . . . , va|A|) .

Now, a transition t ∈ TM is enabled in STS-state s ∈ S if the algorithm in List-
ing 5.6 returns true. The algorithm in Listing 5.6 evaluates the guard of a given
transition for a given abstract state, as this may be the most intuitive interpretation
of enabled SysteMoC transitions for the abstract state transition system, based on
Definition 2.11 on page 28. An equivalent definition of enabled transition based on
image computation is:

Definition 5.6 (Enabled Transition (abstract state space)). Let M = (A,C , E)
be a SysteMoC model, and (S ,T ) be a state transition system corresponding to model
M . A transition ti ∈ TM is enabled in abstract state s ∈S if

Img({s},Ti ) 6= ; .
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Listing 5.6: Algorithm that computes if the SysteMoC transition t ∈ TM is enabled
in abstract state s .

algorithm e n a b l e d ( Model M = (A,C , E) , T r a n s i t i o n t , S t a t e s )
2 determine actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A with t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ F .FT

i f s .va 6= v then return f a l s e
4 foreach availc ,n ∈ g do

i f dc < n then return f a l s e
6 foreach spacec ,n ∈ g do

i f (c .k − dc )< n then return f a l s e
8 return true

Otherwise, ti is called disabled.

With Definition 5.6, a dead transition is then defined as follows:

Definition 5.7 (Dead Transition (abstract state space)). Let M = (A,C , E)
be a SysteMoC model, and (S ,T ) be a state transition system corresponding to model
M . A transition ti ∈ TM is called dead in the abstract state transition system if transition
ti is disabled in all reachable model states in set RM ⊆S , that is,

Img(RM ,Ti ) = ; .

Let the set TD ⊆ TM denote the set of all dead transitions in SysteMoC model
M . Recall the abstraction of a SysteMoC model as a state transition system that
omits concrete data values of tokens and internal states, and runtime data predicates
(Definition 5.1). This abstraction allows to compute dead transitions in set TD
according to Definition 5.7 by symbolic techniques based on the transition system;
but transitions with never fulfilled data-dependencies (never fulfilled runtime data
predicates in their guard) cannot be computed without considering concrete data.6

Nevertheless, computing the set TD may aid in verification: detecting dead transi-
tions may indicate a model fault. Note that, while dead transitions seem unlikely for
hand-crafted models, automatically generated models, for instance, from automatic
source code transformation, or from a toolbox based approach, may also include
dead transitions. Hence, in the following our goal is to compute the set TD of dead
transitions.

One possibility to compute the set TD is to encode the take of certain model
transitions in an extended abstract state space: For a SysteMoC model M , such
an extended state transition system (S ,T ) was introduced in Section 5.2.1. We

6 This becomes apparent when recalling that runtime data predicates are implemented as Boolean
functions in a SysteMoC program. Such a function may return, for instance, constant true or constant
false, and thus constantly disable a data-dependent transition.
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could add a Boolean variable bi for each model transition ti ∈ TM to the state space,
therewith extending the state space S to

S ′ =S ×B|TM | .

In this case, the variable bi would indicate if transition ti already was taken for each
state s in the extended state space S ′.7 After the computation of the set of reachable
states RM , the set TD can be determined from states in set RM . Encoding the take of
transitions in the state space, and respecting the take of transitions in the transition
relation may be straightforward, but may lead more early to state explosion. Thus,
encoding the take of transitions in the state space to determine the set TD should be
avoided.

The extended image computation from Section 5.2.5 combined with the state
reachability computation presented in Section 5.2.3 enables an efficient solution:
The basic idea is to compute the set of transitions that may be taken during model
execution; if a transition may never be taken, it is dead. Hence, during the compu-
tation of the set of reachable states, additionally the set of relevant transitions of
each image computation is joined with previously relevant transitions; the set RT of
transitions actually used during computing the set of reachable states is the result.
The corresponding algorithm is given in Listing 5.7. Note that the algorithm shall
compute the set RT of used transitions, and not the set of reachable states. Thus, an
additional termination criterion is specified as an optimization (line 8): When each
transition t ∈ TM was relevant at least once during computing the set of reachable
states, that is, RT = TM , the algorithm already terminates. As a result, the algorithm
terminates if either all reachable states are computed, or each transition t ∈ TM is

Listing 5.7: Algorithm to determine the set RT ⊆ TM of transitions used to com-
pute the set of reachable states.

algorithm u s e d T r a n s i t i o n s ( S t a t e S e t S0 ,
2 T r a n s i t i o n R e l a t i o n T )

(RS , RT ) := ImgE (S0,T )
4 do

(S ′, T̂ ) := ImgE (RS ,T )
6 RS := RS ∪ S ′

RT := RT ∪ T̂
8 u n t i l (S ′ = RS)∨ (RT = TM )

return RT

7 The extensions to constrcut a corresponding transition relation T ′ are straightforward and
thus omitted to avoid distraction.
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relevant. The set RT of all transitions used during the computation of the set of
reachable states is the result in both cases.

Now, to determine the set TD of dead transitions from the set RT , the following
theorem needs to be proved:

Theorem 5.1. For a SysteMoC model M , the algorithm in Listing 5.7 returns the set
RT ⊆ TM of all transitions that may be used during model execution.

Proof. Theorem 5.1 implies that no dead transitions are included in set RT . Note
that only relevant transitions are considered in set RT by definition of the extended
image operation. That is, only transitions actually used during computing the set
of reachable states are included in set RT . Consequently, no dead transition can be
included in set RT .

Now, it will proved that the set RT equals the set of all transitions that may be
used during execution of SysteMoC model M . Two cases for the set RT can be
distinguished:

RT = TM As no dead transitions are included in set RT , and set RT equals the set
of all transitions of model M , set RT must equal the set of all transitions that
may be used during model execution.

RT ⊂ TM If the result of the algorithm is a set RT ⊂ TM , set S ′ of states equaled the
set RT of all reachable states (line 8). Consequently, an image computation
ImgE (RS ,T ) was performed before, and all transitions relevant to this image
computation are included in set RT . Thus, from Definition 5.5 on page 100,
all transitions that may be taken during execution are included in set RT .

From Definition 5.5 on page 100 and Theorem 5.1, we can conclude:

• A transition t ∈ RT cannot be dead.

• A transition t ∈ TM \RT is dead.

Hence, given the set RT of used transitions, the set TD = TM \RT is the set of dead
transitions in model M ; if RT = TM , no dead transitions exist in set TM .

Note that with the algorithm given in Listing 5.7 proving that all transitions are
not dead may be less compute-intensive than computing the set of reachable states.
This is also demonstrated by the following example.

Example 5.9. For the model shown in Figure 2.3, the algorithm reachTrans in
Listing 5.7 returns the set RT = TM = {t1, t2, t3, t4}, as all transitions are taken at
least once. The algorithm terminates after four image operations.

Experiments using the presented algorithm are given in Section 5.2.9.
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5.2.8. Computation of Deadlocks
The state reachability analysis for a given SysteMoC model discussed in Section 5.2.3
is most useful to prove that certain states are unreachable during model execution,
for instance, states that denote a critical situation. States often also of general interest
in verification are deadlocks, that is, reachable states without successors. We first
discuss deadlocks concerning the abstract state space, followed by a discussion of
deadlocks in the runtime state space.

Deadlocks in the Abstract State Space

First, a definition of deadlocks considering the abstract state space (see Definition 5.1
on page 89) is given.

Definition 5.8 (Deadlock (abstract state space)). Let M = (A,C , E) be a
SysteMoC model, and (S ,T ) be a state transition system corresponding to model M . A
state s ∈S is called deadlock if all SysteMoC transitions in set TM are disabled, that is,

Img({s},T ) = ; .

In other words, a deadlock s ∈ S is characterized by absence of any successor
state s ′ ∈S , that is, there exists no transition t ∈ TM with s

t−→ s ′.
For a given SysteMoC model M , our goal is now to identify all deadlocks that are

reachable from the initial abstract state sα of model M . More precisely, we want to
identify all deadlocks in the set RM (Definition 5.4 on page 96). Let set D ⊆ RM be
the set of all reachable deadlocks. Set D can be defined by

D = {s ∈ RM | (s , s ′) 6∈ T ,∀s ′ ∈S } .
According to Definition 5.8, a solution to compute deadlocks in set RM is testing
each state s ∈ RM individually by computing

S ′ = Img({s},T ) ; (5.10)

if the resulting set S ′ of Equation (5.10) equals the empty set, state s is a deadlock.
However, the sketched approach requires |RM | image operations, and thus may be
prohibitively compute-intensive. Hence, a more efficient approach to compute the
set D of all reachable deadlocks is proposed, based on the following theorem.

Theorem 5.2. Let (S ,T ) be a state transition system. For any preimage operation

S ′ = PreImg(S,T )
with S, S ′ ⊆S , there is no deadlock in set S ′.
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Proof. Theorem 5.2 is directly deduced from the definition of the preimage operation
(Definition 2.3 on page 17); no deadlock s can be in the result set S ′ of a preimage
computation, as a state s that has no successor state cannot be predecessor of any
state s ′ ∈S .

Theorem 5.2 is used by the algorithm given in Listing 5.8 to compute the set of
deadlocks. Input to the algorithm are set S0 containing the initial abstract state sα,
and the transition relation T . The set of reachable states is computed first (line 3).
From the set of reachable states RM , the set D ⊆ RM of all deadlocks is computed
as follows: First, the image S ′ of the set of reachable states RM is computed (line 4).
Hence, set S ′ includes all states reachable from any state in set RM . By computing
the preimage of set S ′, and intersecting the result with set RM , all states S ′′ ⊆ RM
are computed that have successor states. Thus, according to Theorem 5.2 on the
previous page, all states in set S ′′ are not deadlocks, that is,

D ∩ S ′′ = ; .

Moreover, all reachable states that are not in set S ′′ must be deadlocks, that is,

D = (S \ S ′′)∩RM .

A note on an implementation optimization shown in the algorithm in Listing 5.8.
Depending on the used decision diagram package, the computation of set D in line 8
may be compute-intensive, even if the set D is the empty set. In any pool-based
implementation of decision diagrams [BRB90], comparison of two characteristic
functions may be performed in constant time by comparing two root nodes. This is
also true for the interval diagram package used in this thesis. Hence, the fact

PreImg(Img(S,T ),T )∩ S 6= S ⇔ s ∈ S with Img({s},T ) = ; (5.11)

is exploited to detect if set D is the empty set in line 7; only if set D is different form
the empty set, computations in line 8 are performed.

Listing 5.8: Computation of all deadlocks reachable from states in set S0

1 algorithm computeDeadlocks ( S t a t e S e t S0 ,
T r a n s i t i o n R e l a t i o n T )

3 RM := r e a c h a b l e S t a t e s ( S0,T )
S ′ := Img(RM ,T )

5 S ′′ := PreImg(S ′,T )∩RM
D := ;

7 i f S ′′ 6= RM then
D := (S \ S ′′)∩RM

9 return D
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To conclude, the computation in Listing 5.8 returns the set of all reachable
deadlocks in the abstract state space. Depending on the verification task, this may
give important analysis results: The above computation is sufficient to prove that
a given model has no deadlock due to unfulfilled dataflow conditions, that is, in
no reachable state there are insufficient tokens to consume or insufficient space to
produce tokens what would halt the model execution. Additionally, if there are no
data-dependent transitions in the investigated model M , we can even conclude that
any execution of the model M would be deadlock-free.

While the proposed deadlock analysis may be adequate for a subclass of SysteMoC
models or verification tasks, a deadlock analysis respecting data-dependencies would
be beneficial. Thus, in the following section, a technique is introduced that allows to
identify possible deadlocks also in the runtime state space.

Deadlocks in the Runtime State Space

In this section, deadlocks in the runtime state space (see Definition 2.9 on page 27)
are discussed. First, a definition of deadlocks in the runtime state space is given.

Definition 5.9 (Deadlock (runtime state space)). Let M = (A,C , E) be a
SysteMoC model, and QR be the runtime state space of model M . A deadlock in the
runtime state space is a state s ∈ QR where all transitions in set TM are disabled (see
Definition 2.11 on page 28).

Intuitively, a deadlock during model execution is reached if execution cannot
continue. We may assume that models of streaming application shall potentially
execute without reaching any deadlock.

Now, a solution to detect all possible deadlocks in the runtime state space is
proposed. Let M be a SysteMoC model, (S ,T ) be a state transitions system
corresponding to model M , andQR be the runtime state space of model M . Now
assume that model M is using at least one data-dependent transition (a transition
that includes at least one runtime data predicate in its guard, see Definition 2.8 on
page 25). From the previous section, we can then conclude the following for the
SysteMoC model M :

1. Deadlocks in set D ⊆ RM might be unreachable during model execution. In
other words, a deadlock s ∈D might be unreachable due to unfulfilled runtime
data predicates.

2. There might be a set S 6∈ D of deadlocks that are reachable during model
execution; due to unfulfilled runtime data predicates, all transitions in set TM
might be disabled in a state s ∈ S.

In other words, even if no deadlocks are found in the abstract state space S by the
algorithm presented in Listing 5.8, still all transitions might be disabled in some
state s ∈QR during model execution.
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As discussed in Section 5.2.7, it is not possible to compute the set of transitions
with never fulfilled runtime data predicates based on the abstract state transition
system; a state transition system suitable for such a task has to consider concrete
data values.8 Proving deadlock-free execution of SysteMoC models, however, is
possible without considering concrete data values. Only data-dependencies must be
considered for this task; considering possible values of runtime data predicates—and
not the data itself—in a state transition system is sufficient, as we will see in the
following. The basic idea is to transform a given SysteMoC model M that includes
data-dependent transitions into a functionally equivalent SysteMoC model M̂ with-
out any data-dependent transitions. As shown in the previous section, deadlock-free
execution of the transformed model M̂ can be proved in this case. First, an example
is given how a transformed SysteMoC model may look like. The corresponding
transformation algorithm is introduced next.

Example 5.10. The transformed model M̂ for the SysteMoC model M in Fig-
ure 2.3 is shown in Figure 5.7. Only the FSM in actor Sink needs to be transformed,
as actor Source is not using any data-dependent transition. As the original state c
has outgoing data-dependent transitions with the runtime data predicate isFrag,
state c is doubled to reflect both possible values of the predicate isFrag; these new
states are additionally labeled with the predicate; states "c,¬isFrag" and "c,isFrag"
are the result. Transitions t3 and t4 including the runtime data predicate isFrag
originate now from the new FSM state that is labeled with the corresponding
predicate value. Additionally, the predicate is removed from each guard of the
two transitions. As transition t2 previously ended in the single state c, now two
transitions (t ′2 and t ′′2 ) to the two states resulting from state c exist. With the
above transformation of the FSM of actor Sink, all data-dependent transitions are
removed in the resulting SysteMoC model M̂ .

As the Example 5.10 suggests, the transformation of a SysteMoC model M =
(A,C , E) is limited to actor state machines. In particular, the number of actors |A|,
channels C , and interconnections E stay the same in the transformed SysteMoC
model M̂ . The transformation of each actor a ∈ A is detailed with the algorithm
shown in Listing 5.9, and is split into three parts:

Construction of the set F′S of states Each states in the transformed FSM is added
to set F ′S in lines 4–9. For each state s in the original state set FS , the set C of
all runtime data predicates used in any transition leaving state s is determined
(lines 6 and 7). Afterwards, states labeled with the original state name and sets
of all possible predicate value combinations are added to set F ′S (line 8). This
leads to an enumeration of 2|C | states. Note that for each state s ∈ FS without
any leaving data-dependent transition only one new state is added to set F ′S

8 Why concrete data values could not be respected was discussed in Section 5.2.1.
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Figure 5.7.: A graphical representation of the model M̂ without data-dependent
transitions is depicted. Model M̂ results from the model shown in
Figure 2.3; original state c is doubled, and runtime data predicates are
removed from transitions t3 and t4.

with the state name s and an empty interval used as label. Further note that
the set in each state label may be interpreted as a Boolean formula (see below).
At last, the new FSM start state v ′0 is added to set F ′S (line 9).

Construction of the set F′T of transitions Each transition in the transformed
FSM is added to set F ′T in lines 11–18. Each transition t = (v,g, f, v ′) in the
original set FT now may result in a set of transitions. First, the set V of all start
states is determined (line 13): set V includes states from set F ′T originating
from state v ∈ FS and having a label fulfilling the guard g. Second, the set V ′

of all end states is determined (line 14); all states in set F ′S that originate from
state v ′ ∈ FS are included in set V ′ (this is indicated with an asterisk in the
algorithm). After removing all runtime data predicates from guard g (line 15),
all resulting transitions in the transformed FSM are added to set F ′T .

Construction of the start state As the original start state v0 ∈ FS may be trans-
formed into several states in set F ′S , a single new start state v ′0 ∈ F ′S was added
to set F ′S (line 9). Transitions from state v ′0 to all states resulting from the
original start state v0 ∈ FS are added to set F ′T to allow for the same functional
behavior as in the original actor (lines 19–21). Note that these transitions
have an empty guard and no action; their sole purpose is a (non-deterministic)
initial transition to one out of possibly many states in set V ′ resulting from
the original start state v0. Further note that this step is necessary only if the
original start state v0 ∈ FS has outgoing data-dependent transitions.

After the construction of the set F ′S of new states, and the set F ′T of new transi-
tions, the algorithm returns the given actor a as actor â with the transformed state
machine (lines 22 and 23). Note that the transformed state machine now may be
non-deterministic, even if the original state machine was deterministic. Further
note that, in worst case, the number of FSM states in the transformed state machine
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Listing 5.9: Transformation of a given SysteMoC actor a into a functionally equiv-
alent actor â without data-dependent transitions.

1 algorithm transformActorFSM ( Actor a = (F ,Q, q0) )
use FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0)

3 // FS → F ′S
F ′S := ;

5 foreach s ∈ FS do
T := {t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT | v = s}

7 C := all conda,i used by any transition in T
add 2|C | states with labels of form (s ,{conda,i ∧· · · }) to F ′S

9 add state v ′0 to F ′S
// FT → F ′T

11 F ′T := ;
foreach t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT do

13 V :=
�

(v,{conda,i ∧· · · }) ∈ F ′S | (g∧{conda,i ∧· · · })
	

V ′ := {(v ′,∗) ∈ F ′S}
15 g′ := g with all runtime data predicates removed

foreach v̂ ∈V do
17 foreach v̂ ′ ∈V ′ do

add t̂ = (v̂,g′, f, v̂ ′) to F ′T
19 V ′ := {(v0,∗) ∈ F ′S}

foreach v̂ ′ ∈V ′ do
21 add t̂ = (v ′0,{},{}, v̂ ′) to F ′T

F̂ := (F ′S , F ′T , FA, v ′0)
23 return â := (F̂ ,Q, q0)

grows exponentially with the number of runtime data predicates. However, the
proposed transformation algorithm exploits that runtime data predicates have local
semantics for a single actor, and that such predicates may not be considered in all
FSM states.

Assume transforming a SysteMoC model M using data-dependent transitions into
a functionally equivalent SysteMoC model M̂ without data-dependent transitions
by transforming all actors according to the algorithm in Listing 5.9. In this case, all
previously proposed techniques for SysteMoC models may be applied. Especially,
the state transition system of SysteMoC model M̂ now allows to prove deadlock-free
model execution.
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Figure 5.8.: Scalable SysteMoC model used as benchmark: In a pipeline of N
Transport actors, packets are reassembled; the fragmentation rate of
packets is configurable.

5.2.9. Experimental Results
To demonstrate the applicability and limitations of the proposed algorithms, experi-
ments were conducted with the scalable model shown in Figure 5.8. The scalable
model is an extension of the running example: A pipeline of N Transport actors
forwards a stream of packets from the Source actor to the Sink actor. The number
N of transporting actors is configurable, indicated by the dashed lines in the figure.
Models consisting of 5, 6, 7, and so on Transport actors were used in the following.
To model data-dependent behavior, each transport actor needs to reassemble packets
with a configurable probability. The token capacity d of each channel is configurable
and varied for the following experiments as stated.

In a first series of experiments, the set of reachable states was computed using the
algorithm given in Section 5.2.3. For the scalable model, the number of reachable
states is also given by the following formula:

(d + 1)N+1 · 2N , (5.12)

where d is the depth of the FIFO buffer per channel, and N is the total number of
Transport actors. Results for experiments are presented in Table 5.2. For models of
different size and FIFO depths (first two columns), the computational effort, the
number of needed image computations, and the size of the final set of reachable states
are given. A time limit of five minutes was used, that is, computation for models
with a bigger number of Transport actors as shown in the table for the different FIFO
depths did not complete within five minutes. The computed number of reachable
states was validated using the formula given in Equation (5.12).
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Table 5.2.: Results for the computation of the set of reachable states in the scalable
SysteMoC model shown in Figure 5.8. N is the number of Transport
actors, and d is the buffer depth per FIFO channel.

computational effort

N FIFO depth d time (s ) memory (Mb) # images # reachable states
13 2 33.7 451 576 3.91 · 1010

14 2 88.7 603 662 2.35 · 1011

15 2 255.0 790 754 1.41 · 1012

8 4 9.9 174 398 5.0 · 108

9 4 41.0 272 492 5.0 · 109

10 4 184.2 409 596 5.0 · 1010

5 8 2.9 94 320 1.70 · 107

6 8 16.2 184 436 3.06 · 108

7 8 124.4 330 570 5.51 · 109
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Figure 5.9.: Time needed to compute the set of reachable states for different num-
bers of Transport actors (x-axis) and different buffer depths d .
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To better visualize the exponential growth of the compute time for a growing
number of Transport actors, all compute times are also plotted in Figure 5.9. The
figure also demonstrates the impact of FIFO buffer depth on the size of the state
space and thus on the computational effort.

In a second series of experiments, the set of dead transitions is computed for
the scalable model. As no transition is dead, the algorithm given in Listing 5.7
terminates when each transition is used at least once during the computation of
the set of reachable states. Table 5.3 summarizes results. The table shows the
computational effort for all experiments, as well as the total number of image
computations and states examined before finding that no transition in the SysteMoC
model is dead. As predicted in Section 5.2.7, proving that all SysteMoC transitions
may be used during execution is much less compute-intensive than computing the set
of reachable states. As less image computations are needed for this proof, the FIFO
buffer depth is a less relevant factor for the computational effort of the algorithm.
This is also illustrated in Figure 5.10.

5.3. Conclusions and Outlook
In this chapter, validation and verification of SysteMoC models was demonstrated:

• Typical validation tasks based on the comparison of runtime data with ex-
pected results could be performed efficiently by model-based introspection;
experimental results showed that validation of large models developed in an

Table 5.3.: Results for the computation of the set of dead transitions in the scalable
SysteMoC model shown in Figure 5.8. N is the number of Transport
actors, and d is the buffer depth per FIFO channel.

computational effort

N FIFO depth d time (s ) memory (Mb) # images # examined states
30 2 13.5 389 120 1.31 · 108

35 2 35.2 638 140 7.09 · 108

40 2 97.0 954 160 3.40 · 109

25 4 8.5 231 100 6.14 · 107

30 4 27.9 394 120 4.23 · 108

35 4 94.5 645 140 2.50 · 109

25 8 12.4 231 100 1.20 · 108

30 8 48.6 394 120 8.80 · 108

35 8 190.4 644 140 5.53 · 109
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Figure 5.10.: Time needed to compute the set of dead transitions for different
numbers of Transport actors (x-axis) and different buffer depths d .

industrial cooperation was successfully performed without instrumenting
source code of the functional model.

• A method to extract an abstract state transition system from any given Sys-
teMoC model was proposed. This abstract state transition system is then
basis for formal methods that allow to perform symbolic model checking,
identify potential deadlocks, or dead transitions. While decision diagram based
approaches as used here suffer from state explosion, experiments showed that
even large state spaces could be handled in reasonable time.

Another opportunity of formal application models combined with SystemC/TLM
program generation for verification was not further discussed, and thus is presented
as outlook: traces in the abstract state transition system may serve for test cases for
the SystemC/TLM program. As we will see in Section 6.3.3, source code may be
automatically generated from traces. This source code may be analyzed, and test
stimuli for the generated SystemC/TLM program may then be extracted.
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6
Application of Formal Methods to

Generated Transaction Level
Models

A design flow from formal application models to SystemC/TLM programs is ad-
vocated in this thesis. The formal application model is the key for automatic
SystemC/TLM program generation (see Chapter 4). Hence, a generated System-
C/TLM program is a refinement of the initial SysteMoC model. Execution of such
a SystemC/TLM program then results in an event-driven simulation performed by
the SystemC simulation kernel, that is, depending on SystemC events, threads are
scheduled and executed (see Section 2.5).

An important observation about typical streaming applications is that these appli-
cations, in general, perform the same processing for recurrent scenarios. To transfer
this observation to the SysteMoC model presented in Figure 2.3: the transition
sequence executed for the processing of a fragmented packet may occur recurrently
during the execution of the SysteMoC model. Now assume we are able to anticipate
exactly how the SystemC simulation kernel would perform the execution of a gen-
erated SystemC/TLM program for such a specific scenario. As we will see, traces
through the abstract state space of a SysteMoC model are used to represent such
scenarios. Such traces then allow for:

SystemC simulation acceleration The idea is to simulate recurrent scenarios in
a generated SystemC/TLM program without involving the simulation kernel,
that is, we may replace complex event-driven simulation of recurrent scenarios
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with a sequence of function calls. The task is thus (1) to compute a trace
through the abstract state space of a SysteMoC model for recurrent scenarios,
and (2) to apply a trace during the execution of the generated SystemC/TLM
program. To apply a trace means applying the transition sequence of a trace
during SystemC/TLM program execution. To apply the transition sequence,
we need to execute a corresponding function sequence in the SystemC/TLM
program (this is detailed later in Section 6.3.3). In contrast to event-driven
simulation, the execution of such a function sequence may then avoid time
consuming context switches. Hence, trace execution may accelerate the simu-
lation. Details are given in Section 6.3.

Quasi-static scheduling Actors of a given SysteMoC model that should be imple-
mented in software need to be scheduled. For this task, quasi-static scheduling
is proposed. A quasi-static schedule is optimized and tailored to the given
SysteMoC model. As we will see, the fundamental task during quasi-static
scheduling is searching traces in the abstract state space of the SysteMoC
model. From a set of found traces, a software scheduler may then be obtained
for the generated SystemC/TLM program. In Section 6.4, the quasi-static
scheduling approach is described in detail.

As well for simulation acceleration of generated SystemC/TLM programs as for
quasi-static scheduling, trace searching in the abstract state space of the initial Syste-
MoC model is fundamental. Hence, a novel lane-based trace searching is proposed
in [GHT12*]. Before giving further details of the search algorithm, work related to
the proposed trace searching is discussed.

Trace searching is standard in model checking, see [HRV+04] for a discussion on
using model checkers for test case generation. To generate a test case, a property
is formulated that it is not possible to reach a certain state. If the state may be
reachable, however, the model checker will generate a witness. From this witness,
a test case is then deduced. In general, we could use a similar approach: we could
represent a given SysteMoC model in the input language of a model checker, for
instance, NuSMV [CCGR00]; we then could formulate trace search criteria as a
corresponding property to check; from the witness returned by the model checker,
we may extract our required trace. Though, as we will see in Section 6.3.6, a general
purpose model checker such as NuSMV has unsatisfying performance for this trace
search task. This led to the development of a new solution, and not to use existing
model checking techniques. As a consequence, the proposed lane-based trace search
algorithm implicitly exploits model-based knowledge that a model checker would
need to encode explicitly in its state-transition system.

Further related, trace searching also has similarities to generating test patterns.
Research about test patterns in the area of SystemC (for instance, [FRS02, FF04])
aims at models with communication considered at the level of signals. Our generated
SystemC/TLM programs are at transaction level, where transactions transport
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user-defined data structures; traces through the abstract state space of the initial
SysteMoC model are at the dataflow level. Hence, the cited approaches may be
applied considerably later in the design flow.

Formal verification for SystemC designs (see [KS05, MMMC05, TCMM07, BK10,
GLD10, Sen11], and discussion in Section 5.2) shares challenges with trace searching,
and relies on a formal representation of the SystemC design. However, the solution
proposed here is quite different from the cited approaches: Instead of parsing the
source code of the SystemC program, the formal application model is basis for an
abstract representation. From this abstract representation, source code for the Sys-
temC program may be generated later (Section 6.3). Using this approach, functions
in the SystemC/TLM program are not restricted to an analyzable subset. This may
be a major advantage in early design phases.

Before introducing lane-based trace searching in Section 6.2, the missing link
between the abstract state space of a SysteMoC model M and the state space of a
SystemC/TLM program generated from the model M is introduced in Section 6.1;
this link is a key for exploitation of traces during simulation.

6.1. Identification of the Abstract State during
SystemC Simulation

For a given SysteMoC model M , its abstract state space was defined in Definition 5.1
on page 89, and SystemC/TLM program generation was introduced in Chapter 4.
While formal methods may be applied to the abstract state transition system of a
SysteMoC model M , for instance, for the verification of safety properties, applying
similar formal methods to the generated SystemC/TLM program is not possible in
general. However, a link between the abstract state space of a SysteMoC model M ,
and the state space of a SystemC/TLM program generated from model M might
enable exploitation of traces through the abstract state space during execution of the
SystemC/TLM program. Moreover, it will be shown that forthcoming simulation
behavior may be anticipated and exploited, for instance, to accelerate the simulation
of generated SystemC/TLM programs.

In this section, the link between the abstract state space of a SysteMoC model M ,
and the state space of a SystemC/TLM program generated from the model M will be
discussed. The following example should demonstrate the fundamental challenge.

Example 6.1. For the SysteMoC model M introduced first in Figure 2.3, con-
sider the SystemC/TLM implementation sketched in Example 4.1 (the complete
source code is given in Appendix A.2). As introduced in Example 5.2 on page 90,
the abstract state space S of the model M is

S : DCh×VSink ,
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with DCh = {0,1, . . . , 8} and VSink = {b,c}. Recall that the state variable for actor
Sink is obsolete and thus is removed from the abstract state space. The challenge
is now to determine the current abstract state (dCh, vSink) ∈S during execution
of the generated SystemC/TLM program.

A link between the abstract state and the runtime state during SystemC simulation
will be given by a state space projection, similar to the projection of the runtime
state space of a SysteMoC model to its abstract state space (see Section 5.2.1). The
different state spaces are visualized in Figure 6.1. Though, to define the state space
of a SystemC/TLM program, its formal semantics must be respected. However,
even for the synchronous subset of SystemC, defining the formal semantics is
a complex task [Sal03]. The formal semantics for SystemC/TLM programs as
considered here are even more complex than in [Sal03]: Let Ŝ be the state space
of the transaction level model implementing a given SysteMoC model M . Thus,
the state space Ŝ corresponds to the Cartesian product of all possible values of
all user-defined variables, SystemC data structures, meta data for all threads, and
so on; for state changing (transition), also the SystemC kernel semantics have to
be considered. In [MRH+01], the semantics of SystemC is described in terms of
abstract state machines (ASMs) [Gur93]. A similar complexity is also discussed
in [GLD10]. However, as we generated the SystemC/TLM program based on the
SysteMoC model M with abstract state space S , it is possible to identify an abstract
state s ′ ∈ S during executing the generated SystemC/TLM program. Basically, a
method providing a transformation

Ŝ →S
is needed, mapping a state s ∈ Ŝ of the generated SystemC/TLM program to a
corresponding abstract state s ′ ∈S .

A solution could be found as follows: Assume a given SysteMoC model M =
(A,C , E), and a generated SystemC/TLM program based on M . The following

SystemC State Space of  M

Runtime State Space of  M

Abstract State Space of  M

Figure 6.1.: The abstract state space of a SysteMoC model M can be a projection
of the runtime state space of the model M , or the state space of a
SystemC/TLM program generated from model M .
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functions are automatically generated to retrieve information during execution of
the generated SystemC/TLM program:

• The interface of adapters provides functions to retrieve the current fill size of
buffers. Calling these functions, the current fill size dc of each channel c ∈C
can be retrieved.

• For each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A, a function getState is implemented in the
module generated for actor a; this function returns a value corresponding to
the current FSM state va ∈ F .FS .

Hence, buffer fill sizes of channels

dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | (6.1)

and current actor FSM states
va1

, va2
, . . . , va|A| (6.2)

can be retrieved during SystemC/TLM program execution. According to Defi-
nition 5.1 on page 89, the both Equations (6.1) and (6.2) together form exactly
the abstract state of the SysteMoC model M . Thus, identifying the current ab-
stract model state during SystemC simulation is possible by calling the above listed
functions.

Example 6.1 (continued). To retrieve the current abstract state (dCh, vSink) ∈S during execution of the generated SystemC/TLM program, the current fill
size dCh of channel Ch, and the current FSM state vSink of actor Sink may be
obtained by executing the automatically generated functions Source.out.size() and
Source.getState(), respectively.

Determining the current abstract state in the above manner is valid when per-
formed before starting to execute code for a transition. This is further detailed in
Section 6.3.4.

6.2. Lane-Based Trace Searching
Assume a given SysteMoC model M , and a SystemC/TLM program generated from
the model M , as described in Chapter 4. Execution of the SystemC/TLM program
results in event-driven simulation that is performed by the SystemC simulation
kernel. With the given link between the abstract state space S of a SysteMoC
model M and the state space of a SystemC/TLM program generated from the model
M , event-driven simulation of the generated SystemC/TLM program now may
be anticipated based on traces through the state space S . While such traces may
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serve for many tasks, for instance, to obtain test cases (stimuli) for the generated
SystemC/TLM program, in this chapter, simulation acceleration and quasi-static
scheduling is further discussed. For these two tasks, traces through the abstract state
space of a SysteMoC model that represent specific scenarios are fundamental. In this
section, an efficient trace searching approach based on lanes is described; depending
on distinct search criteria, the set of states reachable during the trace search is split
into subsets further separated into lanes. This lane-based trace search algorithm was
first proposed in [GHT12*] with the goal to speed up the simulation.

In Section 5.2.2, a trace search algorithm for state transition systems of SysteMoC
models was already introduced. The algorithm presented there is well suited for the
following trace searching challenge:

Given a state transition system (S ,T ) and two states a, g ∈S , find a trace that

1. starts in state a and

2. ends in state g .

To find any trace for the given start state and the given end state is sufficient for
trace search tasks such as reachability of a given state (see Section 5.2.3). However, as
we will see shortly, traces for simulation acceleration of generated SystemC/TLM
programs, and quasi-static scheduling impose an additional requirement on a trace:
They require a certain SysteMoC transition being part of the trace. This leads to an
extended trace searching challenge:

Given a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), a corresponding state transition system
(S ,T ), a transition tc ∈ TM , and two states a, g ∈S , find a trace that

1. starts in state a,

2. ends in state g , and

3. employs transition tc at least once.

As we will see, the additional search criterion for traces—employ transition tc at
least once—is vital for efficient solutions in simulation acceleration (see Section 6.3.2),
and in quasi-static scheduling (see Section 6.4.1). In general, multiple different traces
may exist between two given states, as the following example illustrates.

Example 6.2. For the SysteMoC model in Figure 2.3, a trace was introduced

already in Example 5.4: The trace (0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t2−→ (0, c)
t3−→ (0, b ) reflects

processing of an unfragmented packet. Now assume we desire a trace that reflects
processing of a fragmented packet. Similar to the trace for an unfragmented
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packet, a trace for a fragmented packet should also start and end in state (0, b ).
Additionally, transition tc = t4 shall to be employed by the trace at least once.
The requirement of employing transition t4 at least once is model knowledge, and
stens from the fact that transition t4 must be taken for fragmented packets.

The above Example 6.2 demonstrates a fundamental problem of the trace searching
approach introduced in Section 5.2.2: If transition tc is not part of a found trace,
the trace is invalid, and trace searching must restart. For the new trace search, the
invalid trace must be excluded somehow, and searching must continue until a trace
employing transition tc is found. Thus, the trace search algorithm introduced in
Section 5.2.2 is not well suited for the challenge find a trace from state a to state
g employing transition tc : In general, several traces may exist between state a and
each encountered state g ; all these traces may be enumerated until the first trace
employing transition tc is found. This procedure eventually leads to the wanted trace
if such a trace exists. Though, enumeration of traces may be prohibitively compute-
intensive, as benefits of symbolic computations are lost. Hence, enumeration should
be avoided for finding an efficient solution to the extended trace searching challenge.

The above sketched searching approach relies on enumeration of traces because
transitions are determined by post-processing, that is, after trace states are deter-
mined. Hence, the fulfillment of all search criteria can be checked only on per-trace
basis. To avoid enumeration of traces while using symbolic model checking tech-
niques for trace searching, the take of certain model transitions could be encoded
in an extended abstract state space as discussed in Section 5.2.7: Assume a given
SysteMoC model M , and a given state transition system (S ,T ) corresponding to
model M . We may add a Boolean variable bi for each model transition ti ∈ TM , and
therewith extend the state space S to

S ′ =S ×B|TM | .

For each state s in the extended state space S ′, the variable bi would indicate if
transition ti already was taken. As a result, employing a transition at least once
before reaching a state g ∈ S could be formulated by specifying a corresponding
end state g ′ ∈S ′. However, such an approach may significantly increase the original
state spaceS . As each extension of the state space leads more early to state explosion,
enrichment of the state space should be avoided.1

As a solution for the extended trace searching challenge, lane-based searching is
proposed in the following. Similar to the algorithm in Listing 5.2, a stepwise forward
traversal of reachable states is performed until reaching the desired end state; the

1 There are other approaches possible to encode the take of transitions in the state space. For
instance, an individual state transition system could be defined for each search, extending the state
space only by a single Boolean variable that indicates the take of transition tc ; this would double
the state space. A considerable drawback in the implementation for such an approach is loosing the
ability to share caches between trace searches.
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actual trace is then determined by backward traversal. Thereby, the above described
drawbacks of other symbolic search methods—enumeration of traces or state space
bloating—are avoided by exploiting model knowledge. Basically, based on the model
transition tc , reachable states are split into two lanes during the search, as explained
in the following.

Splitting states is done by splitting the transition relation. The basic idea of
splitting the transition relation is as follows: Recall that a single model transition
may result in several STS-transitions. Let the set Tc represent all STS-transitions for
the model transition tc . Now we may exclude the set Tc from STS-transitions T in
a single image computation:

S ′ = Img(S,T \Tc ) . (6.3)

The result of the image computation in Equation (6.3) is the set S ′ of all states
that are reachable from states in set S taking a transition out of set TM once, but
forbidding the use of transition tc . Similarly, if we perform a single image operation
with STS-transitions in set Tc only, that is,

S ′′ = Img(S,Tc ) ,

we calculate the set S ′′ of states reachable from states in set S by taking only the
SysteMoC transition tc once.

Now, in each forward traversal step of the lane-based trace searching approach,
the above fact is used to split off states that are reachable only by traces employing
transition tc in this step. The result is that the set of reachable states is split into two
lanes for each search step:

Not employing lane A series of state sets that contain only states reachable without
employing transition tc .

Employing lane A series of state sets, only containing states that are reachable by
traces that employ the transition tc at least once.

During forward traversal, only state sets in the employing lane are checked for
containing the end state g . Hence, employing transition tc by a trace is determined
implicitly on-the-fly, and only traces guaranteed to employ transition tc are checked
for reaching the state g . See Section 6.2.2 for a proof of the above claim.

Example 6.2 (continued). For the model shown in Figure 2.3, a trace from
state (0, b ) to state (0, b ), and employing transition tc = t4 is searched for. Let tran-
sition set Tc represent all STS-transitions for the model transition tc . Figure 6.2(a)
illustrates the lane-based forward traversal; in the fourth search step, the end state
(0, b ) is reached. As indicated in the figure, the set of reachable states is split into
two lanes by a dashed line:
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(0, b ) (1, b )
(2, b )
(0, c)

(4, b )
(2, c)
(1, b )

Ŝ4

(0,b)

Ŝ3Ŝ2Ŝ1Ŝ0

S0 S1 S2 S3 S4

(3, b )
(0, b )
(1, c)

t1

t2

t4

t1
t1 t1

t1 t3

(a) Symbolic breadth-first forward traversal in state space

S0 S1 S2

(0, b )
(1, c)

Ŝ4

(1, b )
(2, c)

(2, b )
(0, c)

S3

(0,b)

(3, b )
(0, b )
(1, c)
(0, c)

t3

t2

t3

t4

t1

t1t1

t3

(b) Symbolic breadth-first backward traversal to determine a trace
employing transition t4

Figure 6.2.: Proposed symbolic trace search requiring four search steps for search-
ing the desired end state (0, b ) from the initial state sα = (0, b ) and
employing transition t4 at least once; the dashed line separates the not
employing lane (above) from the employing lane (below).

1. The above lane is the not employing lane; it consists of sets Si of states
reachable by an trace not employing transition tc .

2. The employing lane is shown below the dashed line; this lane consists of sets
Ŝi of states reachable by those traces that employ transition tc at least once.

Obviously, if (and only if) the end state (0, b ) is encountered in the employing
lane, a trace with the given search criteria—start in state (0, b ), end in state (0, b ),
and emploing transition t4 at least once—exists.

More general, for a SysteMoC model M and the corresponding state transition
system (S ,T ), searching a trace from state s0 ∈ S to state sg ∈ S employing
transition tc ∈ TM at least once, trace searching is performed as follows: For the
forward traversal of reachable states, the start state set in the not employing lane
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is defined as S0 = {s0}; the first state set of the employing lane is initialized to the
empty set, that is, Ŝ0 = ;. For each step i in the not employing lane, the set of
successor states Si only reachable by not using transition tc is calculated. Therefore,
all STS-transitions Tc are excluded from image computation, resulting in

Si = Img(Si−1,T \Tc ) .

The set S ′ of all successor states of Si−1 reachable by transition tc only is also
calculated:

S ′ = Img(Si−1,Tc ) .

States in set S ′ are reachable by traces employing transition tc at least once. Hence,
these states in set S ′ cross between the not employing lane and employing lane. Addi-
tionally, in the employing lane, all previously reached states in set Ŝi−1 already in the
employing lane are respected. This leads to

Ŝi = Img(Ŝi−1,T )∪ S ′ .

Now, if state sg is included in any set Ŝi , a trace from state s0 to state sg employing
transition tc must exist.

Example 6.2 (continued). Figure 6.2(a) shows the forward traversal for the
trace search starting with the set S0 = {(0, b )}. In the not employing lane, state set
S1 is calculated by

S1 = Img(S0,T \Tc ) = {(1, b )} .
As set Ŝ0 is the empty set, and no states are crossing from the not employing lane
(are reachable from states in set S0 using transition tc ), set Ŝ1 is the empty set:

Ŝ1 = Img(Ŝ0,T )∪ Img(S0,Tc ) = ; .

From state sets S1 and Ŝ1, states reachable in step two, three, and four of the
forward traversal are calculated similarly. Finally, the end state sg = (0, b ) is
reached in the employing lane in step four, as state sg is element of set Ŝ4. This
state s4 = (0, b ) is the end state of a trace of length four.

Concrete trace states are determined now in a single backward traversal phase.
Back stepping is performed by consecutively choosing previously reached states, and
calculating their preimages. Thereby, the two lanes are handled differently again; by
construction, there should be exactly one crossing between the employing lane and
the not employing lane in the resulting trace. To guarantee a single crossing between
the two lanes, the algorithm back steps in the employing lane as long as possible;
only if no further back stepping is possible in the employing lane, back stepping
continues in the not employing lane. Note that it is assured by construction that
transition tc is part of the trace. A formal proof will be given in Section 6.2.2.
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Example 6.2 (continued). Figure 6.2(b) shows the backward traversal for the
trace search. Backward traversing starts by calculating the preimage from state
s4 = (0, b ). The result is intersected with the set Ŝ3 of the previously reached states
in the employing lane, that is

S ′ = PreImg({(0, b )},T )∩ Ŝ3 .

In general, an empty set S ′ indicates that we need to continue back stepping in the
not employing lane. As set S ′ here is already the empty set, a further back stepping
in the employing lane is impossible. Computing

S ′ = PreImg({(0, b )},Tc )∩ S3

results in the state s3 = (1, c) ∈ S ′. Back stepping continues in the not employing
lane by calculating

S ′ = PreImg({si+1},T \Tc )∩ Si

for i = 2,1,0, and choosing states si .
2

Now, all states of the trace are known. Transitions between the found states
can be determined, for instance, by post-processing (see Section 5.2.2). This leads

to the example trace (0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t1−→ (2, b )
t2−→ (1, c)

t4−→ (0, b ).

The detailed algorithm for lane-based trace searching informally introduced here
is given in the following Section 6.2.1. A proof of correctness for the proposed
search algorithm follows in Section 6.2.2.

6.2.1. Search Algorithm
The algorithm for trace searching introduced by an example in Section 6.2 is shown
in Listing 6.1. Assume a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), and a corresponding
state transition system (S ,T ). The lane-based trace search algorithm takes four
parameters:

1. The start state s0 ∈S of the trace.

2. The end (goal) state sg ∈S of the trace.

3. The set of all STS-transitions T .

4. The set of STS-transitions Tc ⊆T .

2 If in at least one step during backward traversal |S ′|> 1 holds, more than on trace (of the same
length) that fulfills the search criteria exists. In this case, one state is non-deterministically chosen
from the set S ′, and any trace fulfilling the search criteria is returned. This is detailed in Section 6.2.1.
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Listing 6.1: Lane-based trace searching
1 algorithm f i ndC ove r in gTr ace ( S t a t e s0 , S t a t e sg ,

T r a n s i t i o n S e t T , T r a n s i t i o n S e t Tc )
3 S0 := {s0}

Ŝ0 := ;
5 n := 0

do
7 n := n+ 1

Sn := Img(Sn−1,T \Tc )
9 Ŝn := Img(Ŝn−1,T )∪ Img(Sn−1,Tc )

while sg 6∈ Ŝn
11 sn := sg

c r o s s e d := f a l s e
13 for i := n− 1 downto 0 do

i f ¬ c r o s s e d then
15 S ′ := PreImg({si+1},T )∩ Ŝi

i f S ′ = ; then // crossing check
17 choose state si ∈ PreImg({si+1},Tc )∩ Si

ti := tc
19 c r o s s e d := true

e l s e
21 choose state si ∈ S ′

determine transition ti ∈ TM with si
ti−→ si+1

23 e l s e
choose state si ∈ PreImg({si+1},T \Tc )∩ Si

25 determine transition ti ∈ TM \ {tc} with si
ti−→ si+1

return s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn

As we search a trace in the state transition system of the SysteMoC model M , the
STS-transition set Tc represents the transition tc ∈ TM thats needs to be employed
by the trace; set Tc can be constructed from transition tc similarly to the algorithm
shown in Listing 5.1.

If there exists at least one trace with the given search criteria, the result of the
algorithm is at the same time a shortest possible trace from state s0 to state sg

employing transition tc .
3 It is guaranteed to find the shortest possible trace, as

all reachable states are computed for each step during forward traversal; all states

3 One out of many shortest trace is returned if there are multiple traces of the same length.
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reached via transition tc then are tested for containing the end state. Proofs of these
claims follow in Section 6.2.2.

In the algorithm shown Listing 6.1, it is assumed to always find a corresponding
trace. To guarantee termination, a trace length limit needs to be respected in the im-
plementation. Computational and space complexity depend on the used application
models and search criteria. Numbers are presented in Section 6.3.6.

As described in Section 6.2, lane-based trace searching is split into a forward
traversal of the state space, and a backward traversal of reached states to determine a
trace. These two phases are also implemented in the algorithm:

Forward traversal Breadth-first searching of reachable states until the end state sg

is encountered first in the employing lane (lines 6–10).

Backward traversal Trace determination by back stepping reached states, respect-
ing the two different lanes (lines 13–25).

During forward traversal, the not employing lane is represented by the state sets
Si , and the employing lane is represented by state sets Ŝi . When the end state sg is
reached in the employing lane, the backward traversal phase starts. The algorithm
assures crossing the two lanes exactly once by using the Boolean variable crossed.

During backward traversal, however, there may be more than one candidate state
if there are multiple valid traces (lines 17, 21, and 24). The search algorithm does
not respect a transition cost metric (see Section 6.2.4)—all possible traces of the same
length are valued the same. Thus, if there are multiple candidate states, choosing a
state during back stepping is done by non-deterministic picking.

With the same rationale, if more than one model transition is feasible between
two chosen states, one feasible transition is non-deterministically picked (lines 22,
and 25). Any transition ti ∈ TM is feasible if ti+1 ∈ Img({ti},Ti ) is fulfilled (see
Section 5.2.2).4

After finishing the backward traversal phase, the search algorithm returns (one of)
the shortest trace from state s0 to state sg that employs transition tc . A formal proof
of correctness of the search algorithm follows in Section 6.2.2. Before describing the
application of traces during SystemC simulation in the remainder of this chapter,
some extensions to the algorithm are briefly introduced in Section 6.2.3. Experimen-
tal results using the proposed search algorithm are then presented in Section 6.3.6,
where traces are searched with the goal to accelerate SystemC simulation. Trace
searching is also fundamental in quasi-static scheduling. Hence, further results are
given in Section 6.4.5.

4 More than one feasible model transition ti ∈ TM with si
ti−→ si+1 between two states si , si+1 ∈S

is possible due to the abstraction in the state transition system. See Section 5.2.1 for details on this
abstraction.
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6.2.2. Proof of Correctness
In this section, the proof of correctness for the lane-based trace search algorithm
presented in Section 6.2.1 is given. Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E),
and a state transition system (S ,T ) corresponding to model M . The three trace
search criteria are:

1. The start state s0 ∈S of the trace.

2. The end state sg ∈S of the trace.

3. The transition relation Tc ⊆ T for a transition tc ∈ TM that should be em-
ployed by the trace.

Correctness of the trace search algorithm prescribes:

1. The algorithm always returns a trace with the given trace search criteria if
such a trace exists.

2. The found trace is the shortest possible trace with the given trace search criteria
(or one of the shortest traces if several traces of the same length exist).

Assume the algorithm given in Listing 6.1. In the following, six theorems are
proved. By proving these six theorems, the correctness of the lane-based trace search
algorithm in the above sense is proved.

Theorem 6.1. The trace search algorithm in Listing 6.1 respects all reachable states in
each step during forward traversal.

Proof. In the lane-based trace search algorithm, for each step n during forward
traversal, reachable states are split into a state set Sn (not employing lane) and a state
set Ŝn (employing lane); initially, the state set S0 contains the start state s0 (line 3),
and the state set Ŝ0 is the empty set (line 4). Regardless of how reachable states are
split in each search step, we will prove that the joined set of set Sn and set Ŝn equals
the set of all states reachable in step n. As a result, Theorem 6.1 would be proved.
Given the definition of the image operation (Definition 2.2 on page 17),

Img(S1,T )∪ Img(S2,T ) = Img(S1 ∪ S2,T ) (6.4)

with S1, S2 ⊆ S holds. Thus, splitting the state sets into subsets and performing
separate image computations to calculate reachable states is valid.

Now, respecting the (monolithic) transition relation T for image calculations in
each search step n is shown. The transition relation T is split into relation T \Tc
and relation Tc , with Tc ⊆T . Hence,

(T \Tc )∪Tc =T (6.5)
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holds. The set of set Tc and set T \Tc in Equation (6.5) is also called a partitioned
transition relation [BCL91]. Thus,

Img(Sn−1,T \Tc )∪ Img(Sn−1,Tc ) = Img(Sn−1,T ) (6.6)

holds. Set Sn and set Ŝn are defined in the algorithm (lines 8 and 9) as

Sn = Img(Sn−1,T \Tc ) and (6.7)

Ŝn = Img(Ŝn−1,T )∪ Img(Sn−1,Tc ) . (6.8)

As Equations (6.4) to (6.8) hold, in each step n, the joined set of set Sn and set Ŝn
equals the set of all states reachable in step n, formally

Sn ∪ Ŝn = Img(Sn−1,T \Tc )∪ Img(Ŝn−1,T )∪ Img(Sn−1,Tc )

= Img(Sn−1 ∪ Ŝn−1,T ) .
(6.9)

As Equation (6.9) holds in each search step n, considering all reachable states in each
search step n is proved.

Theorem 6.2. The trace search algorithm in Listing 6.1 respects all states reachable
with traces that employ transition tc in each state set Ŝn in every step n during forward
traversal.

Proof. During forward traversal, the state set Sn in the not employing lane for each
search step n contains only states reachable without employing transition tc by
construction: The transition relation Tc represents all possible STS-transitions for
transition tc , and transition relation Tc is excluded in image computations (see
Equation (6.7)).

At the start of trace searching, no state is reachable by a trace employing transition
tc . Hence, the first state set Ŝ0 in the employing lane is the empty set. In all following
forward traversal steps n in the employing lane, states that are reachable by traces
that employ transition tc in the current search step n are

S ′ = Img(Sn−1,Tc ) ; (6.10)

states that are reachable by traces that already employed transition tc are

S ′′ = Img(Ŝn−1,T ) . (6.11)

Thus, for step n during forward traversal, the joined set of the sets of states from
Equations (6.10) and (6.11),

Ŝn = S ′ ∪ S ′′ , (6.12)

contains all states reachable by traces that employ transition tc anywhere in a trace.
As the algorithm in Listing 6.1 computes state sets in the employing lane according
to Equation (6.12) (see line 9), Theorem 6.2 is proved.
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Theorem 6.3. The trace search algorithm in Listing 6.1 detects the shortest trace (or
one of the shortest traces) that reaches state sg , starting from state s0, and employing
transition tc at least once.

Proof. In each step n during the forward traversal, the set of states Ŝn is checked
for containing the end state sg (line 10). From Theorem 6.2 it follows, that set Ŝn

contains all states reachable by traces that employ transition tc . Thus, it is guaranteed
to detect the first occurrence of the state sg that is reachable by a trace employing
transition tc . As a result, when sg ∈ Ŝn holds at the end of forward traversal, the
shortest trace (or one of the shortest traces) that fulfills the given search criteria must
be of length n+ 1.

With Theorems 6.1 to 6.3, we proved that the lane-based trace search algorithm
detects a shortest trace with the given search criteria if such a trace exists. In the
following, we will prove that the trace determined in the backward traversal phase
and returned by the algorithm, is indeed a valid trace fulfilling the given search
criteria. Therefore, three additional theorems are proved in the following.

Remember that the lane-based trace search algorithm returns a trace of length
n+ 1, after search step n. This trace is of the form

s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn . (6.13)

Note that state sn equals state sg . During backward traversal, the remaining n states
si , with i = 0,1, . . . , n− 1, are determined. Without loss of generality, the trace in
Equation (6.13) can also be represented as

s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tk−1−→ sk
tk−→ sk+1

tk+1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn . (6.14)

In general, 0≤ k < n and tk = tc hold. Such a k must exist; otherwise, the forward
traversal phase of the search algorithm would not have terminated. Note that by
definition of the algorithm in Section 6.2.1, the value k is implicitly minimized:
Backward traversal is performed as long as possible in the employing lane, that is,
until

PreImg({sk+1},T )∩ Ŝk = ; (6.15)

holds (line 16).
Determining states and transitions during backward traversal is split into three

phases:

1. Backward traversal in the employing lane.

2. Crossing between the employing lane and the not employing lane.

3. Backward traversal in the not employing lane.
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Note the following two corner cases:

1. No backward traversal in the employing lane is performed if k = n− 1.

2. No backward traversal in the not employing lane is performed if k = 0.

Without loss of generality, in the following, we assume traces of the form in Equa-
tion (6.14).

Theorem 6.4. A trace of the form s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tk−1−→ sk
tk−→ sk+1

tk+1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn
returned by the search algorithm in Listing 6.1 contains only states si ∈ S , with
i = 0,1, . . . , n, encountered during forward traversal, that is, si ∈ Si ∪ Ŝi holds.

Proof. Theorem 6.4 is proved separately for the above listed three phases during
backward traversal.

1. Backward traversal in the employing lane:
In this phase, states si , with i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n− 1, are determined. State
set Ŝn contains state sn by construction (lines 10 and 11). To determine state
sn−1, the preimage of state sn is calculated, and the result is intersected with
state set Ŝn−1 (line 15):

sn−1 ∈ S ′ = PreImg({sn},T )∩ Ŝn−1 . (6.16)

Note that set S ′ is guaranteed not to be the empty set during the first phase of
backward traversal by construction (line 16). From Equation (6.16) follows
that state sn−1 must be element of Ŝn−1. States si , with i = k+1, k+2, . . . , n−2,
are consecutively calculated by the algorithm. With the above rational, si ∈ Ŝi
holds for all these states.

2. Crossing between the employing lane and the not employing lane:
State sk is determined in this phase. According to the above discussed backward
traversal in phase (1), sk+1 ∈ Ŝk+1 holds. From line 17 follows:

sk ∈ S ′ = PreImg({sk+1},Tc )∩ Sk . (6.17)

From Equation (6.17) follows, that state sk ∈ Sk . Note that set S ′ is guaranteed
not to be the empty set during the second phase of backward traversal, as

sk+1 ∈ Ŝk+1 = Img(Ŝk ,T )∪ Img(Sk ,Tc ) and

PreImg({sk+1},T )∩ Ŝk = ;
hold.
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3. Backward traversal in the not employing lane:
In this phase, states si , with i = 0,1, . . . , k − 1, are determined. According to
the above discussed backward traversal in phase (2), state sk ∈ Sk holds. To
determine state sk−1, the preimage of state sk is calculated, and the result is
intersected with state set Sk−1 (line 24):

sk−1 ∈ S ′ = PreImg({sk},T \Tc )∩ Sk−1 . (6.18)

Note that in Equation (6.18), the transition relation Tc is excluded in the
preimage computation to match the image computations during forward
traversal (line 8). State set S ′ is guaranteed not to be the empty set, as

sk ∈ Sk = Img(Sk−1,T \Tc ) (6.19)

holds. From Equations (6.18) and (6.19) follows, that state sk−1 exists and is
element of set Sk−1. States si , with i = 0, . . . , k−2, are consecutively calculated.
With the above rationale, si ∈ Si holds for all these states.

Theorem 6.5. A trace of the form s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tk−1−→ sk
tk−→ sk+1

tk+1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn
returned by the search algorithm in Listing 6.1 contains only transitions ti ∈ Tm , with
i = 0,1, . . . , n− 1, used during forward traversal.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 6.4, the proof of Theorem 6.5 is split into the three
phases during backward traversal:

1. Backward traversal in the employing lane:
In this phase, transitions ti , with i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n− 1, are determined.
From the proof of Theorem 6.4, we know state si+1 ∈ Ŝi+1 holds. According
to line 9, set Ŝi+1 is determined by

Ŝi+1 = Img(Ŝi ,T )∪ Img(Si ,Tc ) . (6.20)

Additionally, as we are in phase one of backward traversal,

si ∈ PreImg({si+1},T )∩ Ŝi (6.21)

holds (line 21). With Equations (6.20) and (6.21), there must exist a transition
ti ∈ TM used during forward traversal, with

si+1 ∈ Img({si},Ti ) .

The transition relation Ti corresponds to transition ti (see also Section 5.2.2).
Following the above rationale, for each i = k + 1, k + 2, . . . , n− 1, a transition
ti already used during forward traversal is determined.
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2. Crossing between the employing lane and the not employing lane:
By construction, transition tk in the returned trace is transition tc ∈ TM (line
18). Transition tc is always valid and used during forward traversal, as

sk+1 ∈ Ŝk+1 = Img(Ŝk ,T )∪ Img(Sk ,Tc ) and

PreImg({sk+1},T )∩ Ŝk = ;
hold. Thus,

sk+1 ∈ Img({sk},Tc ) (6.22)

holds.

3. Backward traversal in the not employing lane:
In this phase, transitions ti , with i = 0,1, . . . , k − 1, are determined. From the
proof of Theorem 6.4, we know state si+1 ∈ Si+1 holds. According to line 8,
state set Si+1 is determined by

Si+1 = Img(Si ,T \Tc ) . (6.23)

As we are in phase three during backward traversal,

si ∈ PreImg({si+1},T \Tc )∩ Si (6.24)

holds (line 24). With Equations (6.23) and (6.24), there must exist a transition
ti ∈ TM \ {tc} with

si+1 ∈ Img({si},Ti ) ,

where Ti is the transition relation for transition ti . Thus, for each i =
0,1, . . . , k − 1, a transition ti already used during forward traversal is deter-
mined.

Theorem 6.6. A trace s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn returned by the search algorithm in
Listing 6.1 employs transitions tc at least once.

Proof. The fulfillment of Theorem 6.6 was already part of the above discussion:
State sk+1 is reached from state sk with transition tc by construction. In other words,

as Equation (6.22) holds, states sk and sk+1 fulfill sk
tc−→ sk+1. As a result, a returned

trace employs transition tc at least once.

With Theorems 6.1 to 6.6, the correctness of the lane-based trace search algorithm
presented in Section 6.2.1 is proved.
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6.2.3. Extensions
The lane-based trace search algorithm presented in Listing 6.1 is a basic version
used for brief explanation. In this section, extensions to the search algorithm are
described.

A worthwhile extension is to use sets of states for start and end of a trace, instead
of using single states. Using state sets changes the trace searching challenge to:

Given a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), a corresponding state transition
system (S ,T ), a transition tc ∈ TM , and two sets of states S0,G ⊆S , find a trace
that

1. starts in a state a ∈ S0,

2. ends in a state g ∈G, and

3. employs transition tc at least once.

Using a set S0 of possible start states and a set G of possible end states changes the
argument list of the algorithm in Listing 6.1 to accepting a state set S0 and a state set
G. The initialization in line 3 can be removed, and the forward stepping check in
line 10, and choosing the last state of the trace in line 11 is changed to

. . .
10 while Ŝn ∩G = ;

choose state sn ∈ Ŝn ∩G
12 . . .

Searching a trace that employs any transition from a given set of transitions is
another suggested extension. The corresponding trace searching challenge is then as
follows:

Given a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), a corresponding state transition
system (S ,T ), a set of transitions Tc ⊆ TM , and two states a, g ∈S , find a trace
that

1. starts in state a,

2. ends in state g , and

3. employs any transition tc ∈ Tc at least once.

The transition relation Tc can be constructed from the set Tc according to the
algorithm given in Listing 5.1. In the search algorithm, line 18 then needs to be
changed to
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. . .

18 determine transition ti ∈ Tc with si
ti−→ si+1

. . .

Another further optimization to lane-based trace searching is to prune states in
the not employing lane of states in the employing lane before calculating the next step.
Formally, before each forward traversal step, Sn may be restricted to

S ′n = Sn \ Ŝn .

This restriction is motivated by the fact that states already respected in the employing
lane would not contribute different traces when keeping them in the not employing
lane. Depending on the model and the underlying data structures in the imple-
mentation, this state pruning may reduce computational and spatial effort for trace
searching.

Finally, assume a trace shall employ multiple, respectively a sequence of transitions.
To support this requirement, another extension to the proposed search algorithm
would be to use more than two lanes; the principles are the same, but now crossing
states are respected independently for each lane. As a result, it is possible to also find
traces that employ a sequence of transitions. Another possibility to find traces that
shall employ multiple transitions in any order is to split trace searching, and then
concatenate the resulting traces.

In general, more lanes may increase the necessary number of image operations
for a trace (though, with smaller sets). On the other hand, lanes naturally offer
optimization by parallelization, as different lanes may be processed in parallel. Even
not respecting crossing states in computing the current step i of a lane right away
may be handled: if crossing states in set S ′k from a previous forward traversal step
k (that is, k < i ) should be respected, with the state set S ′k forward traversal is
performed until k = i ; in each forward traversal step, resulting states are merged
with previously reached states.

6.2.4. Discussion
While the proposed lane-based trace search algorithm may efficiently find desired
traces, as later experiments will show (see Section 6.3.6), there are limitations that
need to be mentioned. The search algorithm does not respect transition costs, for
instance, path length of actions. Hence, in general, there might be better (according
to a transition cost metric) but longer traces. This may be a theoretical problem: In
deterministic models without redundancy or fallback/failure behavior, longer traces
modeling the same functional behavior are unlikely. In this case, finding a shortest
trace is exactly what we want. Without a cost metric, also the rational behind
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returning one out of several possible traces without further assessment becomes
clear; there is no solution proposed to value some trace more than another. As
we will see in Section 6.3.3, runtime data predicates may hinder later proposed
simulation acceleration. Though, as a heuristic to enhance later application of the
trace, transitions without runtime data predicates are preferred during backward
traversal if there is a choice.

Similar to symbolic model checking, symbolic trace searching suffers from state
explosion, and may fail for complex models and long traces due to space limitations.
This is an inherent problem when using these symbolic techniques. The dedicated
search algorithm in Listing 6.1 exploits

• model and

• problem knowledge

by splitting the transition relation, and spawning the search into lanes. As a result,
the proposed algorithm is less space-intensive than an approach solely based on the
state transition system.

6.3. SystemC Simulation Acceleration
As identified in Chapter 1, tight time-to-market constraints dictate fast deployment
of products. Consequently, a fast development process is a major goal of any ESL
design methodology. As much time is spent for software development and testing,
accelerated SystemC simulation may support also faster development times. Hence,
simulation acceleration was chosen as an example to demonstrate benefits of a design
flow that combines formal application models with SystemC-based approaches. In
this section, it will be shown how to benefit from the state transition system of a
SysteMoC model by obtaining a generated SystemC/TLM program that simulates
fast. To accelerate SystemC simulation, complex simulation is avoided by exploiting
model-specific knowledge: Replacing complex event-driven interactions by execution
of predefined traces is suggested. It will be shown that applying such traces during
simulation may lead to a significant simulation time reduction. The benefits are
quantified for the SystemC simulation of a network packet filter, where traces result
in simulation acceleration up to 30% (see Section 6.3.6).

In the area of SystemC/TLM simulation acceleration, several approaches utilize
multiple cores. For instance, [SKR09] use temporal decoupling with multiple sim-
ulators, or [MMGP10] describes a parallel distributed event simulation (PDES).
Distributing event-driven simulation has its challenges and restrictions, so we con-
centrated on an approach based on the standard OSCI simulation kernel. Based on
the same front-end used in [KS05], static scheduling of a SystemC design to achieve
higher simulation speed was proposed in [BKS08]. For our dynamic dataflow-based
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models, in general, static scheduling is impossible. In [WLCT10], generating soft-
ware models is proposed; synchronization points are eliminated by changing the
level of abstraction. The approach given here can be seen as orthogonal to the cited
approaches: The goal is to eliminate context switches for communication in the
(co-simulated) hardware part to achieve a faster SystemC simulation.

The proposed simulation acceleration approach is sketched in Figure 6.3. A
transaction level model is generated from a SysteMoC model M , as demonstrated
in Chapter 4. The abstract state transition system of model M serves as the basis
for trace searching according to user-defined search criteria (see Section 6.2). How
to determine search criteria is discussed in Section 6.3.2. For a set of found traces,
source code may be automatically generated, as will be demonstrated in Section 6.3.3.
The source code is then combined with the generated SystemC/TLM program by
the designer via adding function calls, as will be detailed in Section 6.3.4. Finally,
in Section 6.3.5, it is further discussed how to maximize the usage of traces during
simulation. First, a clear problem statement and a motivating example are given in
the following Section 6.3.1.

6.3.1. Problem Statement and Motivating Example
In this thesis, SystemC/TLM programs implementing the loosely-timed coding
style are considered (see Section 2.5). Such programs are typically applied during
software development. There, a major task is functional verification, consuming

Trace 
Search

Transaction 
Level Model

Platform Application

Synthesis

Abstraction

Search
Criteria

Traces

Combine

Fast Transaction 
Level Model

Figure 6.3.: Visualization of all tasks necessary to obtain a faster simulation of a
generated transaction level model; the dashed area highlights the focus
of this chapter.
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large amounts of simulation time. Hence, simulation speed is crucial. This is
especially true for upcoming manycore architectures [LEM+11, RHT12]. However,
even in LT models communication between two threads relies on context switches:
the sender thread is scheduled by the simulation kernel thread; after sending, the
simulation kernel is executed again; finally, the receiver thread is scheduled. During
execution, threads may write or read data from memories using transactions.

Example 6.3. Assume the application model shown in Figure 2.3. To process
one fragmented packet, the transition sequence t1, t1, t2, t4 may be executed (see
Example 6.2 on page 124). A corresponding SystemC simulation sequence is
shown in Figure 6.4(a): The SystemC simulation kernel schedules the SystemC
thread implementing the actor Source. This thread executes code corresponding
to taking transition t1 two times. Afterwards, the Source thread yields execution,
and the SystemC kernel schedules the SystemC thread implementing actor Sink;
code for transition t2 and transition t4 is then executed.

As demonstrated by the Example 6.3, communication between modules with
threads relies on context switches. Though, context switching introduces overhead
to the simulation. Now assume that we know the exact execution sequence and com-
munication behavior of the model for a specific scenario—we could then anticipate
how the SystemC simulation could behave. Traces obtained from the formal state

Source SinkSystemC 
Kernel

t1

t1

t2

t4

(a) Sequence in plain SystemC simulation

Source SinkSystemC 
Kernel

t1

t1

t2

t4

t1

(b) Simulation sequence with trace exploita-
tion

Figure 6.4.: Two charts for SystemC simulation sequences that process one frag-
mented packet are shown: (a) default SystemC simulation requires
context switches for each communication between actor Source and
actor Sink; (b) simulation is accelerated by executing functions for
packet processing without context switches for communication.
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transition system also include the communication behavior of actors. So, executing
traces and performing corresponding communication during the simulation with-
out context switching becomes possible. The generated loosely-timed models are
extended by potentially performing several transactions between different threads
(communication peers) in one go, thereby avoiding context switches. As a result,
for instance, simulation of hardware components responding to requests could be
accelerated.

Example 6.3 (continued). In Figure 6.4(b), the execution of a predefined
code sequence for the processing of one fragmented packet is shown. As the
communication behavior between the threads for the Source and the Sink actor
was anticipated by a trace, the corresponding SystemC simulation can now be
performed without any context switches. After executing code for the predefined
trace, event-driven SystemC simulation may continue normally. As indicated in
the figure, avoiding context switches saves simulation time.

Note, however, that performing several transactions without context switching
may influence the timing of the simulation: As the simulation kernel now may
be called after a longer simulated time period, concurrency in the simulation may
be simulated differently; the potential inaccuracy is comparable to using a time
quantum [IEE12] for a single thread, with the same trade-off between accurate
performance simulation and fast functional simulation.

Even if for high-level SystemC/TLM programs considered in this thesis the
context switch overhead may not be the performance bottleneck due to the limited
number of scheduling points, we will see that a considerable simulation acceleration
may be achieved.

Take the SysteMoC model of a real network packet filter shown in Figure 6.5 as a
motivating example. Actors (boxes) are concurrently executed and communicate
among each other over directed channels (arcs). The model handles incoming packets
(IN) and outgoing packets (OUT) separately. Packets traverse processing chains. The
processing chains split to filter different protocols (UDP, ICMP, TCP, and "other").
Depending on user-defined filter rules, packets are marked for forwarding, accepting,
or dropping. Rules may contain network protocol, port numbers, and host addresses.
Actors a11–a14 are shown twice for layout reasons. These actors perform connection
tracking, and thus need to consider packets from both directions.

Assume now that we generate a loosely-timed SystemC/TLM program from
this model. To retain the parallelism of the model, each actor is implemented by a
SystemC thread. Accepting UDP-packets is a recurrent scenario that is performed
by the packet filter. In the SystemC simulation, accepting a UDP-packet results
in code execution in eight threads; the packet is processed by actors a1 to a5, a9
to a11, and again by actor a2, traversing all channels between these actors. Now
assume we exactly know the execution sequence of code from these eight threads a
priori. Instead of event-driven simulation, we could execute a predetermined trace
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Figure 6.5.: Digram of a network packet filter SysteMoC model that consists of 22
actors, a1, · · · ,a22. Arcs denote FIFO channels.

during SystemC simulation if a UDP-packet arrives. The SystemC simulation kernel
is not involved in this trace execution. Hence, sixteen context switches could be
saved in this case; for each of the eight threads, one context switch to schedule it,
and one context switch to yield execution back to the simulation kernel. After
finishing the trace execution, the event-driven SystemC simulation continues. Thus,
trace execution may accelerate SystemC simulation by context switch savings for
recurrent scenarios.

6.3.2. Trace Search Criteria for Accelerating Traces
In the previous Section 6.3.1, a motivating example for simulation acceleration
was given; knowledge about forthcoming model behavior may be exploited during
simulation for acceleration. Hence, traces for recurrent scenarios in a SysteMoC
model are a prerequisite for acceleration and must be computed. How search criteria
for such traces may be determined is discussed in the following.

A first observation is, that typical streaming applications handle recurrent scenar-
ios: A multimedia decoder may decode a stream of pictures, or a network packet
filter may process a stream of packets; potentially, the workload stream may be
infinite, but the state space of the model processing the workload is finite. Now,
recurrent scenarios of such application models needs to be identified.

Trace search criteria depend on the model and the recurrent scenario the designer
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wants to capture with a trace. Hence, search criteria always depend on an inter-
pretation by a human. Similar to specifying CTL-formulas in model checking, a
general pattern is hard to give. Basically, the designer needs first to conceive the
recurrent scenario, for instance, “arrived UDP-packet will be accepted”, or “request
to the JPEG-encoder gets processed”. Afterwards, the designer needs to reason about
the corresponding search criteria: To define the set of possible start states of the
recurrent scenario, a state set corresponding to the “trigger” of the recurrent scenario
must be identified (“packet arrives”, or “request issued”). What seems difficult at a
first glance, can be as easy as having a token in a specific channel (“incoming packet in
request channel”), and all actors participating in serving the packet or request being
in their start state. Note that intermediate (or irrelevant) buffers have not to be
considered explicitly in the set of possible start states; as only states with feasible
buffer sizes for all buffers will be returned by the search algorithm, the trace contains
valid values. A further post-processing of the trace then results in all possible start
states of the trace, as will be introduced later in Section 6.3.5. The end state may
be given also as a set of states, for instance, all states with a token in the “response”
buffer.

The start state and the end state only, however, may not be sufficient to fully
quantify the desired recurrent scenario. Hence, a transition typical for the recurrent
scenario is given as further search criterion. This transition depends on the model,
but may be easy to identify by the designer.

Example 6.4. In the packet filter introduced as a motivating example in Sec-
tion 6.3.1, a trace was assumed for accepting UDP-packets. It was easy to identify
a transition that is taken only for UDP-packets, as packet classification in actor a4
imposes different behavior for different packet types.

Assume now a given SysteMoC model M , and a state transition system (S ,T )
corresponding to M . An example should illustrate that a start state s0 ∈S , an end
state sg ∈S , and a transition tc ∈ TM may be adequate search criteria to search traces
for recurrent scenarios.

Example 6.5. Assume the goal is to accelerate the processing of fragmented
packets in the SystemC simulation of the model shown in Figure 2.3. A trace
for the processing of fragmented packets may be characterized by the following
search criteria:

• The start state s0 of the trace shall be the initial state of the model, that is,
s0 = sα = (0, b ).

• The trace shall employ transition t4, as this transition is only taken for
fragmented packets.

• The end state sg of the trace shall equal the start state s0 of the trace.
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The above search criteria provided to the trace search algorithm given in Listing 6.1
results in the trace

(0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t1−→ (2, b )
t2−→ (1, c)

t4−→ (0, b ) ,

as shown in Example 6.2.

Note that start state and end state may be arbitrary states in the state space, and are
not limited to be the initial state of the model, as the above example might suggest.
From a found trace, accelerating source code needs to be generated. Source code
generation for given traces is discussed in the following Section 6.3.3.

6.3.3. Source Code Generation from Traces
The key concept of SystemC simulation acceleration is executing a predefined trace
for a specific application scenario without context switching, instead of simulating
the behavior event-driven. Basis for traces is an abstract state transition system
(S ,T ) of a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E). The abstract state transition system
considers

1. the current FSM state of each actor a ∈A, and

2. the current fill size of each channel c ∈C .

Concrete user-defined data is abstracted. A detailed definition of the state transition
system was given in Definition 5.1 on page 89.

In Chapter 4, a solution was proposed to generate a SystemC/TLM implemen-
tation from a SysteMoC program; in a SystemC/TLM program, the functionality,
communication, and execution of the SysteMoC model is implemented by C++-
functions, classes, member variables, and threads under the control of the SystemC
scheduler. As discussed in Section 6.1 on page 121, it is however still possible to
retrieve the current abstract state s ∈ S during SystemC simulation. Hence, it is
possible to detect the (abstract) start state of a trace during SystemC simulation.
Though, as all further states in the trace are also abstract and missing data, they
are irrelevant to trace application during SystemC simulation.5 Consequently, to
apply a trace means applying the transition sequence of a trace during SystemC
simulation. To apply the transition sequence, we need to execute a corresponding
function sequence in the SystemC/TLM program. This trace execution then actu-
ally performs the data manipulation, actor state setting, and communication during
SystemC simulation that was anticipated in the abstract state transition system.

Now, recall that taking a transition is implemented in the SystemC/TLM program

5 If we had a trace in the SystemC program state space, we just could inject the end state of the
trace into the simulation, similar to a check point.
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1. by executing C++-functions corresponding to action functions,

2. by calling functions that complete communication (commit data changes), and

3. by updating a variable reflecting the state of the FSM implementation in the
SystemC module.

Such implementations for taking transitions of actors are wrapped in threads in
the SystemC/TLM program. Executing a trace during SystemC simulation is then
executing the code sequence corresponding to the transitions sequence in the trace,
but without involving threads. For each transition in the trace, exactly the same
source code as in the thread implementation of FSMs is used. Consequently, exactly
the same functions as in event-driven simulation are called during trace execution;
this includes TLM blocking transport calls, issued by adapters for communication.
Though, during trace execution, special care must be taken for

• data-dependent execution, and

• variables reflecting FSM states.

Data-dependencies are considered during trace execution by checking functions that
correspond to runtime data predicates: If the code sequence for a data-dependent
transition (see Definition 2.8 on page 25) should be executed, the data-dependencies
are checked first; if the data-dependencies are unfulfilled, trace execution must
be terminated. State variable changes carried out by the SystemC thread during
event-driven simulation must be mimicked during trace execution. Otherwise, the
SystemC simulation would be in an erroneous state after trace execution finished.
Checking data-dependencies and changing FSM state variables is also shown in the
following example.

Example 6.6. Consider the graphical representation of an transaction level
model given in Figure 4.4 on page 65, synthesized from the application model

shown in Figure 2.3. The transition sequence from the trace (0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t1−→
(2, b )

t2−→ (1, c)
t4−→ (0, b ) should be applied during SystemC simulation to speed

up the simulation of processing a fragmented packet. Executing the transition se-
quence t1, t1, t2, t4 may be achieved by calling the function tryExecuteTrace shown
in Listing 6.2. For each transition, the same source code as in the thread imple-
mentation of FSMs is used. Moreover, additional code is added for data-dependent
transitions and internal state variable changes, as discussed in the following.

When executing the function tryExecuteTrace, first, the current runtime state
of the SystemC simulation is checked (line 2). See Section 6.1 for details on
identifying the abstract state during simulation. Only if the current runtime
state corresponds to the abstract state (0, b ), the code sequence for the transition
sequence t1, t1, t2, t4 is executed. For data-dependent transitions, the corresponding
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Listing 6.2: Source code automatically generated from the transition sequence
t1, t1, t2, t4.

1 void t r y E x e c u t e T r a c e ( ) {
i f (Ch . a v a i l ( ) == 0 && Sink . g e t S t a t e ( ) == b ) {

3 Source . send ( ) ; // t1
Source . out . commitWrite ( 1 ) ;

5 Source . send ( ) ; // t1
Source . out . commitWrite ( 1 ) ;

7 Sink . s t o r e ( ) ; // t2
Sink . in . commitRead ( 1 ) ;

9 Sink . s e t S t a t e ( c ) ;
i f ( ! S ink . i s F r a g ( ) ) // data−d e p e n d e n c y c h e c k

11 return ;
S ink . s t o r e ( ) ; // t4

13 Sink . r e a s s e m b l e ( ) ;
S ink . p r o c e s s ( ) ;

15 Sink . in . commitRead ( 1 ) ;
S ink . s e t S t a t e ( b ) ;

17 }
}

data-dependency must be checked during simulation before executing the code
for transition. As transition t4 is data-dependent, such a check was automatically
inserted in the code (line 10). Only if the data-dependency is fulfilled, the trace
is executed to the end; otherwise, trace execution is aborted by returning from
the function. Additionally, changes of actor runtime state variables are performed
according to the abstract states in the trace. Such updates on the internal state
variable of the SystemC module Sink were inserted in line 9 and line 16.

However, checking for the exact start state of a trace during simulation, as in List-
ing 6.2, may narrow trace application unnecessarily. Also, buffer or state variables
not relevant to a trace may be omitted from the start state check. For instance, if
transitions from actor a are not used in the trace, actor state variable va is irrele-
vant. This observation is further exploited to compute the set of all abstract states a
transition sequence is applicable. Details follow in Section 6.3.5.

Note that checking the (abstract) runtime state during trace execution is unneces-
sary; buffer fill sizes and FSM states satisfy the abstract state sequence in the trace if
the transition sequence is continuously executed. Also note that (by construction)
the simulation is always in a sound runtime state, that is, event-driven simulation
may continue after a trace is canceled or executed to the end.
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Listing 6.3: Algorithm to generate source code from a given trace and a given
SysteMoC model M .

algorithm genera t eTraceCode (

2 Trace s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn , Model M )
output function header

4 generate runtime state check for start state s0
for i := 0 to n− 1 do

6 using ti = (v,g, f, v ′)
i f ti is data-dependent then

8 output dependency check
foreach a ∈ f do

10 ouput action function call
foreach availc,n ∈ g do

12 ouput read commit n tokens on adapter c call
foreach spacec,n ∈ g do

14 ouput write commit n tokens on adapter c call
output update state to v ′ call

16 output function footer

How to automatically generate source code for the execution of a trace such as
shown in Listing 6.2 is sketched as pseudocode in Listing 6.3. As input, the algorithm
takes a trace in a state transition system (S ,T ), and the corresponding SysteMoC
model M .6 The algorithm generates output while processing the trace (lines 5–15).
The result is source code, similar to the function shown in Listing 6.2.

The automatically generated source code then may be deployed in SystemC/TLM
programs to accelerate simulation. Deploying generated source code for traces is
further discussed in the following Section 6.3.4.

6.3.4. Trace Application During Simulation
After source code was generated from a trace that may speed up execution of a
SystemC/TLM program, the automatically generated function must actually be
called during simulation. One approach to call the generated function for a trace
would be to automatically place a call to this function before checking the guard of
any transition in the generated SystemC/TLM program. Though, this approach
may introduce simulation overhead.

The designer may know best, where the impact of acceleration functions generated

6 To be precise, additionally source code from the original SysteMoC program is used, similar to
generation of SystemC/TLM programs. See Chapter 4 for more details.
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from traces is the greatest as this depends on the individual trace. Hence, adding
calls to the generated function for a trace is considered to be done manually in the
following way.

Example 6.6 (continued). To execute the generated trace source code, the
function tryExecuteTrace shown in Listing 6.2 must be called during SystemC
simulation, for instance, after line 21 in the Sink example (Listing 4.1). During
simulation, the function is completely executed whenever the Source sends a
fragmented packet. For unfragmented packets, the function returns after executing
the code for transitions t1, t1, and t2. After the function returns, event-driven
simulation continues. In this example, at least one context switch is saved for each
fragmented packet simulated.

At last, note that a trace may be applicable in a set of runtime states: As concrete
data of tokens and internal actor states are not considered in the abstract state space
of a SysteMoC model, the abstract start state of a trace may correspond to a set of
runtime states (in Section 6.1, identifying the abstract state during simulation was
discussed). Consequently, a trace with a certain start state may be applicable during
runtime for tokens with different values. For illustration, take Example 6.6. There,
the trace through the abstract state space is completely executed for any fragmented
packet—regardless of token values, that is, payload of the packet. To further extend
application of traces during simulation, computing the set of all abstract states that
may be start states of a given trace is introduced in the following section.

6.3.5. Computation of the Set of Start States for a Trace
To accelerate the simulation of a generated SystemC/TLM program, the execution
of functions generated from given traces during simulation is proposed. As discussed
at the end of Section 6.3.3, the execution of a given trace may be possible in several
runtime states during SystemC/TLM program execution. In other words, the
concrete abstract start state of the trace may only be one out of set of several possible
start states. To maximize trace applicability during SystemC simulation, computing
the set of all start states for a trace is introduced in the following.

We have seen in Section 6.3.3 that a trace execution may start if the abstract run-
time state of the simulation equals the start state of the trace. Trace execution then
performs the runtime data manipulation, actor state setting, and communication
during SystemC simulation. As all relevant information to perform the runtime data
manipulation is included in the transition sequence of the trace, concrete abstract
states in the trace are needles during the trace application; only the concrete start
state of the trace was used to as a test before starting the trace execution.

In the state transition system of a SysteMoC model, the state space is spawned
by variables for the fill size of buffers (SysteMoC channels), and variables for FSM
states of each SysteMoC actor (see Definition 5.1). An important observation for
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the optimization proposed in this section is: for a certain trace in a state transition
system including buffer states, other traces may exist that we call similar .

Definition 6.1 (Similar Traces). Let M be a SysteMoC model, and (S ,T ) be a
state transition system corresponding to model M . Assume two given traces of length n,

s0
t0−→ s1

t1−→ s2
t2−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sn and

s ′0
t ′0−→ s ′1

t ′1−→ s ′2
t ′2−→ ·· · t ′n−1−→ s ′n ,

with si , s ′i ∈S and ti , t ′i ∈ TM . These two traces are similar if they consist of exactly the
same transition sequence, but using a different state sequence. That is,

∀i = 0,1, . . . , n− 1 : ti = t ′i and

∃i = 0,1, . . . , n : si 6= s ′i .

Example 6.7. Consider the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3, and the trace

(0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t1−→ (2, b )
t2−→ (1, c)

t4−→ (0, b ) .

The above trace was also used in Section 6.3.3 for code generation. There exist
similar traces that consist of the identical sequence of transitions, but using a
different sequence of states. A trace similar to the above given trace is

(1, b )
t1−→ (2, b )

t1−→ (3, b )
t2−→ (2, c)

t4−→ (1, b ) .

As the above Example 6.7 suggests, the execution of the transition sequence of a
trace may be possible in several runtime states. Hence, the trace sequence execution
is not generally limited to the one concrete start state of a given trace. More precisely:
the transition sequence in a trace may be executed whenever any state in the set
of start states of similar traces is reached during simulation of the SystemC/TLM
program. The following example demonstrates this fact.

Example 6.7 (continued). As the channel capacity of channel Ch is eight,
seven similar traces exist for the considered trace. These similar traces are

(i , b )
t1−→ (i + 1, b )

t1−→ (i + 2, b )
t2−→ (i + 1, c)

t4−→ (i , b ) ,

with i = 0,1, . . . , 6. Hence, for the start state check in the function shown in
Listing 6.2 (line 2), the state check can be more general. That is, to apply the above
transition sequence, the abstract runtime state of the SystemC simulation state
must be in set T = {(i , b ) | i = 0,1, . . . , 6} ⊂S ; the current runtime state in T is
then a sufficient condition to start executing the transition sequence t1, t1, t2, t4.
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Consequently, exploiting trace similarities may further increase the acceleration
of SystemC simulations, as traces may be executed more often during simulation; as
demonstrated by the Example 6.7, a concrete start state may narrow applicability
of the trace—through the notion of similar traces, the exact amount of data is not
important, it has only to be adequate.

Furthermore, channels and actors irrelevant to the transition sequence of a trace
can be ignored when checking the runtime state for being a start state of this trace.
A channel c is irrelevant if no tokens are consumed or produced on channel c by
any transition in the trace; an actor a = (F ,Q, q0) is irrelevant if no transition in the
trace is part of the FSM F .

An efficient solution for trace-based simulation acceleration should consider the
above conclusions. Assume given a SysteMoC model M , a state transition system

(S ,T ) corresponding to model M , and a trace s0
t0−→ s1 . . .

tn−1−→ sn, with si ∈S and

Listing 6.4: Algorithm for the computation of the set of all start states in the
abstract state space of model M for a given trace.

algorithm f i n d S t a r t S t a t e S e t ( Model M = (A,C , E) ,
2 S t a t e S e t S ,

Trace s0
t0−→ s1 . . .

tn−1−→ sn )
4 T := S

foreach ci = (k , d ) ∈C do
6 c u r := mi n := max := s0.dci

for j = 0 to n− 1 do
8 use t j = (v,g, f, v ′) from given trace

i f availci ,m
∈ g then c u r := c u r −m

10 e l s e i f spaceci ,m
∈ g then c u r := c u r +m

i f c u r < mi n then mi n := c u r
12 i f c u r > max then max := c u r

l := s0.dci
−mi n

14 u := k − (max − s0.dci
)

T := T ∩{s | s = (dc1
, dc2

, . . . , dc|C | , va1
, va2

, . . . , va|A|) ∈ T ∧ dci
≥ l ∧ dci

≤ u}
16 foreach ai = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A do

for j = 0 to n− 1 do
18 use FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0)

i f t j = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT then
20 T := T ∩{s | s = (dc1

, dc2
, . . . , dc|C | , va1

, va2
, . . . , va|A|) ∈ T ∧ vai

= s0.vai
}

break
22 return T
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ti ∈ TM . The algorithm in Listing 6.4 then computes the set T ⊆S of all start states
for the transition sequence of the trace. Input to the algorithm is a SysteMoC model
M , the state set S , and the trace. Basically, starting with the set S , states that are
no valid start states are pruned:

• All states that do not fulfill buffer requirements of transitions in the trace are
removed (lines 5–15).

• All states that do not comply with required FSM start states of transitions in
the trace are removed (lines 16–21).

More concrete, the set T of start states is determined by the algorithm as follows:
For each channel c ∈ C in the model M , the minimum and maximum fill size
during the execution of the given trace is calculated (lines 6–12). The minimum and
maximum fill size is then used to compute an upper bound and a lower bound for
the current channel c (lines 13 and 14); a valid start state must comply with these
bounds for channel c . Hence, all states not complying with the computed bounds
are removed from the set of valid strt states (line 15). Note that no pruning of set T
is performed for channels irrelevant to the transition sequence.

For each actor a ∈A in the model M , it is checked if one of its transitions is part
of the trace (lines 17–19). Only if a transition from actor a is included in the trace,
the actor state is relevant to the start state set; all states in set T that do not comply
with this requirement then are removed from set T (lines 20).

When the algorithm given in Listing 6.4 terminates, the resulting set T defines
all abstract states where the sequence of transitions of the given trace is applicable.
It is straightforward to generate source code from set T to check the runtime state:
Instead of checking concrete buffer fill sizes, intervals are checked now for channels;
checks for irrelevant buffer fill sizes or actors may be omitted. With the proposed
technique, the acceleration of SystemC simulation with given traces is maximized
through computing the set of all possible start states.

Example 6.7 (continued). Given the set T = {(i , b ) | i = 0,1, . . . , 6} of all
start states for the transition sequence t1, t1, t2, t4, the runtime state check in the
source code given in Listing 6.2 may now be encoded as shown in Listing 6.5. By

Listing 6.5: Trace start state test that covers six abstract runtime states. There-
with, application of the trace given in Listing 6.2 is maximized during
simulation.

. . .
2 i f (Ch . a v a i l ( ) > 1 && Sink . i s F s m S t a t e ( b ) ) {

. . .
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asserting that the buffer Ch has space available for more than one token, and actor
Sink being in state b, the trace now may be executed whenever the SystemC/TLM
simulation reaches any of the six states in the set T .

6.3.6. Experimental Results
To give evidence for the benefits of the proposed SystemC simulation acceleration
through traces, we accelerated an automatically synthesized SystemC/TLM program
of a rule-based network packet filter, the motivating example shown in Figure 6.5.
In addition to this real-world application, synthetic benchmarks are investigated to
determine the potentials and limitations of the approach.

Network Packet Filter

The network packet filter model introduced in Section 6.3.1 consists of 22 actors
and 40 channels. Synthesizing the SystemC/TLM program takes in the order of
seconds only. The executable model (and the synthesized implementation) handles
TCP/IP network packets. Packets are either captured or generated with the C/C++
pcap-library.7 For reproducible measurements, packet streams were read from files.
We used two different packet sets:

live consists of 200,000 network packets, captured during Internet usage; this set is
dominated by TCP packets (98%).

udp500k includes 500,000 identical UDP-packets.

We used three different rule sets to configure the packet filter:

complex is a complex rule set consisting of 64 rules;

drop drops every packet;

simple is a simple rule set consisting of 23 rules.

Based on the given SysteMoC program, performance experiments with three differ-
ent SystemC/TLM implementations were performed:

base is the synthesized (unmodified) implementation;

A implements a single trace for UDP-packets that pass the network packet filter
application;

B implements eight traces for passing packets, one for every direction and each
protocol.

7www.tcpdump.org
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Note that traces for acceleration ideally cover recurrent, typical scenarios handled
of the model. In the packet filter, accepting UDP-packets is such a scenario. As dis-
cussed in Section 6.3.2, identifying recurrent scenarios and providing corresponding
search criteria is done by the user. For the packet filter, this was achieved in the
matter of minutes for all eight traces deployed in implementation B. The automatic
trace search and source code generation took a few seconds per trace. The additional
manual work was integrating the generated source code, and placing the trace trigger
detection in the SystemC/TLM program. This was done in the matter of minutes
for both implementations, A and B. The manual work for this model was small:
Start and end states of traces as well as transitions to cover were easy to identify; the
trigger detection was placed in the thread reading packets. The mileage may vary for
other models.

For trace searching, a custom interval diagram package was used. The library
includes basic features, such as caching and garbage collection. Some statistics are
given in Table 6.1 for generating a trace for accepting UDP-packets. Searching the
trace for accepting UDP-packets, and generating the source code for this trace took
about a second. The trace consists of 13 transitions from nine actors. Compared to
forward traversal with image operations, preimages are much less complex operations
during trace searching. Consequently, compute time was dominated by forward
traversal. For implementation B, the search complexity of the seven additional traces
is similar to the trace search inspected above, so additional statistics are omitted.

Table 6.2 on the next page shows results of simulation speed measurements. In
all cases, the default OSCI SystemC simulator with QuickThreads was used. The
execution time of the base implementation is used to compute speedup and overhead.
Overhead is measured by only checking for trace triggers, but never executing a
trace. For the live packet stream, speedup of implementation A is non-measurable,
so is the overhead. Implementation B always profits from traces. Implementation
B combined with the real world packet stream is the most realistic test case; with
different rule sets, an average speedup of 30% was achieved. The udp500k packet
stream produces the biggest performance gain for both implementations, as A and
B implement traces for this case. Differences between both implementations come
from checking for trace triggers and exiting traces early.

With the packet filter case study, we demonstrated the effort of applying the
proposed approach to a real world example. In the next section, we investigate the
scalability of the lane-based trace search algorithm using a synthetic benchmark.

Synthetic Benchmarks

The scalable model shown in Figure 5.8 used for the following experiments is an
extension of the running example, and was already introduced in Section 5.2.9.
In a pipeline of actors, a Source actor produces packets in a single transition, a
configurable number N of Transport actors process incoming packets, and finally
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Table 6.1.: UDP-packets accepted trace search statistics

nodes edges # of transitions in trace 13
IMD 136 289 compute time 1.3s
IDD 85,840 108,400 memory usage 160Mb

# of preimages 33
# of images 39

Table 6.2.: Experimental results for the network packet filter; two different sets of
network packets (live and udp500k), three implementation alternatives
(base, A, and B), and three different complex rule sets (complex, drop,
and simple) are used. The speedup numbers are related to the non-trace
based event-driven simulation times of the generated SystemC/TLM
program (base).

rule set

packets implementation complex drop simple
live base (ms) 9,400 8,090 8,730

A speedup 1.01 1.01 1.01
A overhead -1% 0% 0%
B speedup 1.32 1.29 1.31
B overhead 2% 3% 1%

udp500k base (ms) 21,110 18,670 19,280
A speedup 1.36 1.33 1.33
A overhead 5% 6% 6%
B speedup 1.38 1.35 1.38
B overhead 1% 3% 1%

a Sink actor consumes packets in a single transition. In this model, each transport
actor needs to reassemble packets with a configurable probability. This models
data-dependent behavior. For the following experiments, all channels are configured
to have a depth of eight tokens, and initially are empty. Models consisting of 3, 10,
20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 transport actors were created. The following two experiments
have been performed with each model:

1. To test scaling of the search algorithm, we searched for a trace from the start
state of the model, until the first packet is consumed in Sink;

2. The found trace was integrated into the given SystemC/TLM program, and
the simulation acceleration was measured.
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Experiments were performed on a standard workstation with an Intel quad core
processor, and 4Gb of main memory.

Trace searching was performed with the trace start state being the initial state of
the model. The transition to cover was the sole transition in the Sink actor. The end
state was any reachable state.

As the synthetic benchmark is deliberately a transparent model, traces can also
be anticipated. For each model, the trace for handling one packet not part of any
reassembly, is the result: The first transition is always the transition from Source. As
the shortest trace is searched for, two transitions handling non-fragmented packets
for each transport actor follow. The last transition of the trace is the sole transition
in Sink. So, the trace length l for N transport actors is l = 2N + 2. While this trace
anticipation is an easy exercise for humans, the search tool needed to examine a vast
amount of the abstract state space to come to the same conclusion. Table 6.3 shows
the compute times, the trace lengths, and the number of states encountered in the
last step of the search. Compute times include parsing input data, and generating
source code for the found trace. The given number of states indicates the search
complexity. The model with N = 60 transport actors marks the limitations of the
search tool in its current stage; the corresponding trace search already occupied
about 2.5Gb of main memory.

The above trace searching for the scalable SysteMoC model was also performed
with the model checker NuSMV [CCGR00]. For a fair comparison, the same
abstract representation (Definition 5.1) as used for the implementation of the lane-
based search algorithm was used as the input to NuSMV. Note that, in contrast to the
example shown in Appendix A.3, this excludes an encoding of transitions to reduce
the state space for the model checker. As specification to check, the property "the
channel read by the Source actor never contains more than one token" was given as LTL
formula to NuSMV. This specification is obviously violated, and the counter example
presented by NuSMV corresponds to the desired trace. Though, the symbolic model
checking with BDDs was unable to handle models with ten transport actors within
a time limit of five minutes. Hence, we concentrated on SAT-based bounded model
checking using NuSMV. The results are given in Table 6.5. Unfortunately, larger
models than with 40 transport actors could not be handled by NuSMV in various
versions (2.4 and 2.5), as the tool crashed. This might change with the next update,
but still it can be seen that the proposed lane-based trace searching computes faster.

For the following experiments for the evaluation of simulation performance,
source code automatically generated from found traces was incorporated into the
SystemC/TLM programs. For these traces, trigger states are abstract model states
with at least free space for one token in each channel, and all actor FSMs being
in their start state; only then it is theoretically possible to apply the transition
sequence of the trace until the end. In practice, during simulation, packets are
fragmented. For the experiments, in each Transport module, every 100th processed
packet was fragmented. Consequently, a fragmented packet leads to cancellation
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Table 6.3.: Trace search statistics for the scalable model shown in Figure 5.8 with
up to N = 60 transport actors.

N search time in s trace length # states in last step
3 0.1 8 19

10 0.1 22 1,300
20 0.8 42 40,904
30 3.2 62 648,587
40 11.0 82 6.9 · 106

50 34.4 102 5.6 · 107

60 160.2 122 3.5 · 108

of trace execution due to an unfulfilled guard. Handling data-dependencies was
discussed in Section 6.3.3. For longer pipelines, data-dependencies lead to more
often cancellation of trace execution. Trace trigger state checks were placed in the
Source and in the Sink module. It was validated that both, the unmodified and the
trace-augmented implementation of the model, produced exactly the same packet
sequence.

As the synthetic benchmark is a pipelined model, timing needs to be simulated.
Without timing, a module in the pipeline would be executed until it is blocked
by full or empty buffers. This simulation behavior is valid without timing, but
effectively results in the trigger state condition never being fulfilled, as full buffers
are most likely. Thus, a fixed timing for consumption and production of data was
added.

The above scalable design is a good benchmark for trace searching. However,
due to fragmentation and the pipelined design, the models are hostile to the ac-
celeration approach; this has been chosen intentionally to analyze performance
under suboptimal conditions. Additionally, to make the vanilla SystemC/TLM
program without implemented traces as fast as possible, the loosely-timed design
with quantum keepers [Ope] was used. This allows each module to run ahead of
the current simulation time a certain time quantum. When reaching its quantum, a
module yields control back to the simulation kernel. Here, the quantum was chosen
to let modules produce and consume several tokens, but not to flood buffers.

In SystemC, each SC_THREAD is implemented as a thread. The OSCI SystemC
reference implementation comes with two flavors of thread packages:

1. The user-level thread implementation QuickThreads, and

2. POSIX-threads, that is, operating system threads.

As introducing less overhead in context switching, the much faster QuickThreads are
the default. As other simulators or third party tools (for instance, memory checkers,
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6. Application of Formal Methods to Generated Transaction Level Models

Table 6.5.: Trace search time for the scalable model shown in Figure 5.8 with up
to N = 40 transport actors using the model checker NuSMV.

N search time in s trace length
10 0.8 22
20 6.5 42
30 24.4 62
40 62.3 82

debuggers) may rely on simulation with OS threads, we also included numbers for
the POSIX-threads-version for completion.

Table 6.4 summarizes results for the synthetic benchmarks. Simulation runtime of
the base version of each test case without trace implementation was measured. The
trace column contains the runtime of the same model, accelerated with the found
trace. The table further shows how often a model state was tested for being a trigger
state in the Source and in the Sink module, and how often a trace was executed to the
end. With more Transport modules, the chance of trace cancellation increases, what
can be seen by the ratio of trigger state tests to executed traces.

Conclusions from the synthetic benchmarks are: The approach is most efficient
for scenarios that happen often (as we saw in the packet filter example); for pipelined
models, and for hardly predictable behavior, as in the synthetic benchmark, the
proposed solution is efficient if context switching is one of the bottlenecks—this is
always the case when simulation relies on POSIX-threads. Even with the already
very fast default QuickThread version, the proposed method always results in an
increase of simulation speed.

6.4. Quasi-Static Scheduling
A fundamental task during the execution of a SysteMoC model is scheduling.
Scheduling determines the next execution step during execution. For a SysteMoC
model, scheduling is then the method of choosing the next transition to take. We
face scheduling at different scales and abstraction levels, as the following examples
will demonstrate. We need scheduling when:

• Executing the SysteMoC model.

• Executing the SystemC/TLM program generated from a SysteMoC model.

• Executing the part of a SystemC/TLM program modeling target software.

• Executing target software generated from a SysteMoC program.
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Quasi-Static
Scheduling

Transaction 
Level Model

Platform Application

Synthesis

Abstraction

Schedule

Figure 6.6.: Visualization of tasks leading to a transaction level model that includes
a quasi-static schedule.

Three scheduling options are introduced in the following: dynamic scheduling, static
scheduling, and quasi-static scheduling. An example for dynamic scheduling of a Syste-
MoC model was already given in Section 2.4.2 by describing its execution semantics.
Dynamic scheduling denotes a scheduling strategy that performs a scheduling de-
cision before each execution step. A dynamic scheduling is also implemented in
the generated SystemC/TLM program (see Section 4.2.1). Dynamic scheduling,
however, may introduce runtime overhead, as each next execution step needs to be
computed during execution. A predefined static sequence of execution steps may
minimize the runtime overhead of scheduling. Consequently, a static scheduling
strategy that provides a static sequence of execution steps seems ideal. Though, as
we see later, a static schedule may not be available for every given SysteMoC model.
The formal application model, however, allows for an optimized scheduling strategy
that combines dynamic scheduling with static scheduling: quasi-static scheduling
for SysteMoC models. In a quasi-static schedule, only inevitable data-dependent
decisions are performed at runtime, choosing between statically scheduled sequences
of execution steps. The benefit of statically scheduled sequences is avoidance of
runtime decisions when performing the execution steps in this sequence. Hence,
a quasi-static scheduling strategy combines the benefit of static schedules (reduced
runtime overhead) with dynamic scheduling.

If during a co-design actors in a SysteMoC model are mapped to a processor in
the platform, target software generated from these actors needs to be scheduled
properly on the processor. In this case, a quasi-static schedule might result in better
performance and more predictable behavior than a dynamic scheduling approach.
Better predication is achieved by reduction of runtime scheduling decisions to
a minimum. As target software generation from SysteMoC models is not a main
contribution of this thesis, the fundamental scheduling methodology is demonstrated
in the context of generated SystemC/TLM programs. In a SystemC/TLM program,
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6. Application of Formal Methods to Generated Transaction Level Models

a generated schedule implemented as a single thread may be deployed for SystemC
modules modeling software.

All tasks that are needed to compute a quasi-static schedule and embed the schedule
into a transaction level model are visualized in Figure 6.6. The focus of this section
is highlighted by the dashed area. It will be shown, how a quasi-static schedule for a
SysteMoC model is computed based on the abstract state transition system of the
SysteMoC model. From the found quasi-static schedule then source code may be
generated that is deployed in the transaction level model.

The core ideas behind the scheduling methodology presented in this section
are based on the scheduling approach proposed by Strehl [STZ+99] for FunState
models. The adaptation and extensions of the ideas in [STZ+99] for SysteMoC
models was first published in [GHT08*]. An extended version was presented
in [GHT09*]. In this section, the approach presented in [GHT09*] is further
elaborated for transaction level models.

As described in Section 4.1 when discussing system-level synthesis, a set of actors in
the application model may be mapped to a processor. Hence, in the SystemC/TLM
program, we need to model a software program (or generate a software program)
for a single-core processor based on the actor-oriented application model. This task
implies a transformation of potentially parallel executed actors into sequentially
executed source code. Manual recoding the software part of the SysteMoC model is
prohibitive, as this is a costly and error-prone process. In an automatic approach,
source code for actors can be generated [KSS+09*], and a software implementation
of data channels can be integrated; source code similar to adapters (see Section 4.2.1)
is then used to allow action functions and Boolean functions used in guards to
access data in buffers. The missing piece is then an implementation of the execution
semantics for SysteMoC models for the software—a software scheduler. Such a
software scheduler will sequentially invoke the individual target software code
resulting from actors. This execution reflects a transition sequence that is conform
with the execution semantics for SysteMoC models. With this perspective, a schedule
for a SysteMoC model is a method to produce or represent transition sequences
complying with the execution semantics; an execution step then equals execution of
code that corresponds to taking one transition. This assumption is detailed by an
example. To simplify the discussion, computing schedules for a SysteMoC model on
the whole is considered in the following.

Assume a SysteMoC model MS with the set of all transitions TMS
, where no

transition in the set TMS
is data-dependent. As a result, enabling transitions only

depend on buffer sizes. As we have seen in Section 5.2.1, buffer sizes are respected
in the state transition system of the model MS . Thus, enabled transitions can be
precisely anticipated for all states in the abstract state space. If the model MS is
deadlock-free, it should be possible to find a trace for the model, starting and ending
in its initial state. From this trace, a sequence of transitions can be extracted—this
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6.4. Quasi-Static Scheduling

sequence is then a static schedule for the model MS : As there are no data-dependent
transitions in the transition sequence, this schedule can also be repeated infinitely
often.

Example 6.8. For the SysteMoC model M in Figure 2.3, assume only unfrag-
mented packets are sent by actor Source. That is, transition t4 and runtime data
predicate isFrag are removed from the model M . The SysteMoC model M ′ shown
in Figure 6.7 without any data-dependent transition is the result. The abstract
state space S ′ of the model M ′ equals the state space S that was introduced in
Example 5.2 on page 90, that is,

S ′ =S =DCh×VSink ,

with DCh = {0,1, . . . , 8} and VSink = {b,c}. Let the initial state sα equal (0, b ). A
trace back to the state sα is

(0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t2−→ (0, c)
t3−→ (0, b ) .

Executing the transition sequence t1, t2, t3 will process one unfragmented packet.
Repeating this sequence infinitely often is a static schedule for the model M ′.

In general, however, SysteMoC models may include data-dependent transitions.
Providing a general purpose scheduler implementation for software execution of
any given SysteMoC model is possible. For instance, the scheduler could implement
a dynamic scheduling policy based on a round-robin strategy. (The execution seman-
tics given in Listing 2.3 on page 29 introduce such a generic scheduling approach.)
A generic dynamic scheduling policy, however, is affected by potential scheduling
overhead.

In this section, the focus is on a methodology to substitute a generic dynamic
scheduler by a custom, optimized scheduler. For some dataflow models of computa-
tion, it is possible to generate efficient static schedules (for instance, see [BLM96]).
However, as only limited models such as synchronous or cyclo-static dataflow mod-
els can be scheduled statically [LM87, PPL95], and dynamic scheduling approaches

Source
spaceCh,1/send

Sink
/process

availCh,1/store
b

Ch
c

a

t1 t2
t3

Figure 6.7.: SysteMoC model M ′ without any data-dependent transition, resulting
from the SysteMoC model introduced in Figure 2.3 by removing
transition t4 and the runtime data predicate isFrag
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6. Application of Formal Methods to Generated Transaction Level Models

may introduce overhead, quasi-static scheduling seems to be a possible remedy. The
distinction of the three different scheduling flavors introduced at the beginning of
this section is subsumed as follows:

1. Static schedules can be repeated infinitely often without the need of any
runtime decision; each execution step is predefined.

2. Dynamic schedules imply runtime decisions before each execution step.

3. In quasi-static schedules, a compile-time analysis of the model helps to reduce
runtime decisions to data-dependencies that naturally are only decidable at
runtime. Hence, quasi-static schedules combine predefined execution steps
with inevitable data-dependent decisions.

In other words, a quasi-static schedule consists of statically scheduled sequences and
inevitable runtime decisions that choose between these sequences.

As suggested in Example 6.8, it still should be possible to find a trace from the
initial state of a SysteMoC model back to the initial state—even if the SysteMoC
model includes data-dependent transitions. However, using this transition sequence
as a static schedule (as proposed in Example 6.8) is prohibitive if data-dependent
transitions are part of the trace: Repeating the execution of the transition sequence
infinitely often cannot be guaranteed, as execution of a data-dependent transition
may be impossible due to unfulfilled runtime data predicates. A quasi-static schedule
is the solution to resolve such blocking: Each time the execution of a transition
sequence is blocked because data-dependencies are unfulfilled, an alternative transi-
tion sequence adequate for the current runtime situation is executed. If the model is
deadlock-free, such alternative transition sequences must exist for all runtime data
characteristics and could be found. The task of quasi-static scheduling is then finding
transition sequences for all possible runtime data characteristics; at runtime, the
scheduler chooses between these transition sequences depending on runtime data.

Quasi-static schedules further benefit from a precise anticipation of buffer sizes:
Checking for availability of input data and buffer space can be omitted before exe-
cuting any transition; in transition sequences, buffer sizes are already considered at
schedule generation (compile) time. Hence, only inevitable data-dependent schedul-
ing decisions are performed before executing data-dependent transitions. As a result,
the runtime overhead compared to dynamic schedulers, in general, is minimized.
Another advantage of quasi-static scheduling, compared to dynamic scheduling, is
runtime prediction for software: For example, based on the quasi-static schedule,
buffer requirements during runtime may be analyzed, or worst case execution times
may be predicted. Before detailing quasi-static scheduling for SysteMoC models,
related work is discussed first.

As scheduling can be part of a software generation process, approaches that
propose C-based software generation from high-level designs are relevant, see, for
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6.4. Quasi-Static Scheduling

instance, [GYJ01, NMJ+03, HPSV04, YDG04, KBR05, CdNF+06]. None of these
approaches considers quasi-static scheduling. Techniques related to quasi-static
scheduling using dataflow specifications [BB00], restricted Petri nets [CKL+05,
HS03, SL99, SLWSV99], or FunState [STZ+99] were presented. Key difference
between these approaches and the proposed scheduling for SysteMoC models is the
underlying abstract model. SysteMoC models can be extracted automatically from
executable specifications given as SysteMoC program and have less restrictions. For
instance, whenever an output transition in free-choice Petri nets [SL99] or equal
conflict nets [SLWSV99] is enabled, all output transitions of the originating place are
enabled. A similar approach is taken by Strehl [STZ+99] by defining conflict states
in FunState models; from conflict states, exactly one out of n transitions leaving the
conflict state is taken during execution.

The symbolic quasi-static scheduling approach proposed in [STZ+99] seems to
be the most promising one for dynamic dataflow models considered in this thesis.
Hence, it is used as a basis for the following scheduling procedure. In [STZ+99], a
schedule is computed based on conflicts; a conflict was defined as "non-determinism
in the specification which may not be resolved as a design decision, but of which all
possible execution traces have to be taken into account during the schedule." That is, if a
state in the FunState model is classified as a conflict, all transitions leaving this state
have to be considered during scheduler generation. Though, there are two major
drawbacks with these conflict states:

1. Each transition leaving a conflict state results in a path search during schedul-
ing, and

2. all transitions leaving a conflict state must have exactly the same demands on
input tokens.

By the first point, conflicting alternatives (for instance, two transitions leaving a
conflict state with the same runtime data condition) are not respected as equivalent
alternatives. Furthermore, runtime data predicate implications are ignored.

The second above restriction implies that no multi-rate conflicts are allowed. For
instance, transitions t3 and t4 in the model shown in Figure 2.3 on page 24 are in
such a multi-rate conflict: At runtime, only one transition may be taken; but both
transitions have different channel buffer predicates.

Hence, the approach from [STZ+99] was extended in several ways, and adapted
for dynamic dataflow application models as considered in this thesis: As a remedy to
construct a monolithic scheduler specification automaton needed in [STZ+99], the
state classification based approach was discarded; conflicts that demand alternatives
in the schedule are now based on relations of transitions, and not on classified states
anymore. The conflict handling strategy is based on transition graphs (see below).
Defining conflicts on basis of transitions also enables more natural design of state
machines without the need of isolating conflicts in separate states (if this is possible
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6. Application of Formal Methods to Generated Transaction Level Models

at all), what is demanded by the monolithic scheduler specification approach taken
in [STZ+99]. Here, determination of conflicts is automatically done for any given
SysteMoC model. Summarizing, there are four major differences regarding the
FunState-based method:

1. The proposed approach starts with an executable specification (SysteMoC
program) instead of a FunState model,

2. construction of a monolithic automaton that represents the full dynamic
schedule with (manually) classified states is avoided,

3. conflicts with different rates are considered and may be scheduled, and

4. transitions instead of states determine conflicts.

The overview of the quasi-static scheduling procedure is given in the following
Section 6.4.1. Transition graphs, a data structure used to determine number and
search criteria for traces required in the quasi-static schedule, are introduced in
Section 6.4.2. From a found schedule, source code may be generated. Details are
presented in Section 6.4.3. After a discussion of possible extensions to the presented
approach in Section 6.4.4, experimental results are given in Section 6.4.5.

6.4.1. Scheduling Procedure Overview
In this section, the quasi-static scheduling procedure applied to a SysteMoC model
M = (A,C , E) is described. It is important to understand when runtime decisions
are needed in a quasi-static schedule: Runtime decisions are needed when conflict
situations occur. A conflict situation denotes the runtime situation that executing
a data-dependent transition in a transition sequence cannot be guaranteed; hence,
a conflict situation is the pair (sc , tc) of a model state sc ∈ S and a SysteMoC
transition tc ∈ TM . Depending on runtime data, software execution in a conflict
situation continues with one out of several transition sequences. The origin of
runtime conflicts can be reduced to conflicting transitions.

The first observation is, that a transition needs to be data-dependent (see Defini-
tion 2.8 on page 25) to have a conflict: Two transitions with the same FSM start state
are in conflict if at least one transition is data-dependent, and at runtime only one of
both transitions may exclusively be enabled. Being exclusively enabled is obvious if
two transitions include the same runtime data predicate in each guard, but one is
negated, as in the following example.

Example 6.9. In the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3 on page 24, only
transitions t3 and t4 are in conflict with each other. There is a conflict due to the
runtime data predicate isFrag. During simulation, either transition t3 or transition
t4 is enabled.
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However, there are several possibilities for two transitions to be in conflict with
each other, subsumed in the following definition.

Definition 6.2 (Conflicting Transition). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model.
Each actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈ A includes an FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). Each FSM state
s ∈ FS may have several outgoing transitions Ts , with

Ts = {t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT | v = s} .
Transitions ti = (vi ,gi , fi , v ′i ), tk = (vk ,gk , fk , v ′k) ∈ Ts are in a conflict if there is
a runtime condition predicate conda,i ∈ Ga in gi or gk with one of the following
conditions:

conda,i ∈ gi ∧ conda,i 6∈ gk ∨
¬conda,i ∈ gi ∧¬conda,i 6∈ gk ∨

conda,i 6∈ gi ∧ conda,i ∈ gk ∨
¬conda,i 6∈ gi ∧¬conda,i ∈ gk .

A conflict situation occurs when in a transition sequence a data-dependent and
conflicting transition exists. With this understanding of conflict situations, the
quasi-static scheduling approach can be described.

For a deadlock-free SysteMoC model M , scheduling is basically performed ac-

cording to the algorithm given in Listing 6.6 as follows: A first trace sα
t0−→ s1

t1−→
·· · tn−1−→ sα from the initial abstract state sα of the model M back to state sα is searched
(line 2).8 If a transition tc originating in state sc on this trace is data-dependent and
in conflict with other transitions, we encountered a conflict situation (sc , tc). Such
conflict situations need further treatment.9 Hence, all conflict situations on this first
trace are stored in a set C (line 4). For each conflict situation (sc , tc), at least one
additional trace must be searched for to cope with the conflict at runtime (lines 6–12);
such a trace is called alternative trace, starts in state sc , and has to end in any known
state sk ∈ K . A known state sk is any state on any trace found so far, represented
as state set K in the algorithm. If a transition tc has more than one conflicting
transition, several alternative traces may be needed. Searching alternative traces for
a conflict situation is done by the function findAlternativeTraces. Determining all
required traces is not trivial, and a special data structure is used to exactly determine
the number and characteristics of alternative traces for conflict situations. Further
details are given in Section 6.4.2.

8 Without loss of generality, it is assumed such a trace exists. If, for instance, an initialization
phase is modeled, the first trace is searched accordingly after model initialization.

9 Note that data-dependent transitions with no conflict to other transitions are theoretically
possible. As deadlock-free models are assumed, the data-dependency then must be fulfilled at runtime,
and no alternative sequence is needed in such a case.
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Listing 6.6: Quasi-static scheduling for a given SysteMoC model M
1 algorithm q s s ( Model M )

sα
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sα := f i n d T r a c e (sα, sα,T )
3 add s0

t0−→ s1
t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ s0 to ψ

C := {determine conflict situations in ψ}
5 K := {all states in ψ} // known states

while C 6= ; do
7 (sc , tc ) := c ∈C

C := C \ {c}
9 ψ′ := f i n d A l t e r n a t i v e T r a c e s ( sc , tc ,K )

C := C ∪{determine new conflict situations in ψ′}
11 add ψ′ to ψ

K := {all states in ψ}
13 return ψ

Example 6.10. For the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3, the initial abstract
state is sα = (0, b ). As shown in Example 5.4, a trace back to state sα is

(0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t2−→ (0, c)
t3−→ (0, b ) .

As transition t3 is in conflict with transition t4, this trace introduces the con-
flict situation

�

(0, c), t3

�

; when executing the above transition sequence during
simulation, taking transition t3 is not possible if the Boolean function isFrag
returns true. Hence, a trace starting in (0, c), ending in a state out of state set
K = {(0, b ), (1, b ), (0, c)}, not employing transition t3, and employing transition
t4 is required. A corresponding trace search results in the trace

(0, c)
t1−→ (1, c)

t4−→ (0, b ) .

With this trace, all alternative traces for the conflict situation
�

(0, c), t3

�

are found.

After finding all alternative traces for a conflict situation (sc , tc), a transition
sequence is known for every possible runtime state when encountering this conflict
situation (sc , tc ). At runtime, one of the alternative traces is then chosen depending
on runtime data.

Note that additional conflict situations may appear in alternative traces. These
conflict situations are added to the set of already known conflict situations (line 10).
Determining new conflict situations is detailed in the following Section 6.4.2.

The described conflict handling procedure is applied for each conflict situation
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encountered on any trace (line 6). As the result, a graph ψ is computed by the
algorithm given in Listing 6.6. This graph is called scheduler graph. A scheduler
graph consists of STS-states si ∈ S and transitions ti ∈ TM . When the algorithm
terminates, the resulting graph ψ includes traces for every possible runtime data
situation.

Example 6.10 (continued). As no new conflict situation occurs in the alter-
native trace

(0, b )
t1−→ (1, b )

t4−→ (0,a) ,

all conflict situations for the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3 are handled.
The scheduler graph ψ now contains all two necessary traces to generate a quasi-
static scheduler. The both traces in set ψ are depicted in Figure 6.8.

From this graph, a quasi-static software scheduler can be derived. Scheduler source
code generation is explained in Section 6.4.3. Before, the exact determination of
alternative traces is detailed in Section 6.4.2.

6.4.2. Transition Graphs
As described in Section 6.4.1, alternative traces are needed for conflict situations. For
applying the quasi-static scheduling approach, it is vital to know alternative traces
for each conflict situation encountered during execution—the goal is a scheduler
that can cope with every possible runtime situation. In the algorithm shown in
Listing 6.6, the function findAlternativeTraces denotes a function executed to find all
alternative traces for a given conflict situation. How to determine alternative traces
for a any conflict situation is detailed in this section.

We start explanation of alternative trace computation with a special case, already
discussed in Example 6.10. For a SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E) and a state
transition system (S ,T ) corresponding to model M , assume the conflict situation
(sc , tc), with sc ∈ S and tc ∈ TM . Further assume transition tc is only in conflict
with transition tĉ . In this case, only one alternative trace is required. This alternative
trace is a trace from the model state sc to any known model state sk ∈K ; additionally,
the trace should not employ transition tc and the trace should employ transition
tĉ—not employing transition tc because we search an alternative for transition tc , and
employing transition tĉ to be an alternative for transition tc . Hence, the alternative

trace is of the form sc · · ·
tĉ−→ ·· · sk .

From the above special case, general requirements for alternative traces can be
deduced. An alternative trace must

1. have a certain start state sc ∈S ,

2. have an end state sg that is included in a set Sg ⊆S of goal states,
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(0,a)

(1, b )

(1,a)

(0, b )

t1

t2
t3t4

t1

Figure 6.8.: Both traces in the set ψ computed for a quasi-static schedule of the
model shown in Figure 2.3 are visualized.

3. exclude a set Tc ∈ TM of transitions during trace search,10 and

4. employ a transition tĉ included in a set Tĉ ⊆ TM of transitions.

Lane-based trace searching as proposed in Section 6.2 together with the extensions
presented in Section 6.2.3 allow searching alternative traces with the above listed
requirements. How these requirements are determined is discussed in the following.

In general, transitions may be in conflict with several other transitions. In case
of a conflict, searching a single alternative trace may not be sufficient. This fact is
motivated by the following example.

Example 6.11. The partially drawn actor in Figure 6.9 shows five transitions
Ta = {t1, t2, t3, t4, t5}, originating in state a. According to Definition 6.2, each
transition in the set Ta is in conflict with several other transitions. For instance,
transition t2 is in conflict with three transitions, t1, t4, t5, and transition t1 is in
conflict with four transitions, t2, t3, t4, t5.

Now assume given the conflict situation (sc , t2). Transition t2 is disabled if
predicate cond2 is unfulfilled during execution. A quasi-static scheduler has to
cope with this situation by choosing between alternative traces. In this particular
conflict situation, two alternative traces must be searched for:

1. A trace employing transition t1, coping with the runtime situation that
predicate cond1 is fulfilled, but predicate cond2 and predicate cond3 are
unfulfilled; in this trace, transitions in set Tc = {t2, t3, t4, t5} must not be
used.

2. A trace employing transition t4, coping with the runtime situation that
predicate cond3 is fulfilled, but predicate cond1 and predicate cond2 are
unfulfilled; in this trace, transitions in set Tc = {t1, t2, t3, t5} must not be
used.

10 Note that completely excluding transitions in set Tc for a trace search may result in not finding
an alternative trace in rare conditions. This is discussed in Section 6.4.4.
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Actor cond1/a

a

t2

t3

t4

cond3/d

cond3 ∧ cond2/e

cond2/c

cond2/bt1

t5

...

Figure 6.9.: Part of an actor FSM showing one state a and five outgoing transitions,
t1 to t5; all transitions include runtime data predicates from the set
GActor = {cond1, cond2, cond3}.

These two alternative traces then are sufficient to cope with every possible runtime
situation when encountering the conflict situation (sc , t2).

As a second example, assume the conflict situation (sc , t5). Now, three alterna-
tive traces are needed:

1. A trace employing transition t1, coping with the runtime situation that
predicate cond1 is fulfilled, but predicate cond2 and predicate cond3 are
unfulfilled; in this trace, transitions in set Tc = {t2, t3, t4, t5} must not be
used.

2. A trace employing transition t2 or transition t3, coping with the runtime
situation that predicate cond2 is fulfilled, but predicate cond1 and predicate
cond3 are unfulfilled; in this trace, transitions in set Tc = {t1, t4, t5} must
not be used.

3. A trace employing transition t4, coping with the runtime situation that
predicate cond3 is fulfilled, but predicate cond1 and predicate cond2 are
unfulfilled; in this trace, transitions in set Tc = {t1, t2, t3, t5} must not be
used.

These three alternative traces are needed to cope with all possible runtime situa-
tions when encountering the conflict situation (sc , t5).

The above Example 6.11 suggests that a scheme is needed to determine the amount
and requirements of alternative traces for conflict situations. As a solution, a data
structure reflecting conflicts between transitions is introduced. This data structure is
called transition graph. As we see shortly, all requirements for searching alternative
traces can be identified from such transition graphs.

Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E). Each actor a ∈ A is a tuple
a = (F ,Q, q0), with an FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). There is one transition graph for
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each state machine state s ∈ FS . This transition graph reflects the "conflict relation"
between the transitions in the set Ts of all transitions origination in FSM state s .
Before introducing the details of alternative trace determination, a formal definition
of transition graphs is given.

Definition 6.3 (Transition Graph). Let M = (A,C , E) be a SysteMoC model. Each
actor a ∈ A is a tuple a = (F ,Q, q0), with an FSM F = (FS , FT , FA, v0). For each FSM
state s ∈ FS , there is one directed graph Gs (V , E), with vertices V and edges E ⊆V ×V ;
these graphs are called transition graphs. Depending on runtime data predicates, the set

Ts = {t = (v,g, f, v ′) ∈ FT | (v = s)}
of transitions is partitioned into equivalence classes C1,C2, . . . ⊆ Ts ; transitions ti =
(vi ,gi , fi , v ′i ), tk = (vk ,gk , fk , v ′k) ∈ Ts are in the same equivalence class if guard gi and
guard gk include the equal set of runtime data predicates. For each of the resulting
equivalence classes Ci , there is one node vi ∈V in the transition graph, labeled with all
transition IDs of transitions in set Ci .

If the runtime data predicates of a transition ti in the equivalence class Ci are a subset
of the runtime data predicates of a transition tk in the equivalence class Ck , with i 6= k,
an edge e = (vk , vi ) ∈ E exists in the transition graph. Vertices in transition graphs
without outgoing edges are called leaf vertices.

Example 6.12. The transition graph for the FSM state c of actor Sink in the
model shown in Figure 2.3 with conflicting transitions is shown in Figure 6.10(a).
To show a more complex transition graph, now consider the SysteMoC actor
shown in Figure 6.9. The transition graph for FSM state a is depicted in Fig-
ure 6.10(b).

With the above Definition 6.3, transition graphs posses the following properties
that we suppose later:

• Edges in transition graphs denote Boolean implication of runtime data predi-
cate sets.

• Transition graphs are cycle-free by construction (edges in transition graphs
denote a "subset of" relation).

• In the transition graph Gs for an FSM state s ∈ FS , each transition t ∈ Ts is
labeled at exactly one vertex.

• If there is at least one data-independent transition t ∈ Ts , the corresponding
transition graph Gs has a single leaf vertex.
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t3 t4

(a)

t2, t3t1

t5

t4

(b)

Figure 6.10.: Transition graphs (a) for FSM state c of actor Sink in model Figure 2.3,
and (b) for FSM state a, shown in Figure 6.9. The set of transitions
used as labels is shown inside the nodes.

Now, using transition graphs for alternative trace determination is introduced.
Assume a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E), and a state transition system (S ,T )
corresponding to model M . Further assume any conflict situation (sc , tc ), with state
sc ∈ S , and SysteMoC transition tc ∈ Ts ⊆ TM ; set Ts includes all transitions
originating from FSM state s ∈ F .FS of the corresponding actor a = (F ,Q, q0) ∈A.
For the FSM state s , the transition graph Gs = (V , E) is given. The transition
graph Gs then can be used to determine the number of alternative traces, and the
requirements for alternative traces for the conflict situation (sc , tc ), as shown in the
algorithm given in Listing 6.7:

Listing 6.7: Algorithm for finding alternative traces for a given conflict situation
(sc , tc ), a set of known states K , and a transition relation T .

1 algorithm f i n d A l t e r n a t i v e T r a c e s ( S t a t e sc , T r a n s i t i o n tc ,
S t a t e S e t K , T r a n s i t i o n R e l a t i o n T )

3 using transition graph Gs = (V , E), with tc ∈ Ts
ψ′ := {}

5 foreach v ∈V do
i f (v is a leaf vertex)∧ (tc is not labeled at v) then

7 Tc := Ts \ {all transitions labeled at v}
construct Tc from Tc

9 TE := T \Tc // enabled transitions
Tĉ := {all transitions labeled at v}

11 construct Tĉ from Tĉ

sc
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sk := f i ndC ove r in gTr ace ( sc ,K ,TE ,Tĉ )

13 add sc
t0−→ s1

t1−→ ·· · tn−1−→ sk to ψ′

update K with new states
15 return ψ′
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• The number of alternative traces corresponds to the number of leaf vertices in
the transition graph Gs : If transition tc is labeled at a leaf vertex, the number
of alternative traces is the number of leaf vertices in transition graph Gs minus
one; otherwise, one alternative trace must be searched for each leaf vertex
(lines 5–14).

• For each leaf vertex v ∈V that is not labeled with tc , an alternative trace is
searched (line 6). From the set Tĉ ⊆ TM of transitions one transition tĉ ∈ Tĉ
must be employed in the trace. Set Tĉ is defined by the transition set labeled at
v (line 10). The transition relation TE =T \Tc of all STS-transitions allowed
during trace searching is computed based on the set Tc ⊆ TM of transitions
excluded from the search (lines 7–9); set Tc equals the set of transitions Ts
without the transitions labeled at the current leaf vertex v.

• The start state of alternative traces is always sc .

• The end state of alternative traces is always an already known state sg ∈K .

Finding one alternative trace for each leaf vertex, as described in Listing 6.7, is
sufficient to cope with every possible runtime situation during model execution:
Transitions in leaf vertices denote all runtime situations considered by the model
designer; other (non-leaf) vertices may include transitions that, for instance, include
optimizations or are alternatives.

Example 6.13. Now, the transition graph given in Figure 6.10(b) can be used to
justify the alternative traces listed in Example 6.11:

• For the conflict situation (sc , t2), two leaf vertices not including transition t2
in transition graph Ga need to be considered. Hence, two alternative traces
are needed for a valid quasi-static schedule: one employing transition t1, and
one employing transition t4.

• For the conflict situation (sc , t5), all three leaf vertices must be considered
for alternative traces. This leads to the three alternative trace searches for
this conflict, listed in Example 6.11.

Note that the first transition t ∈ Tĉ on an alternative path is not a new conflict;
this is respected in the scheduling algorithm (Listing 6.6) when determining new
conflicts (line 10). Further note that the order of alternative trace searches may
influence the resulting schedule. This influence and properties such as deadlock-
freeness of a found quasi-static schedule are further discussed in Section 6.4.4. First,
generating source code for a quasi-static schedule is introduced in Section 6.4.3.
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6.4.3. Scheduler Source Code Generation
If a quasi-static schedule ψ was found, corresponding scheduler source code may be
generated. As discussed at the beginning of Section 6.4, target software generation
is not discussed in detail. Hence, generating source code from schedule ψ for the
transaction level model is shown in the following. This source code then can be used
to (sequentially) schedule modules resulting from actors that should be implemented
as target software. Note that generating a "pure" software scheduler follows the
same concepts.

Generating source code for a found quasi-static schedule ψ has similarities with
generating source code for a single trace. Generation source code for a single trace
was introduced for simulation acceleration in Section 6.3.3. The principles for code
generation needed here are the same: for each transition in the set of traces in ψ,
source code is generated that

1. executes C++-functions corresponding to action functions,

2. calls functions that complete communication, and

3. updates a variable reflecting the state of the FSM implementation in the
SystemC module.

However, in contrast to source code generation presented in Section 6.3.3, execution
of a trace should not terminate; instead, when encountering a conflict situation
during simulation, one out of several alternative traces should be selected depending
on the runtime state.

Example 6.14. Consider the both traces in set ψ, shown in Figure 6.8. These
two traces represent a valid quasi-static schedule, and a scheduler can be derived.
The resulting scheduler is shown in Listing 6.8. There is only one runtime
decision in the shown function: the if-clause testing the internal state of the
SystemC module Sink (line 8). Depending on the result of this test, one of the
two static code sequences is chosen.

6.4.4. Discussion and Extensions
In this section, properties of found quasi-static schedules and possible extensions to
the scheduling algorithm are discussed. According to the execution semantics given
in Section 2.4.2, there are two sources of non-determinism during execution in a
SysteMoC model M :

1. In the current runtime state, there may be more than one enabled transition
for an actor a ∈A.

2. In the current runtime state, more than one actor may have enabled transitions.
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Listing 6.8: Function implementing a found quasi-static schedule for the running
example that includes one runtime decision.

1 void q u a s i S t a t i c S c h e d u l e ( ) {
while ( 1 ) {

3 Source . send ( ) ; // t1
Source . out . commitWrite ( 1 ) ;

5 Sink . s t o r e ( ) ; // t2
Sink . in . commitRead ( 1 ) ;

7 Sink . s e t S t a t e ( c ) ;
i f ( ! S ink . i s F r a g ( ) ) {

9 Sink . p r o c e s s ( ) ; // t3
Sink . s e t S t a t e ( b ) ;

11 } e l s e {
Source . send ( ) ; // t1

13 Source . out . commitWrite ( 1 ) ;
S ink . s t o r e ( ) ; // t4

15 Sink . r e a s s e m b l e ( ) ;
S ink . p r o c e s s ( ) ;

17 Sink . in . commitRead ( 1 ) ;
S ink . s e t S t a t e ( b ) ;

19 }
}

21 }

An important property of a quasi-static schedule is that such non-determinism
during execution is completely removed in the schedule: the next execution step is
defined by the schedule at any point during execution—either data-independently
the next transition is executed in a static sequence of transitions, or, depending on
the current runtime situation, exactly one alternative trace is chosen when reaching
a conflict situation during execution. Consequently, non-determinism (diversity) in
software execution is removed by selecting exactly one out of possibly many runtime
transition sequences for execution. Removing diversity in software execution is
not considered as a disadvantage. In fact, this may allow for better prediction of
software execution, for instance, computing worst case execution times and buffer
requirements may be possible with a given quasi-static schedule. Though, this is not
discussed further.

Now, it will be shown that a found quasi-static schedule is deadlock free.

Theorem 6.7. A quasi-static schedule for a given SysteMoC model M = (A,C , E)
computed and returned by the algorithm presented in Listing 6.6 is deadlock free if the
model M was deadlock free.
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Proof. The proof is by contradiction. A deadlock is characterized by the absence
of enabled transitions in the current runtime state (see Definition 5.9 on page 111).
Now assume a quasi-static schedule for the model M found by the algorithm given
in Listing 6.6 includes a deadlock in a certain runtime state sc . That is, a conflict
situation (sc , tc ) is reached during execution for which no suitable alternative trace is
included in the schedule. A quasi-static schedule includes by construction alternative
traces for a data-dependent transition, defined by the corresponding transition graph.
Consequently, when reaching the deadlock state sc , this runtime situation would
not have been covered by any transition in the leaf node of the transition graph
including the transition tc . As the transition graph’s leaf nodes by definition include
all transitions that cover all distinguishable runtime situations considered in the
actor (see Section 6.4.2), there must have been a possible deadlock in the initial model
M . This violates the requirement of starting the quasi-static scheduling procedure
with a deadlock-free SysteMoC model.

As for all conflict situations alternative traces exist in a quasi-static schedule found
by the algorithm presented in Listing 6.6 for a given deadlock free SysteMoC model
M , this quasi-static schedule also is deadlock free.

In the algorithm presented in Listing 6.6, always finding a schedule is assumed.
Also, the order of alternative trace searches influences the set of known states,
and thus may influence the final schedule. In the following, modifications to the
scheduling algorithm in Listing 6.6 and the approach of finding alternative traces
(Listing 6.7) are sketched. These modifications may allow finding a quasi-static
schedule if one exists, even for not previously discussed corner cases.

To guarantee finding all possible alternative traces, trace searching may be slightly
modified: After employing a required transition, trace searching continues without
previously excluded transitions. This extension is needed only for models that
include the problem of cyclic dependencies.

Now, always finding a quasi-static schedule if such a schedule exists is discussed.
Because SysteMoC channels are assumed to have a limited buffer capacity, and the
number of state machine states in actors is limited, too, the models state space S is
limited. If within these state space boundaries no or not all alternative traces for a
conflict situation can be found, the order of alternative trace searches is permuted; if
still not all alternative traces could be found, a different trace is chosen for the trace
contributing the conflict. A different trace may be a trace of the same length but
with different transitions, or a longer trace. This backtracking strategy is applied
recursively if needed. Note that this leads to enumeration of (all) traces in worst case,
what may result in an unacceptable runtime. If no valid quasi-static schedule can be
found even after enumerating all traces, no such schedule exists.
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6.4.5. Experimental Results
The proposed quasi-static scheduling algorithm was implemented, and is evaluated
in the following. The tool reads a representation of a SysteMoC model M given as
XML-file, and a scheduler graph consisting of states s ∈S and SysteMoC transitions
t ∈ TM is the result. Such a graph was already shown in Figure 6.8 for the running
example. From resulting scheduler graphs, source code can be generated as discussed
in Section 6.4.3.

The scalable SysteMoC model shown in Figure 5.8 was used as a benchmark for
the scheduling tool. Experiments were conducted with two to twelve Transport
actors on a standard work station (Intel Quad Core with 4Gb of main memory).
FIFO buffer size depth for all channels was configured to be eight (see Section 5.2.9
for the resulting number of reachable states). For the models, the number of needed
alternative traces grows exponentially with the number of Transport actors. Results
are summarized in Table 6.6. The size of the resulting scheduler graphs is given
as number of traces (# traces), and number of transitions in the scheduler graph
(# transitions); the total number of image computations needed to compute the
schedule (# images), and the total number of nodes in the IDD-pool at end of
scheduling (# nodes in pool) characterize the computational effort. Note that the
computational effort here is smaller than computing the set of reachable states
(confer Table 5.2).

The resulting scheduler graph for the smallest model with two Transport actors is
given in Figure 6.11. As indicated in Figure 5.8, transition t1 is the sole transition in
the Source actor, transitions t2, t3, and t4 belong to actor Transport1, transitions t5,
t6, and t7 belong to actor Transport2, and transition t8 is the transition in actor Sink.
Four traces were searched in total by the scheduling tool:

Table 6.6.: Quasi-static scheduling statistics for the scalable model shown in Fig-
ure 5.8; schedule computation effort and size grow exponentially with
the number N of Transport actors in the model.

schedule

N search time in s # traces # transitions # images # nodes in pool
2 0.1 4 14 17 165
3 0.1 8 30 37 483
5 0.1 32 126 157 2,566
8 0.6 265 1,022 1,277 18,780

10 4.4 1,024 4,094 5,117 65,742
11 14.3 2,048 8,190 10,237 124,217
12 50.5 4,096 16,382 20,477 237,775
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Figure 6.11.: Scheduler graph for the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 5.8 with
two Transport actors. In total, four traces where searched, depicted in
different colors. The leftmost state is the initial state of the model.

1. The first trace, from the initial state of the model back to the initial state,
consists of the transition sequence t1, t2, t3, t5, t6, t8. On this trace, transitions
t3 and t6 are data-dependent and have a conflict.

2. The second trace is an alternative for the data-dependent transition t3 used
in the initial trace; if actor Transport1 encounters a fragmented packet, the
transition sequence t1, t4 is executed instead of transition t3. No new conflict
situations appear in this found alternative trace.

3. The third trace is an alternative for using transition t6 on the initial trace; the
transition sequence t1, t2, t3, t7 is the result. In this sequence, transition t3 has a
conflict. Hence, a fourth trace needs to be searched.

4. The fourth and last trace is an alternative trace for executing transition t3 in
the previously found trace; the resulting transition sequence t1, t4 is similar to
the second trace above.

Finally, a quasi-static schedule for the packet filter model shown in Figure 6.5
was computed. The scheduling took 1.4s in total. Twelve conflict situations were
handled by 21 alternative trace searches. The resulting scheduler graph is presented
in Figure 6.12. The dark shaded circle denotes the initial state sα of the model. The
highlighted trace marks the transition sequence that is executed to accept a UDP-
packet. Conflict situations of this trace are detailed in the following to illustrate the
schedule. After a first data-dependent decision, UDP-packets that failed an IP-header
check are discarded (transition with ID 13). Otherwise, the packet processing is
continued by actors dedicated to a specific protocol. For UDP-packets, the transition
with ID 22 is executed. Further data-dependent decisions then include: processing
a list of filtering rules (transition with ID 53), marking the processed packet for
accepting (transition with ID 56) or dropping (transition with ID 57), accepting the
packet (transition with ID 32) or dropping the packet (transition with ID 33), and
finally, before returning to the initial state, performing transitions for UDP-packet
connection tracking (transition with ID 26).
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Figure 6.12.: Scheduler graph for the packet filter model depicted in Figure 6.5;
the trace of all transitions that are executed to accept a UDP-packet
is highlighted.
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6.5. Conclusions and Outlook
The benefits of formal application models in system-level design are already vast:
they range from formal verification, automatic design space exploration, scheduling,
and so on to automatic synthesis of implementations. In this chapter, a method
to accelerate the simulation of a SystemC/TLM program that was generated based
on a SysteMoC model was presented. Key to simulation acceleration was the
execution of function sequences that were generated automatically from traces
through the abstract state space of the initial SysteMoC model. Such a function
sequence may replace the event-driven simulation of recurrent simulation scenarios,
and significant simulation acceleration may be achieved. A symbolic search method
superior to standard, non specialized techniques was used to obtain accelerating
traces from the formal application model. It was demonstrated that real world
streaming applications that naturally include recurrent behavior may profit from this
approach. Additionally, the presented search algorithm has good scaling properties.

Trace searching and trace integration is a one-time task. In the network packet
filter experiments, determining search criteria for the needed trace was achieved in
the matter of minutes—generating all traces was possible in the matter of seconds.
These tasks might be considerably more time consuming for more complex models.
One has always to respect the relation of costs for finding traces to the benefit of
saved execution time. If a SystemC program is executed only for a few times, the
suggested acceleration technique exploiting traces is probably not rewarding in terms
of time savings. However, in case of intensive software testing resulting in several
weeks of work with transaction level models, the initial effort is surely beneficial.

Furthermore, traces in the abstract state transition system are the basis for quasi-
static schedules. From such schedules, source code for a SystemC/TLM program
may be generated, or the found schedule is basis for a target software scheduler.
Experimental results showed that schedules could be found in the matter of seconds,
even for models with vast state spaces including thousands of conflict situations.
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7
Concluding Remarks

This thesis advocates a combined design flow for electronic systems: The formal
model-based system-level design methodology SystemCoDesigner was combined
with implementation-oriented SystemC-based design by automatic generation of
transaction level models. Both design approaches have their pros and cons: A formal
application model allows using formal methods, but an automatically synthesized
final implementation may not always fulfill all expectations; a SystemC program
allows manual tuning by experts, and enables deploying tools and techniques from a
large ecosystem, but the C++ program at high abstraction levels may be inaccessible
to formal methods. As demonstrated in this thesis, a combination of both design
approaches may then exploit the advantages and compensate the drawbacks:

• In early design phases, formal methods may be applied to an abstract state
transition system extracted from a given SysteMoC model. In this thesis, this
formal representation was the enabler (1) for the verification of important
system requirements such as safety properties and analysis of deadlocks, and
(2) for the generation of optimized quasi-static schedulers. It has been shown
that the proposed symbolic methods can cope with vast state spaces resulting
from models of realistic size.

• After automatically generating a SystemC/TLM program from a given Sys-
teMoC model, established and well-known design processes may refine the
SystemC/TLM program to the final product.

Additional major benefits of the combined design flow are synergies made possible
by retaining a link between the formal application model and the generated System-
C/TLM program. As simulation speed is crucial for fast development, SystemC
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simulation acceleration was shown to provide significant speedup for real-world
applications; based on traces through the state transition system of the initial Syste-
MoC model, the execution of the generated SystemC/TLM program was accelerated
by avoiding context switches for recurrent scenarios.

The presented ideas and contributions of this thesis may also serve for future work:
The generation of transaction level models considers a subset of today’s typical plat-
forms that might be extended. For instance, networks-on-chip might be integrated
into the refinement process. By refinement of the adapter concept, a broader range of
communication implementation alternatives may be supported. The proposed lane-
based trace searching may be extended to find traces that fulfill more complex search
criteria, for instance, criteria given in a temporal logic such as CTL. Such traces may
be beneficial not only for the proposed simulation acceleration and scheduling. For
instance, traces through the state transition system of a SysteMoC model may serve
as basis for test cases then used for testing a SystemC/TLM program. Furthermore,
this thesis concentrated at functional verification; future work may consider the
verification of non-functional requirements, for instance, timing constraints.
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A
SysteMoC Model Representations

In this chapter, three representations of the SysteMoC model shown in Figure A.1
used as running example in this thesis are given for illustration.

A.1. SysteMoC Program

1 # inc lude <i o s t r e am>
# inc lude <sys temoc /smoc_moc . hpp>

3

c l a s s Source : publ i c smoc_actor {
5 publ i c :

smoc_port_out<int> out ;

Source

spaceCh,1/send

Sink
availCh,1 ∧ isFrag/

store, reassemble,process

¬isFrag/process

availCh,1/store
b

Ch

a c

t1

t2
t3

t4

Figure A.1.: Graphical representation of the SysteMoC model shown in Figure 2.3,
repeated for convenience.
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7

Source ( sc_module_name name ) :
9 smoc_actor ( name , s t a r t ) ,

out ( " out " ) ,
11 s t a r t ( " s t a r t " ) ,

numProduced_ ( 0 )
13 {

s t a r t =
15 (GUARD( Source : : sha l lRun ) &&

out ( 1 ) ) >>
17 CALL( Source : : produce ) >>

s t a r t ;
19 }

21 void produce ( ) {
out [0 ] = numProduced_ ;

23 ++numProduced_ ;
}

25

bool sha l lRun ( ) const { return numProduced_ < 1 0 ; }
27 p r i v a t e :

s m o c _ f i r i n g _ s t a t e s t a r t ;
29 i n t numProduced_ ;
} ;

31

c l a s s Sink : publ i c smoc_actor {
33 publ i c :

smoc_port_in<int> in ;
35

Sink ( sc_module_name name ) :
37 smoc_actor ( name , s t a r t ) ,

in ( " in " ) ,
39 s t a r t ( " s t a r t " )

{
41 s t a r t =

in ( 1 ) >>
43 CALL( Sink : : consume ) >>

s t a r t ;
45 }

47 void consume ( ) {
s t d : : cout << " consumed token " << in [0 ] << " \n" ;

49 }
p r i v a t e :
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51 s m o c _ f i r i n g _ s t a t e s t a r t ;
} ;

53

c l a s s Top : publ i c smoc_graph {
55 publ i c :

Top ( sc_module_name name ) :
57 smoc_graph ( name )

{
59 s o u r c e = new Source ( " s o u r c e " ) ;

s i n k = new Sink ( " s i n k " ) ;
61 // FIFO s o u r c e −> s i n k , d e p t h 8

smoc_f i fo<int> s o u r c e 2 s i n k ( 8 ) ;
63 s o u r c e 2 s i n k . connec t ( source−>out ) ;

s o u r c e 2 s i n k . connec t ( s ink−>in ) ;
65 }

p r i v a t e :
67 Source ∗ s o u r c e ;

S ink ∗ s i n k ;
69 } ;

71 i n t sc_main ( i n t argc , char ∗∗ a rgv ) {
Top top ( " top " ) ;

73 smoc_schedu l e r_ top sched ( top ) ;
s c _ s t a r t ( ) ;

75 return 0 ;
}

A.2. SystemC/TLM Program

SC_MODULE( Source ) {
2 s m o c _ f i f o _ c h a n g e d _ e v e n t out_changed ;

SmocFifoOutAdapter< i n t > out ;
4 enum s t a t e _ t { s _ s t a r t } ;

6 Source ( sc_module_name _nm ,
const TlmFifoConfig<i n t > &o u t _ c o n f i g ) :

8 sc_module ( _nm ) ,
out ( " out " , out_changed , o u t _ c o n f i g ) ,

10 numProduced_ ( 0 )
{

12 SC_HAS_PROCESS ( Source ) ;
SC_THREAD( _main ) ;

14 }
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16 s t a t e _ t g e t _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ( ) const { return _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ; }

18 void s e t _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ( s t a t e _ t _new_s t a t e ) {
_ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e = _new_s t a t e ;

20 }

22 void u n f r e e z e ( ) {
_ u n f r e e z e _ e v . n o t i f y (SC_ZERO_TIME ) ;

24 }

26 void produce ( ) {
out . w r i t e ( numProduced_ , 0 ) ;

28 ++numProduced_ ;
}

30

bool sha l lRun ( ) const { return numProduced_ < 1 0 ; }
32 p r i v a t e :

s t a t e _ t _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ;
34 s c _ e v e n t _ u n f r e e z e _ e v ;

i n t numProduced_ ;
36

void _ r e s e t ( ) {
38 _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e = s _ s t a r t ;

out . w r _ r e s e t ( ) ;
40 }

42 void _main ( ) {
_ r e s e t ( ) ;

44 wai t ( _ u n f r e e z e _ e v ) ;
while ( true ) {

46 switch ( _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ) {
c a s e s _ s t a r t :

48 i f ( ( true && ( out . tokens ( ) >= 1 ) ) && ( sha l lRun ( ) ) ) {
produce ( ) ;

50 out . wr_commit ( 1 ) ;
_ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e = s _ s t a r t ;

52 } e l s e {
wai t ( _ u n f r e e z e _ e v | out_changed . even t ( ) ) ;

54 }
break ;

56 }
}

58 }
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} ;
60

SC_MODULE( Sink ) {
62 s m o c _ f i f o _ c h a n g e d _ e v e n t in_changed ;

SmocFifoInAdapter< i n t > in ;
64 enum s t a t e _ t { s _ s t a r t } ;

66 Sink ( sc_module_name _nm ,
const TlmFifoConfig<i n t > &i n _ c o n f i g ) :

68 sc_module ( _nm ) ,
in ( " in " , in_changed , i n _ c o n f i g )

70 {
SC_HAS_PROCESS ( Sink ) ;

72 SC_THREAD( _main ) ;
}

74

s t a t e _ t g e t _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ( ) const { return _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ; }
76

void s e t _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ( s t a t e _ t _new_s t a t e ) {
78 _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e = _new_s t a t e ;

}
80

void u n f r e e z e ( ) {
82 _ u n f r e e z e _ e v . n o t i f y (SC_ZERO_TIME ) ;

}
84

void consume ( ) {
86 s t d : : cout << " consumed token " << in . r e a d ( 0 ) << " \n" ;

}
88 p r i v a t e :

s t a t e _ t _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ;
90 s c _ e v e n t _ u n f r e e z e _ e v ;

92 void _ r e s e t ( ) {
_ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e = s _ s t a r t ;

94 in . r d _ r e s e t ( ) ;
}

96

void _main ( ) {
98 _ r e s e t ( ) ;

wa i t ( _ u n f r e e z e _ e v ) ;
100 while ( true ) {

switch ( _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e ) {
102 c a s e s _ s t a r t :
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i f ( ( true && ( in . tokens ( ) >= 1 ) ) ) {
104 consume ( ) ;

in . rd_commit ( 1 ) ;
106 _ c u r r e n t _ s t a t e = s _ s t a r t ;

} e l s e {
108 wai t ( _ u n f r e e z e _ e v | in_changed . even t ( ) ) ;

}
110 break ;

}
112 }

}
114 } ;

116 SC_MODULE( Top ) {
Source ∗ s o u r c e ;

118 Sink ∗ s i n k ;
SmocFifoMemory<> ∗ f i f o_memor i e s [ 1 ] ;

120

SC_CTOR( Top ) {
122 // memory c o n f i g s

TlmFifoConfig<int> s r o u r c e 2 s i n k C o n f i g ( 8 ) ;
124 // module i n s t a n t i a t i o n s

s o u r c e = new Source ( " s o u r c e " , s r o u r c e 2 s i n k C o n f i g ) ;
126 s i n k = new Sink ( " s i n k " , s r o u r c e 2 s i n k C o n f i g ) ;

// memory i n s t a n t i a t i o n s
128 f i f o_memor i e s [0 ] =

new SmocFifoMemory<>(" f i fo_memory_0 " , s r o u r c e 2 s i n k C o n f i g ) ;
130 // c h a n n e l c o n n e c t i o n

connec t (& source−>out , &sink−>in , f i f o_memor i e s [ 0 ] ) ;
132 SC_THREAD( main ) ;

}
134

void main ( ) {
136 source−>u n f r e e z e ( ) ;

s ink−>u n f r e e z e ( ) ;
138 }
} ;

140

i n t sc_main ( i n t argc , char ∗ a rgv [ ] ) {
142 Top top ( " top " ) ;

s c _ s t a r t ( ) ;
144 return 0 ;
}
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A.3. NuSMV

1 MODULE Source ( o1 )
VAR

3 t r a n s i t i o n : { t1 , b locked } ;
ASSIGN

5 i n i t ( t r a n s i t i o n ) := blocked ;
next ( o1 ) := c a s e

7 t r a n s i t i o n = t 1 & o1 < 8 : o1 + 1 ; −− t 1
TRUE : o1 ;

9 e s a c ;
next ( t r a n s i t i o n ) := c a s e

11 t r a n s i t i o n = blocked & o1 < 8 : t 1 ;
TRUE : b locked ;

13 e s a c ;

15 MODULE Sink ( i 1 )
VAR

17 t r a n s i t i o n : { t2 , t3 , t4 , b locked } ;
s t a t e : {b , c } ;

19 ASSIGN
i n i t ( s t a t e ) := b ;

21 i n i t ( t r a n s i t i o n ) := blocked ;
next ( s t a t e ) := c a s e

23 t r a n s i t i o n = t 2 : c ; −− t 2
t r a n s i t i o n = t 3 : b ; −− t 3

25 t r a n s i t i o n = t 4 : b ; −− t 4
TRUE : s t a t e ;

27 e s a c ;
next ( i 1 ) := c a s e

29 t r a n s i t i o n = t 2 & i 1 > 0 : i 1 − 1 ; −− t 2
t r a n s i t i o n = t 3 : i 1 ; −− t 3

31 t r a n s i t i o n = t 4 & i 1 > 0 : i 1 − 1 ; −− t 4
TRUE : i 1 ;

33 e s a c ;
next ( t r a n s i t i o n ) := c a s e

35 t r a n s i t i o n = blocked & s t a t e = b & i 1 > 0 : t 2 ;
t r a n s i t i o n = blocked & s t a t e = c & i 1 = 0 : { t3 , b locked } ;

37 t r a n s i t i o n = blocked & s t a t e = c & i 1 > 0 : { t3 , t 4 } ;
TRUE : b locked ;

39 e s a c ;

41 MODULE main
VAR
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43 ch0 : 0 . . 8 ;
s r c : p r o c e s s Source ( ch0 ) ;

45 snk : p r o c e s s S ink ( ch0 ) ;
ASSIGN

47 i n i t ( ch0 ) := 0 ;
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Kombination von modellbasiertem
Entwurf auf Systemebene mit

SystemC-Modellen auf Transaktionsebene

Kurzfassung
Die Entwicklung elektronischer Systeme birgt Herausforderungen wie etwa kurze
Produkteinführungszeiten, hohe Sicherheitsanforderungen an das Endprodukt und
die ständig anwachsende Komplexität eingesetzter Hardware und Software. Um
diesen Herausforderungen zu begegnen, entstanden Entwurfsmethoden für elek-
tronische Systeme, die bereits auf der Systemebene ansetzen, statt Hardware und
Software getrennt zu betrachten. Zwei solche Ansätze sind besonders wichtig in
dieser Dissertation:

1. Plattform-basierter Entwurf beginnt typischerweise mit einem formalen Mo-
dell der Anwendung und der Beschreibung einer Zielplattform. Eine typische
Zielplattform besteht dabei aus Prozessoren, Hardware-Beschleunigern und
Speichern, die über Busse verbunden sind. Ein Ziel von Plattform-basiertem
Entwurf ist ein hoher Grad an Automatisierung.

2. SystemC-basierte Ansätze modellieren oft früh im Entwurfsfluss Kommu-
nikation auf der Transaktionsebene (TLM). Resultierende SystemC/TLM-
Programme werden dann manuell oder mit Werkzeugunterstützung verfei-
nert. Da SystemC eine C++-Klassenbibliothek ist, können sowohl aus einem
C-basierten Entwurf bekannte Werkzeuge und Techniken, als auch bereits
vorhandener Quelltext wiederverwendet werden.

Während SystemC-basierte Ansätze für eine breite Produktpallete mehr und mehr
Akzeptanz in der Industrie finden, scheinen automatisierte Entwurfsansätze eher
für spezielle Einsatzfelder geeignet.
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Um den Graben zwischen Plattform-basiertem Entwurf und TLM auf einer hohen
Abstraktionsebene zu überbrücken, schlägt diese Dissertation eine Kombination
von modellbasiertem Entwurf mit der SystemCoDesigner-Methodik und TLM-
basiertem Entwurf vor. Die Kombination wird durch die automatische Generierung
von Modellen auf der Transaktionsebene erreicht. Damit können Vorteile beider
Entwurfsansätze in einem kombinierten Entwurfsfluss ausgenutzt werden:

• Formale Methoden können für das formale Modell der Anwendung eingesetzt
werden.

• Bekannte Techniken und Werkzeuge können anschließend ein generiertes
SystemC/TLM-Programm bis hin zum Endprodukt verfeinern.

Die in dieser Arbeit berücksichtigten Anwendungsmodelle beschreiben Verhalten
als dynamischen Datenfluss. Dynamischer Datenfluss ist gut für die formale Beschrei-
bung von Anwendungen in der Multimedia- oder Netzwerk-Domäne geeignet. In
dieser Dissertation werden formale Methoden für solche Anwendungen in folgenden
zwei Bereichen des Entwurfsflusses eingesetzt:

1. In der Verifikation, etwa zum Beweis von Anwendungssicherheit oder zur
Analyse von Verklemmungen. Dabei wird Verifikation früh im Entwurfsfluss
eingesetzt, um die Generierung von funktional korrekten SystemC/TLM-
Programmen zu unterstützen.

2. In der Generierung von optimierten Ablaufplänen für Software. Im Allge-
meinen ist die Ausführung von hier berücksichtigter Software abhängig von
Laufzeitentscheidungen. Deshalb sind statische Ablaufpläne nicht berechen-
bar und dynamische Ablaufpläne resultieren in Laufzeitkosten. Um solche
Laufzeitkosten zu verringern, wird quasi-statische Ablaufplanung vorgeschla-
gen, die schnelle Ausführung und Vorhersagbarkeit mit unvermeidbaren
Laufzeitentscheidungen verbindet.

Der große Vorteil des wie oben vorgeschlagen kombinierten Entwurfsflusses
ist die Möglichkeit, das formale Modell der Anwendung über die Generierung
von SytemC/TLM-Programmen hinaus auszunutzen. Aufgrund kurzer Produkt-
einführungszeiten ist eine schnelle Entwicklung wünschenswert; hohe Simulations-
geschwindigkeit ist eine Voraussetzung dafür. Deshalb wird in dieser Arbeit gezeigt,
wie eine signifikante Simulationsbeschleunigung mit Hilfe des formalen Modells
erreicht werden kann: Es werden Pfade für wiederkehrendes Verhalten durch den
Zustandsraum der Anwendung gesucht. Diese Pfade werden dann verwendet, um in
der Simulation des generierten SystemC/TLM-Programms aufwändige Taskwechsel
zu reduzieren.
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